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EDITORIAL

SAFES TRUST

CHILUBA: BAHLING FOR SURVIVAL

IT IS sad to note that when the Zambians go to the polls on November

nation that had been hailed as a good
example of political transition for the rest of Africa in October 1991.
This was when the Movement for Multi-party Democracy (MMD),
led by Frederick Chiluba, defeated Kenneth Kaunda’s United
Independence Party (UNIP). The victory was the outcome of a
genuine democratic process, which marked also the end of an era,
during which the post-colonial state had demonstrated its inherent
weakness as an agency for the resolution of the national question,
particularly the transformation of the colonial-type economy and

Éitriste; fiotair quéiquahdp qs zaäibimios fbretn; ås umas, a 18 de
No vembro, eles hao serao a IneSrnå nå?äo que eni Oatuhro de 1991

18, they will not be the same

all its

vestiges.

experienced a visible
fuelled by the MMD’s
efforts to rid the nation of Kenneth Kaunda’s positive impact as a
founding father; namely, his quest for an African identity, presence
in global politics, and the liberation of Southern Africa.
The Zambian nation was manipulated into constitutional
amendments whose import changed Zambia’s notion of citizenship
rights. This is indeed a bad precedent. We had occasion to warn that
“There should be no vendetta whatsoever on the part of the new
victors in Zambia; and everything should be done to ensure that Dr
Kaunda is accorded the kind of honour and respect that a founding
father should receive” (Editorial, SAPEM, Vol.5, Nos. 3/4, Dec/
Under President Chiluba, Zambia has

decline in national consciousness. This

was

1992/93).
Many Zambians arc genuinely questioning whether the present

Jan.

government has successfully

Vol. 10, No. 1

guaranteed them a programme for

whose essence goes beyond the burgeoning flea
markets characterised by second hand clothing (salauld). The obvious
economic recovery,

foTa

adiamada

como um

fex&iTiqlo ;de tfansiqäo fjoli'lica

a Ser

seguidq:|>élo resio do contitientqiafrieano. Isso aconteceuquando
0 Mo vimento para a Democracia

Multi-partidari a (MMD) : 1 iderado
Frfederidk Shililba, derrqtou o Partido UnidO para a
Independehcia (Unip|, do antigo Presidente Kenneth Kaunda. A
por

KitPria foi resukado de

um processo democrdtico genufno, que
igualmcnte offtm de uniaera,duranteaqual o estadopöséöi&niai h'd-via. demOristradP a sPa natural incapacidade eomo o
iagente apropriado para a::resp{uqao ädi tfiteståp npcional.
marcou

;

particularmenteatransforma^aodaeconomiado tipo colonial e de
tqdOS os seus vestigiosiSob a lideran§a do Presidente Clriluba, a
Zämbia sofreu uma quebra da sua consciéncia nacional. Esta
situagao foi cxacerbåda pelbs éstorfos do MMD de libcrtar a
nagao do impacto posiiivo de Kenneth Kaunda como fundador da
iiaeao; nomeadamente o sen eiitpenho pela identidade e^dcam.
interesse pclas questoes poffticas globais e na libertapäo dä Africa
austral;A naqäo zatnbiana foi manipulada a passar eiriendas
cOnstitueionais 'Cuja; essencia hiudOu por completo a nogäo
zambiana do que sao os direitos de cidadania, Esta situagSo
constituii de faem, unr mau precedente. Tivemos a ocasiäo de
prevenir que-näqdéviMhaVérTepfesålias porparte dos vitoriosos;
tudo dévéiser feitb de tnodo a garaniir que ao Dr

Kaunda seja
respcito que o lundador dé unta naqäo
mxtcmEdito^h SAPEM, Vol. 5, Nos.3/4, Qez/3an. 1992/93).
Muilöszambianosquestionani,genuinos,^e tefåo actual govemo
e

dado

o

tipo de honra

eqm sucesso

c

Ihcs garantido

um programa

de recuperaqao

lesson that Zambia has lent us is that economic reforms, as prescribed

econdmica, cuja csscncia eéparaalérnda proliferafäo dos mercados

by the IMF/World Bank, will not provide poor countries with

abertos i espalhados por

opportunities to liberate themselves from the political and economic
crisis that is essentially an outcome of the existing international

segunda niäo (salaula). A unica li^ao dbvia que a Zambia nos
lenha dado é deque, as reformas cconomicas prescritas pélo FMI

economic order.

e

The failure to mobilise people around pressing issues accounts for
the criticism that the MMD has become a haven of crooks and

se libertarem da actual crisc cconömicå que é essencialmente
oresultadoda actual ordem econdmica internacionalf

drug-dealing, etc. Within a period of two
years of its existence as a government, it had lost eleven members
of its cabinet through resignations. This is a serious indictment on
the moral condition of our post-colonial state; which is based
essentially on a continuity that is almost defiant of change and
transformation; and that is also a vehicle for the emergence of new
opportunists in this neo-colonial era. Hence the propensity to shift
the goal posts in local politics; and the related Constitutional
controversy over the “rules of origin” for Presidential candidates,

) A incapacidade de mobilizar o povo ä Volta daS questoes mais
premehfes dä sdciedade esfi por detrds dås aeusaijdés de qué ö

criminals immersed in

not to

mention the ridiculous declaration that Zambia is a “Christian

State”.

The challenge facing the political leadership in Zambia lies in
developing a capacity to survive and institute a nation building
exercise that will restore the country’s status as a leading nation on
our continent. There is an urgent need for Zambians to recover a
sense of national identity, even in the face of economic problems
which will continue to plague the post-colonial state for the
foreseeable future.®
2

todu

a parte e

onde se vende roupa de

pelo BancoMundial, naoiruodaraos pai'ses pobrcsa oportunidade

de

MMD se tornära

träfico de

num

dirogas,

covil demalfeitoresecriminososimersos no

etc.

EhTdoiS

anos

da sua existénciå como

gqvemoi ös MMD

havia perdidq 11 membros do iseu gpverno
devido ademissöés. Ésta é umä inquisi?3o séria sobre a condi?äo
^ rrioral dö nqi^ö estado pös-coloroäl; que se bascia essencialmente
norna contmuidade que é quaSå a negaqäo da mudanga e da
tfansfomraqao; e que é também 5 véfculö parå o särgirriénto de
növas opörtunidadesnesta era nep-colonial.
O maiof desafio que se coloCa a frente dä lideranga polftica na
Zåmbia esta em desehVolver unia capacidadö de sobreviver e de
institucionalizar um: exerctcid de ediftcagåo de uma tlagäo que
pössa éventualmente vir a reconquistär o sbu papel dölidefanga no
nosso contmente. Hä necessidadé urgente dos zambianQs
recuperarem certo sentido de identidade naciönal. perähte uma
siluagäo de problemas econdmicos que continuaräo a flagelar o
estadopos-^colonial rtum futurO prdximo.®
Sapem October, 1996

invading forces from

any of ifs mighty
neighbours. But which country in the

LETTERS

world would want to find itself in the

position of Kuwait six years ago? The
most African economies
result of government

are

not the

social policies

directed to help the poor, but the result
of careless and

extravagant behavior
on the part of these governments which
manifest themselves in endless and
useless

presidential trips abroad,
expensive but ineffective talk-shows

(euphemistically called summits),
expensive vehicles for government
ministers, and many vices. Unless stern
measures

are

taken

by African

governments to correct these problems
and unless the African people
empower themselves to make their
governments more accountable to
them Africa is simply going to remain a
marginal cotinent, kept away from the

other issue worth

considering is that the
regional security that we always talk
about can only be maintained through
the attainment of

a stronger defence
capability by the countries of the
region. Botswana has also shown
commitment to participate in peacekeeping operations in the region, as
demonstrated by its involvement in
Mozambique and Somalia, where

other countries with much

stronger

armies than that of Botswana opted
out.
Kuni

Kanye

Francistown
Botswana

fraternity of the world's most prosperous

ANGOLA REQUIRES PEACE FIRST

THE REAL CAUSES OF THE AFRICAN

peoples.

Your article,

CRISIS

Celio Navarro (fomier World Bank consultant)
Säo Paulo

The

Brazil

reality of Africa today is that of a
undergoing a deep
economic crisis from which it can only

"Angola: Free Press Urgently
Needed'',(SAP£M,Vol,9,No. 11,August
1996), needs to be put into context. As

continent

foreign aid worker who spent two
Angola, it would be misleading
to say that the Angolan government
a

years in

exit

through the implementation of
stringent economic measures as those
prescribed by the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
Your coverage of the issue of
adjustment (SAPEM, Vol. 9, No. 12,
September 1996) is part of a relentless
effort to discredit the excellent work
the two

organisations have done the
world over. The reason why African
economies

have

decline

after the introduction

of

even

recovery

continued

measures

to

is mainly

because of its leaders' deliberate
refusal to implement the

stringent
measures required to help them out
of the present crisis. That refusal is
politically
motivated,
since
politicians know exactly that the
initial shocks of
in

a

adjustment may result
political crisis that may in turn

lead to their demise.
The

budget deficits that characterise

should be applauded for its respect for

REGIONAL SECURITY REQUIRES
STRONG ARMIES
There has been

fundamental principles of human rights,

hysteria surrounding
by the government of
Botswana to strengthen its defence
capability. In certain cases there
have even been cynical remarks
suggesting that no matter how well
equipped the BDF may be, it can not
stop an invasion from South Africa or
Zimbabwe. While that may be true, it
is equally true that as a sovereign
state, Botswana not only has the right
but also the obligation to keep its
frontiers safe. In any case, people
laugh at weaker governments. So
a

the efforts

Botswana

will

be vilified

for

not

equipping itself militarily just as it is for
doing so.
More than any one else, Botswana
Itself is

aware

that with such

a

small

population, it can not hold itself against

including the freedom of the Press.
came across cases of journalists
being harassed, simply because they

Often, I

criticised corruption in the police, the

government and the army. As in the
case

of Ricardo

journalists
all these

Melo, outspoken

can not escape death. But
problems must be viewed

within the context of

a country at war,
government under siege from a
rebel group that has systematically
a

frustrated all efforts to bring about
peace in

Angola. It is to be expected
government under siege will set
up all Draconian measures that allows
it to protect itself. What we need in
Angola is to deal with the prevailing
that

a

conflict there, and then
of

we can

talk

respect for human beings.

Ian MacDonald
UK

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include the writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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CHILUBA’S BATTLE FOR SURVIVAL
Dennis Kapata

o

N OCTOBER 31,1991, Zambians
turned out

en

masse

to vote in

their first multi-party elections

in
17 years, overwhelmingly ousting their
country’s founding leader. President

turned out in their millions, this year,

Western Province.

only a
paltry figure of 2.2 million, half the estimated
number of potential voters, have registered
for the elections. And unlike in the previous

political impasse has been
precipitated mainly by Kaunda’s challenge
to fight what he tenns a discriminatory and

elections when Zambians rallied

fascist constitution. The former President

together

The

Kenneth Kaunda who had been at the

and looked forward to October 31 with the

who

helm of this once-rich southern African

same

euphoria they waited for their
independence from the British on October

years ago,

24, 1964, this time round,

come

state for 27 years.

After the polls,

Kaunda’s party, the United
Indepedence Party (UNIP) about
managed 20 seats out of the 150 which were

a

somber mood

National

awaits the elections.

contested, and these were concentrated in
the Eastern Province, bowed out for his

Many factors can be attributed to the
political uncertainty which looms large in
Zambia today. The main one relates to the
new constitution, which among other
thorny

long outstanding foe, diminutive labour

came out

“rescue”

for

Kaunda

was not

NGOs and

Multi-party

Five years down the line,
Zambians go to the polls again on
November 18, in what could
become Chiluba’s greatest test of
times. The National Assembly was
on

October 18.

Government has brushed aside

opposition calls to hand over power
to the Chief Justice for failing to
organise the elections before
October 31, stating that under the
new

constitution it

was

from

allowed to contest. Some

one

best UNIP

can

do is to

participate

in the elections and vote out the

MMD government so

allowed to

that it is

easy to amend the unpalatable
clauses in the 1996 Constitution”,

remain in power even for 90 days
before holding general elections.

Government

nation

of the major opposition
parties, the National Party (NP)
headed by veteran politician
Humphrey Mulemba, a former
secretary general of UNIP urged
UNIP not to boycott the polls.
The Zambia Independent
Monitoring Team (ZMIT) and the
NP have however urged UNIP to
look for an alternative presidential
candidate to Kaunda, pointing out
that boycotting the elections would
give the ruling party an edge. “The

Democracy (MMD).

dissolved

the

disintegration, has already been endorsed
by UNIP as its Presidential candidate. UNIP
has threatened to boycott the elections if

leader Frederick Chiluba and his
Movement

of “retirement” about two

claiming to have been pressurised
by chiefs and leaders of the opposition to

said Bernard Mpundu NP’s deputy

spokesman,

secretary for elections.

minister of information Amusaa
Mwanam wambwa had maintained

Despite these cal Is not to boycott

that the current administration’s

the elections, UNIP announced

temi

of office would

expire

At

a recent news

the Chief Justice if elections did

polls will go ahead despite
UNIP’s decision to pull out.

Chiluba:

deplores communist type of tactics

take

issues, bars second generation Zambians,

place at the end of October, said: “ Our
Constitution does not suggest that there

including Kaunda, from contesting the
Presidency.

a

take

the

conference in

would temporarily hand overpower

will be

not

part in the elections. Chiluba said

Harare, when asked whether he
to

October 23 that it will

on

on

November 30.

vacuum

not

when Parliament is

Other contentious clauses in the

new

Analysts however said if the
other

major parties, the NP and ZDC
joined the boycott, that would have
perhaps made the MMD think twice about
going ahead with the polls, because without
their participation, its victory would be
two

had

dissolved”. He said that in 1991, Parliament
was dissolved and Kaunda remained

constitution

President until he handed overpower.

that chiefs

Congress (ZDC) Dean Mung’omba said

Chief Inambo Yeta,

parliament has been dissolved, his party is
ready to take part in the polls. The new
Constitution has come under heavy attack

“That
part of the constitution has never been
amended. It was transplanted into the new
constitution”, he said.
However, unlike in 1991 when Zambians
Sapem October, 1996

are

the declaration of Zambia

Christian nation, and the

requirement
relinquish their traditional roles
if they wish to be actively involved in politics.
Among those who are disqualified by the
new constitution is UNIP’s vice president

as a

a

traditional ruler from

hollow. President of the Zambia Democratic
since the

new

constitution is

now

law and

5
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across Zambia’s political spectrum,
with all its opponents accusing the MMD of

he would contest the elections

government are Mulemba, now leader of

amendments.

reneging from the democratic principles on

that

the NP after ousting Nkumbula and
Mung’omba who heads the ZDC and Roger
Chongwe leader of the Liberal Progressive

right

which it

was

elected. Some donors have

suspended their aid to Zambia in protest.
The

registration of voters, carried out by
an Israeli company, Nikuv, has also
infuriated government opponents who allege
that in addition to having overcharged for
the exercise, the firm is connected to Israel’s

intelligence agency, Mossad and that it was
specifically rig the elections. The
voters registration exercise is understood to
have cost US$18 million. Some companies
hired to

from other countries are said to have offered
lower tenders.

TheNikuv-compiled voters’ register had
which
company
officials
acknowledged, but government refused to
give in to the opposition’s demands to engage
another firm to go through the exercise
again. Nikuv has since presented what it
considers a corrected register.
A loose alliance formed by seven other
opposition parties, which included UNIP in
order to field one presidential candidate for
the elections disintegrated a day after it was
initiated when two top contenders for the
errors

despite the
Legal experts, however, state
if elections do take place based on the

1996 amendments, the Chief Justice who
the returning officer for presidential

acts as

Front.

candidates cannot accept nomination papers

Mung’omba lost his job as development
cooperation minister when after his return
from a Paris Consultative meeting, together

from Kaunda.
Some top

UNIP officials, among them
charged with treason
after being accused of being responsible for
a shadowy organisation, the Black Mamba,
which was allegedly involved in a bombing
campaign which rocked the country after
the adoption of the new Constitution,
resulting in the death of one security officer
whilst trying to detonate a bomb at Lusaka
Chief Yeta have been

International

Airport.

with finance minister Ronald Penza,
that donors were forcing

disclosed

government to rid itself of ministers

suspected of being involved in drug
peddling. Penza remained unscathed. It was
revealed that Mung’omba had imported an
expensive car which he undervalued.
Surprisingly, only a few leaders from the
initial

The crucial

question is how has Zambia
become entangled in this web of political
uncertainty?
Soon after coming to power, the MMD
administration was accused by the
opposition, mainly UNIP, of all sorts of
vices ranging from corruption and drug
trafficking. The charges led to the resignation
from government of several senior MMD
officials. Other top MMD leaders also quit
the party for different reasons and have
formed opposition parties.
Those who quit in the wake of drug
trafficking allegations were foreign minister
Vernon Mwaanga, deputy speaker of
parliament Sikota Wina and his wife.
Princess Nakatindi' Wina,

who

team

Cabinet

are

which

was

in the first MMD

still in the party,

others having

either resigned or sacked as was the case of
former finance and agriculture ministers

Emmanuel Kasonde and

Guy Scott,
respectively. Recently, two ministers of
Asian and European descent, Dipak Patel
and Simon Zukas resigned their cabinet
posts in protest against the Constitution.
They are however still in the MMD.
The accusations against the MMD were
compounded by the crippling social effects

was

community development minister.
The three

are

still in the MMD and have

become very powerful. Wina is now
chairman of the party. His wife is secretary
now

for the women’s league

and Mwaanga, one

of Zambia’s most accomplished diplomats,
is the brains behind the
Mulemba: I

am

not in

the alliance

presidency, Mulemba of the NP and
dissociated themselves from it. The other

parties still in the alliance are virtually oneman parties.
The alliance resolved to focus its energies
on securing amendments to the controversial
Constitution of Zambia (Amendment) Act
of 1996 especially the clause which allows
a

presidential candidate to be declared duly

elected if there

are no

contenders. To be

duly

elected in the past, a presidential candidate
had to gamer 50% of the votes unlike in the

the contender with the
highest number of votes gets the seat.
Kaunda was, however, still insisting that

present up where

6

country’s foreign

relations. Despite having lost his ministerial

position, Mwaanga has been accompanying
foreign affairs minister Christon Tembo
on foreign trips.
These were followed by Akashambatwa
Mbikusita-Lewanika and late Baldiwn

Nkumbula, ministers of science and

technology and youth and sport,
respectively who resigned their ministerial
positions, citing corruption within the
MMD government as the main reason for
theirresignation.Chiluba denied corruption
charges hy Lewanika and Nkumbula,
stating that their frustration stemmed from
the fact that they were not happy with the
portfolios they had been given in Cabinet.
Other ministers who have left the MMD

Kaunda: returned to clean up

the mess?

of the economic refonn programme.
Kaunda has taken advantage of the

crisis
using it as the main reason why he
ended his political retirement.
I have ended my political retirement so
and is
“

that I

can

clean up

the

mess

and leave the

government in cleaner hands”
told

a

he recently

political rally.

He further noted that whether the
constitution affected him
to the extent that

and

even

or not

it

was

bad

if traditional rulers

opposition leaders had not asked
active politics, he would
have made a comeback in order to fight the
“discriminatory” Constitution.
some

him to

return to

Sapem October. 1996
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He claimed that after

going round the

country to sound people’s opinion about the
government, he was flooded with calls
from chiefs and opposition leaders to come

new

back and

rescue

the nation.

know that I

ruling party and one faction of UNIP,
led by former prime minister under Kaunda,
and who, the former President Kaunda

Zambian. I can

trace

the roots

dead. Both my paternal and maternal relations
are

The

am

of my parents. Of course my father and
mother are dead. But their villages are not

still alive and these

are

the competent

people to talk about my parentage”, Chiluba
maintains.
Initial

speculation about Chiluba’s origins

that he

handed over power after retirement,

were

Kebby Musokotwane, were,
convinced that Kaunda had ended his

alleged to be a Tanzanian, since he can
speak Swahili. They then charged that he

the late
however, not

was a

Zimbabwean. Then he

was

was a

affairs of Zambia since he left.

Central Province who

on

a

crusade to

urge UNIP faithfuls to forget about Kaunda
is former commander of the Zambia National

Defence Forces,

spoke Shona and
looked brown in complexion and as short as
Chiluba surfaced claiming to be a relative of
his father. “ That scheme did not work. Those
communist type

diplomat and foreign
Benjamin Mibenge. When
Musokotwane took over as president of
UNIP after Kaunda retired, Mibenge was
elected secretary-general. Musokotwane and
Mibenge had accused the former President
of fanning trouble within UNIP by
supporting a faction which was opposed to
the new leadership of the party.
In the faction which was opposed to
Musokotwane were Kaunda’s sons, Panji
and Wezi, as well as another foreign minister
under Kaunda, Rupiah Banda. At some
stage, a number of people were arrested for
allegedly planning a spate of acts, codenamed Zero Option Plan, aimed at making
Zambia ungovernable.
The ruling party has denied that the
former President was the target of the new
Constitution, and argues that the
amendment was proposed in its 1991

of tactics”, he says.
lately, his detractors sent
some people to Zaire, where they managed to
forge a hospital confirmation of birth
indicating that Chiluba was born in Zaire. “
Unfortunately, that confinuation carried my
full names; nobody is born with names”.

elections manifesto.

Mung’omba: count me out of the alliance

minister

were

He claims that

1972 and 1991, Zambians submitted that

they want to be led by an indigenous
President. “ But due to propensity for power
by Kaunda, these recommendations were
thrown

out

of the window,” he maintains.

Justifying the indigenisation clause,
Chiluba told journalists in Harare: “If we do
not

have

a

Zambian whose parents are

Zambian and whose loyalty

Zambia,

to

in

is not tied strictly

the

case

of

any

misunderstanding and war breaking out, we
cannot guarantee his allegiance to the nation”.
Chiluba, who has also been branded

a

foreigner of Zairean origin, claims that all
this fabrication

was

started

before the Presidential
to

by Kaunda long

race

in 1991, in a bid

disqualify him.
“

About my parentage.
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It’s

very easy to

movements

of South Africa, Namibia,

Mozambique Zimbabwe. In an apparent
reference to the sympathy towards Kaunda,
Chiluba retorts that whether

or

not

Zambia

made any

contribution to the liberation
struggle in Southern Africa, it must have
been supplementary or complimentary.
However, as Zambians and observers wait
to see

what pol i tical direction Zambia takes,

the benchmark for the polls will

hinge largely
interpretation of the austerity
economic reform programme the MMD
government has been implementing since it
came to power. On its
part, the business
community wholeheartedly supports the
reform programme. The same appi ies to a lot
the

on

of Zambians, who still have vivid memories
of the humiliation

faced

they endured when they
shortages of essential items and had to

look across their borders for basic
commodities because local industries had
failed to supply them.

Themanifestoesof all themajorfiveparties,

MMD, UNIP, NP, ZDC and LPF state that

they are for privatisation and improvement
of agriculture as part of the strategies to revamp
the economy. Also, apart from the MMD
which has come strongly against subsidies,
the other
For

parties’ positions

are vague.

instance, UNIP says although it is

committed to

Chi I uba says

that during the constitutional
review commissions Kaunda appointed in

and excellent
working relations with Kaunda. The former
President was also very active in Southern
Africa’s liberation processes, hostingguerilla

Mozambican. At one time, a man i n the

retirement because of deterioration in the
One of those who has been

of whom had very warm

privatisation, it views
privatisation as a means to the real economic
empowerment of the people,and not as an
end in itself. UNIP adds that it is also

committed
Chiluba blames Kaunda for all the political

problems currently besetting Zambia,
charging cynically that the former President
returned to politics because he left office
without having prepared one of his children
to take over. In this connection, he says: “
Zambia is a corruption of both presidential
and parliamentary democracies. The country
did not want to see the creation of dynasty.
They did not want to see one family
perpetuating their rule over the country.”
On charges that by enacting such a
discriminatory law, he is being anti-Pan
Africanist, he retorts that he is a fully
committed Pan Africanist.
But

one

issue that has often

come

to

the

not

to

economic liberalisation and

abdication.
On the

privatisation of the Zambia
Copper Mines (ZCCM), the
back-bone of the country’s economy, UNIP
says: “ ZCCM is an important and strategy
enterprise in the Zambian economy.
Accordingly, ZCCM will only be partially
privatised to dilute the State’s shareholding
Consolidated

and at the

same

time restructured

so

that it

operates efficiently and competitively on the
markets.” On health and education, UNIP
has

promised refonns aime^ at improving

the services.
The ZDC in its manifesto says because of
the imperfections of the Zambian market and

its

capital base, there is need for a
programmed approach to privatisation

narrow

attention of observers has been Chiluba’s

well

seemingly uneasy relationship with his
colleagues in Southern Africa, the majority

which takes into account the continued

provision of basic social services.
7
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development of alternative employment
absorption capacities and strategic interest

NERP failed to

considerations.

wary about the economic vision of the
opposition. In September this year, at a forum
organised by the Zambia Association of
ChambersofCommerceand Industry (ZACCI),
four opposition leaders were taken to task when
they failed to outline their plans in papers
presented on theirrespectiveeconomic visions

yield any results.
The business community in Zambia is also

The ZDC promises that it will not abandon

parastatal industries and companies through
liquidations which do no take

closures and

into account the plight of the workers

and the

communities. The ZDC adds that it is
committed to

encouraging and facilitating

local entrepreneurs and investors to ensure
that they are given priority in the process of

for Zambia in the

privatisation. The ZDC believes that aprudent
privatisation programme must entail the
empowerment of citizens as welf,qs dealing
effectively with adverseeffectsofprivatisation

there

such

as

retrenchments and closures.

The Liberal

Progressive Party Front of
lawyer Roger
Chongwe, another leader who resigned as
minister from the MMD, says it recognises
that privatisation is one of the key elements
in the re-organisation of the economy and
will continue to undertake the process in a
human rights and constitutional

transparent manner.
On ZCCM, the LPF says the conglomerate

more

will be

brought to the top list and all efforts
preference to the
privatisation of businesses with less national
importance.
The NP’s manifesto says it will put a
programme of work in place to liberate the
people ofZambia from the suffering brought
about by the ruling MMD. The NP has,
however, been hit by internal squabbles,
resulting in the resignation of Lewanika as
secretary general. Observers believe
Lewanika’s resignation has dealt a severe
blow to the party and this could adversely
will be made to tackle it in

affect its chances in the elections.
The MMD has also

been

spared from
internal bickerings which could affect it in
the elections. The party has been accused of
ignoring calls to hold primary elections to
elect parliamentary candidates and instead,
imposed its favoured leaders in some
constituencies at the expense of people’s
choices. This could lead to disgruntled MMD
officials asking theirsupporters to vote against
official candidates, according to analysts.
A rally in the Central Province town of
Kabwe on October 19, addressed by Chiluba
to announce

not

The

managed
grab a few more seats in by-elections
which were held across the country, UNIP
stands a better chance of improvi ng upon its
1991 showing this time round.
Political and economic analysts, however,
state that the MMD government, under the
dreaded World Bank/IMF-sponsored
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP),
to

mammoth task which the

to remove

subsidies

on

term

of the MMD’s

administration, though greater than its failures
are overshadowed

by the controversy over the

Constitution.

witnessed the worst food riots in its

new

in which about 30

Pointing at the government’s achievements,
people cite the abolition of subsidies, the
liberalisation of the economy, privatisation of
parastatals, reforms in the taxation system to

history
people were killed and
hundredsof shops looted across the country.
The Kaunda administration had to reinstate

the subsidies much

the chagrin

of the IMF
punished the
government by breaking off ties.
to

and the World Bank, which

After its divorce from the IMF in 1987,
was forced to embark on some ill-

Zambia
fated

National Economic Recovery
Programme (NERP). The government had
to go back to the IMF after its initiated

ensure maximum col lection

of taxes due to the

state, the revamping ofthe pubi ic road transport

system and some slight improvement in the
social infrastructure; and home ownership

through sale of council and government pool
houses to sitting tenants.
Failures of the MMD administration have
been notable in the

agricultural sector which
problems related to
marketing, resulting in farmers losing faith
in the system. Job losses arising from closure
of companies, although MMD administration
not directly responsible has had a negative
impact on the population. The performance
of local government has been unsatisfactory
resulting in people feeling that government
has failed them in terms of provision and
delivery of services which affect them most,
such as availability of clean drinking water
is still in serious

the election date and dissolution

a riot after supporters
of dropped candidates went on a rampage

and sanitation.

eventually leading to running battles with
the police.

So, as Zambia finds itself in a catch-22
situation, the crucial question is whether or

The battle would however be between

8

tried

maize meal, Zambia

of Pari lament, ended in

MMD and UNIP. After having taken Eastern

that

agriculture.
The tragedy of the political situation in
Zambia stems from personal ization ofpolitics
at the expense of real issues affecting the
people. There appears to be a lackofdefinition
of the goals that the country is to achieve both
in its political and economic future. Also the
freedom of press now enjoyed in Zambia has
led to a high rate of libel suits.
To many Zambians, however, the
achievements of the first

previous government failed to do.
When in 1986 the UNIP government

was

were

commercial farmers to advanee the cause of

Province in the 1991 elections and

a

years.
from the forum

just too many politicians who
had fatigued the people. There are over 30
political parties in Zambia. The latest on the
list is the Lima Party, recently formed by

Chongwe: leader of LPF

has achieved

next ten

consensus

not

Lewanika:

resigned at a crucial time

Chiluba will

weather storm and

successfully hold the polls.■
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MORE THAN LIP SERVICE
Venkatesh Seshamani*
T IS almost five years ago since the
Movement for Multi-party Democracy

in power, 17 of which under oneparty rule.

physical infrastmcture. In its task of economic
reconstruction, the government identified
stabilisation as the most immediate primary
objective to be attained. The high inflation
was eonsidered to be “public enemy number
one”, who had to be subdued. Accordingly,
drastic monetary and fiscal reforms were

due before the end of

introdueed in order to cut fiscal deficits and

I

(MMD) of President Frederick

Chiluba ousted former President Kenneth
Kaunda’s socialist UNIP government after
27 years

New elections

are

this year, and the success ofthe MMD will be
best deteiTnined by its economie performance
in the five years
1991.

The

of its administration since

momentous

political
change,
brought about by the
first
multiparty
elections and which
instilled

great

expectations

among

Zambians, also led to
a

radical

change in

Zambia’s economic

philosophy.
A

socialism-cum-

humanism

based

economic

system
charaeterised
by

pervasive controls,
regulations and state
subsidies

replaced

was

by

Public transport now

an

unbashed advocacy of a market-directed and
private sector-led eapitalistie eeonomie

system.
The MMD government quickly announced
wide range of economic policy changes
that would facilitate the transition to an
a

economic system in which the government
would have “little business in business”,

private entrepreneurship would be
encouraged and all prices would be marketdetermined.

Nearly five

years

down the road of

economic liberalisation, the Zambian
economy has witnessed some quantum leaps
in terms of changes in economic policies and
institutions which have produced significant
economic and social effects.
The MMD inherited

economy that was
triple digit levels,
high external debt amounting to
an

stagnant, inflationary at
with

a

US$7.2 billion, and

a
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run-down social and

2)exchang

whereby all goods

1)The

can be freely bought
sold to any buyers locally or
abroad at market-determined prices. The

from

or

idea here

was

to

level the playing

field for

all competitors, domestic and foreign, and

the

expected casualties would be all those

firms in Zambia which

were

hitherto

earning huge rents simply by obtaining
import licenses and forex allocations and
receiving implicit subsidies from the
Zambian consumers by charging them
i nternationally

growth in money supply. The most innovative
measure in this regard was the announcement
of a cash-based budgeting system in 1993.

uncompetitive
prices.
Alongside the
economic policy
changes, several
institutional changes
were

also effected

the

involving
creation

of

new

institutional

frameworks,
institutions
dissolution of

new

and
some

existing ones. These
are:

enactment of

the Privatisation

Act in

in abundance: thanks to trade liberalisation?

July 1992,

and

the

The other notable measure was the auctioning

consequent creation of the Zambia

of Treasury

Privatisation

view of liberalising
the interest rates and siphoning off huge
amounts of excess liquidity.
Other

Bills with

areas

a

of economic reforms include:

1) liberalisation of the financial sector which
resulted in the entry ofseveral commercial
banks and non-bank financial institutions

ranging from insurance companies to
pension funds;
rate liberalisation and
liberalisation of the foreign exchange
market through the opening of foreign
exchange bureaux, suspension of the
Exchange Control Act and the removal of
all restrictions

on

the establishment and

maintenance of offshore

accounts.

The

Zambian Kwacha is now fully convertible
with free flow of funds into and out of

Zambia; and

3) commodity market and trade liberalisation

Agency to initiate and
supervise the privatisation programme.
The Zambian Privatisation Trust Fund
was

also set up to hold shares in trust
of the privatised companies

.some

ultimate flotation

to

the

2) The Investment Centre

for

for

public.
was

established

under the Investment Act of 1991, which
was later repealed and
replaced by the

Investment Act of 1993. The aim of the
Centre is to promote, implement,
coordinate and facilitate investment

and policies and to initiate
legislation and measures that will enhance
the climate for private investment.
3) The Zambia Revenue Authority which
was created in order to
bring about an
improvement in domestic revenues
operations began its operations in April
programmes

1994, and took over the administration of
9
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agencies.
4) The Lusaka Stock Exchange was launched
in February 1994. Following it, the
Securities and Exchange Commission was
established in October 1994, although its
formal launching took place only in
February 1995.
5) Tlie Apex holding company forparastatals,
the Zambia Industrial and Mining
Company Limited (ZIMCO) was
revenue

transformed into

an

Investment

Holding

Company with effect from April 1, 1993.
It was subsequently dissolved on March
31, 1995.

6) Some of the major utilities have been
The

restructured.

and

Post

Telecommunications Corporation (PTC) was

split into two companies, Zambia
Telecommunications (ZAMTEL) and
Zambia Postal

Services Corporation

(ZAMPOST) and the former privatised. The

Another feather in the government’s cap is

completion of the Rights Accumulation
Programme (RAP) with the IMF in December
the

1995. As

a

result, the IMF lifted Zambia’s

ineligibility to use IMF resources and
approved loans totalling to SDR 830.2 million
in support of the government’s economic
and financial reform programme for the period
1995/96-1997/98. The loans carry interest
of 0.5 percent and are repayable over

rates

five years

with

a

five-and-a-half year

grace

Zambia

that the

drought which
a big bang was
subdued without even a whimper. However,
certain political developments including the
adoption of an amended Constitution this
year, have met with wide disapproval of
donor countries who have consequently
suspended their aid. This has immediate
consequences for the country’s balance of
payments and maintenance of desired public
expenditure levels, particularly in the social
to ensure

could have otherwise created

Unless this stand-off with the donor

period.

sectors.

There is within government the optimistic
belief that the economy is currently poised to

community is resolved, the situation is bound
to pose a serious constraint to the attainment
of the country’s growth targets.

take off into

growth. A minimum growth of

5 percent has been projected for
the coming years, sustained

1996. Over
growth is
expected with continued fall in inflation rates,
stable exchange rates, low but positive real
interest rates, increase in private investment
and improved performance ofnon-traditional

Budgetary structures
The patterns of budgetary allocations and
actual expenditures are not consistent with
the requirements of growth and development.
Nor do

they reflect adequate

concerns

for

poverty alleviation .With about four-fifths of
the population below the poverty line, poverty
is indeed the most fundamental development
problem in Zambia.
Over the past few years, nearly 40 percent
of the budget has been assigned to sectors
relating to administration, while theeconomic
and social sectors each receive 20 percent or
less. One type of financial indiscipline that

A Nikuv

official briefs Chiluba

on

voters’ registration

operations of Zambia Electric Supply
Company (ZESCO) and Zambia Railways
are also being restructured.
Recently, a Competition Commission has
been set up in order to monitor the operations
of the private sector companies to ensure that
fair practices are adhered to.
The most notable
in the

area

success so

far has been

of inflation control. The nation’s

greatly subdued
though not perhaps entirely vanquished.
Neither did victory come easily. From 1991
to 1992, the average annual rate of inflation
went up from 190 percent to 191 percent.
Despite the introduction of the cash budget
in 1993, the rate came down only marginally
to 187.3 percent. But sizeable gains were
registered by the end of 1994 when the rate
was brought down to 53.3 percent. A year
enemy number one has been

later it
10

came

still exists is in the form of the supplementary
expenditures. In 1995, for instance,
supplementary expenditures constituted some
13 percent ofthe initially approved budgetary
estimates. Practically all of these
supplementary allocations went to the sectors
dealing with administration and in particular
those run by the political heavyweights.
Politics has thus tended to negate the

down further to 45.5 percent.

economic

exports.
While there is certainly room for optimism,
there

are a

number of critical issues that have

to be addressed before achieving a sustainable

path of growth and development.
Critical issues
The momentous

political and economic
gained widespread international
acclaim, resulting in unprecedented levels of
transitions
financial

assistance

from the donor

community. Roughly sixty percent of
Zambia’s total budget has been externally
funded with significant portions of those
funds going to the social sectors and to a
lesser extent to the economic sectors.
At the beginning of

1992, when the present

government had just about begun its reform
programme, the country was hit by the worst

drought in several decades. But the entire
international community rallied behind

rationale

of

budgetary
compositions. This trend needs to be curbed.
There is certainly considerable scope for a
more growth and development oriented and
a more poverty conscious restructuring of
the budget. If this is not done, the cuts in
external funding can aggravate the unsalutory
compositions of the budget and make growth
and poverty alleviation more difficult to
achieve.

Trade liberalisation
Zambia implemented extensive reforms in
its external trade

regime. For example, the
dispersion of customs duty rates
which five years ago ranged from 0 percent
to 100 percent with 11 tariff bands, currently
range between 0 percent and 25 percent with
only four bands. There is a commitment to

level and

reduce these even further in the future. While
such reforms

were

effected

no

doubt with
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good intentions, the local business community
have been complaining that these changes,
far from making the playing field more

trade with South Africa and Zimbabwe within

secondary employment in this sector. It is
on-going economic reforms
will have to pay more attention to employment
creation, if and when growth begins to occur.
The general living conditions of the average
worker in Zambia as gauged by their wages
and conditions of service have been declining
in the past five years. There has been a
significant decline in real wages. For all
categories of workers in the public sector, for
instance, the real wages in 1994 were about
42 percent of their 1984 value. The World
Bank’s RPED (Regional Programme on
Enterprise Development) study showed that
in 1994, the mtxial earnings of industrial

the SADC and COMESA

workers

levelled, have in fact made it

more uneven.

This is particularly attributed to the lack of

reciprocal behaviour on the part ofZambia’s
major trading partners, notably South Africa
and Zimbabwe. Export subsidies of up to 20
percent given by South Africa and
stonewalling practices by the Zimbabwean
authorities have made it difficult for Zambian

goods to compete effectively both at home
and abroad. This is indeed borne out by statistics
that point to a growing negative balance of

With the

groupings.
persistence of the complaints by

Zambian businessmen, the government
i ntroduced the concept of coun tervai I ing duty

clear that the

less than K30 000

(US$35) per
month. And earnings in the range of K10 000
and K15 (X)0per month were not uncommon.
In this context, it may be suggested that there
were

doubled and within the food sub-category,

percent to 28 percent. All this demonstrates
the pressures that the economic reform pol icies

had

brought to bear

groups.
The social
arc

measures

the lower income

on

impacts of the policy reforms
by the unllattering changes in

also shown

the various social indicators. For

instance,
1994,under-five mortality
from 191 to 203, infant mortality

between 1990 and
rate rose
rate rose

from 107

to

113 and life expectancy

birth came down from 54 years to 48 years.
The percentage of the population below the
at

poverty line increased from 68 percent in
1992 to 77 percent in 1994.
Critics have pointed out

that beyond lip
sympathy, the government has shown very
little real

concern

in 1995 with the aim of

countering

the

allocation to mealie meal increased from 17.5

for the social dimensions of
the

adjustment programme
plight of the poor.
The criticism is not entirely
unjustified. In the 1996
budget, the government
pi OLidly announced that it had

protective
instituted by

and the

any

other countries in the

region. However, the
processing of claims has
been
reportedly
so

allocated K600 million to

cumbersome that to date it

poverty

has resulted in little benefit

programmes owing to its
concern for the poor (who

the local

to

industry. This
issue that

is yet another
needs to be

arc

handled

nearly 7 million in

number).

effectively if the alleged

alleviation

The

same

trend of

government
approved
tenninal benefits of K30

deindustrialisationof

million for each of its 150

Zambia
is

to

Members of Parliament
One

be halted.

Wages, employment and the

is need to resuscitate theMinimum Wages Act

Poverty Datum Line
At the end of 1991, there

were

which has remained

544 200

persons employed

in the formal sector. By the
end of 1994, the fonnal employment figure
had come down drastically to 478 200. Since
the total labour force in 1994 was estimated
about 3.6 million, it

at

means that only a little
of the total labour force is
formally employed. Although one would
logically expect a corresponding increase in
informal sector employment, there is no
detailed information on what is precisely
going on in this sector. Available evidence,
however, suggests that the infonnal sector
may have expanded more in terms of jobs
than in terms of persons. This is because it is
not only those who have lost jobs in the
formal sector that arc seeking resort in this
sector, but even those who arc formally
employed, owing to the increasing
inadequacy of their formal wages, arc seeking
over

13 percent
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of the streets in Lusaka swamped by vendors

only on paper. There is
need to publicise a Poverty Datum Line
(PEDL) to promote the concept of living
Both the government and the

wages.

employers’ organisations have expressed
fears that it may not be feasible to implement
a

PDL. Nevertheless,

at

least

as an

a

PDL should be there

ideal that is aimed

to

be attained

(who are by no means jxtor)
which would have amounted to K4.5 billion.
Becauseofthe huge pubi ic outcry, the President

recently rescinded the decision.
The government would need to be applauded
for its firm commitment to continue to pursue

the on-going economic policy reforms.

But it
constantly remind itself that it
of the signatories to the ten

also needs to
was

one

commitments

at

the United Nations World

Summit for Social

incomes

prior to 1992 spent 72 percent of their
on six necessary items (mealie
meal, other food items, rent, clothing, fuel
and lighting, and transport), this percentage
had gone up to 92 percent by 1994. And
whereas 40 percent of the expenditure had

Development held at
Copenhagen in March last year. Ofparticular
importance are the commitments to eradicate
absolute poverty by a target date, to support
full employment as a policy goal, to ensure
that adjustment programmes include .social
development goals and to increa.se resources
allocated to social development. One needs
far more evidence at the operational level

been devoted to mealie meal and other food

than has been witnessed

items

to

over a

phased period of time.

Another World Bank commissioned study
showed that while informal sector households

previously, this percentage rose to 59
percent in 1994. The percentage allocation to
the staple food, mealie meal, alone more than

so

far of the desire

translate these commitments into deeds.®
*

Professor of Economics, University of

Zambia
II
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ON THE VERGE OF AN

ECONOMIC BREAKTHROUGH?
INTERVIEW WITH PRESIDENT FREDERICK CHILUBA
tenets

President Frederick Chiluba, elected in
October 1991, after

defeating veteran

politician Kenneth Kaunda in Zambia’s first
multi-party elections, has just completed a
first stormy and controversial term. He will be
seeking his last five year-term when the
country goes to the polls in November, under
the

1996 controversial Constitutional

in any

very alive.
unmatched.

democracy. Civil society is

Freedom of the press is

And what do you

consider to be the

economic landmarks of your presidency?

parastatal dominated economy,
where there was very little competition, has
The

now

once

been transformed into a market

amendment, which effectively bars Kaunda

economy. Our laws and policies, all

from contesting on grounds that he is second

private investment.

facilitate

generation Zambian, his parents having
come from neighbouring Malawi. Kaunda,
72, had ruled Zambia for 27 years. Chiluba
says he needs another term “to consolidate
the gains the Movement for Multiparty
Democracy (MMD) has made in the
economy”. SAPEM's Dennis Kapata met
recently with President Chiluba at State House
in Lusaka.

Excerpts:

consider to
your most important achievement
since coming to power?
CHILUBA: The greatest achievement is
the change of attitude on the part of our
people, moving from one of dependence
and consumption to that of participation
and production. People had depended on
KAPATA: What would you

be

government for every aspect
livelihood. It
in this

new

of their

have

managed to do, because some of the features
of the programme

impacted adversely on

them.

Given the fact that your leadership

often

a

lot been highly

has
contested, would

you say that you have also achieved much
on the political front?

Politically, the environment is such that
is now free to go about their lives
unmolested. There are laws that safeguard
the interests of our people; that facilitate
freedom of assembly, worship, speech,

everyone

freedom of association, which are the basic
12

We look at the private sector as the engine
of economic development, just as we look at

dispensation to support and

the economic reform programme we

When

we

started the programme

of

privatisation we realised that most of our
people may not be able to find money to buy
companies as units. We therefore also
brought about one mode of sale of those
companies which is called Management
Buy Out. This is where workers and
managers who have run parastatals for some
time express desire to buy them and they are
assisted technically and financially by the
government. We are producing in essence
investors, we are creating shareholders in
companies.
For companies that are not sold as units,
created the Lusaka Stock

Exchange in

the

the civil service as the engine of government

implement

regards to road transport today, we have
buses in Zambia than at any time in the
history of the country.
Our policies have encouraged in vestment.
more

order to allow them offload their shares for

administration. We believe that individual

cooperate with government to

companies. Of course we suffered job losses
in each of the two cases. Luckily, with

we

difficult to expect people

was

because it had become very difficult to
sustain operations of non-profit making

effort which to many

death,

can

initiative
do it

to

is a matter of life and
provide the sort of push and
do business and besides that to

productively and profitably.

general public.
Democracy will have little meaning if the
ordinary people do not become stakeholders
in running the affairs of their own country.
As it is today, we have encouraged the spirit
of property ownership. We have encouraged
the culture and spirit of participant politics
or economic activity.
Your government has been accused of
having amended the Land Act to literally
sell off land to foreigners to the detriment

We have gone through a very difficult
transitional period, during which our people

of Zambians. Is that not contradictory to
the policy of empowering the people, that

suffered loss of jobs, but these were not part

you are

of the

archaic. In a
majority of
people as squatters, in times ahead the
situation could explode and cause a lot of

policy of privatisation; they were
consequences of the real ity of the di stortions
which were in many parastatals which over
employed people as part of the political
appeasement exercise.
Due to the policy of privatisation, entities
such as Zambia Airways and the United Bus
Company, went into liquidation. This was

talking about?

The laws

on

land

were

very

country where you have the

trouble.

Previously, land had no value
according to UNIP’s socialist approach.
But .surely, land has value everywhere in the
world.
Sapem October, 1996
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There has been

a

deliberate distortion and

reconstruction

or

opening up

new

roads, at

taxes.

misrepresentation by some people that land

least

has been vested in the

maintenance.

the hurdles ahead

In the social sector, one has to look at
what has happened in the health and

country had been run by the one-party system
in which the government was the business

education

manager the only competitor, and the
destruction was widespread.

been

so

since

President, but it has

independence. All

done is that when

a

Zambian

or a

have
foreigner
we

buys land, he can not be Just a squatter
without getting a title to that land. Everyone,
whether a foreigner or local, will acquire a
piece of land or they can convert land on
which they have been all this time and

situation where those who

and invest will not

macro-

want to come

merely depend

on our

stories told

verbally or even on paper. They
will watch for themselves and see the trend

in the economy
market place.

for

lot of improvement not

which had lost their desks have started

in the land

in place all the

economic factors which

a

money

development. We have

of the greatest developments

law.

determine economic

sectors. A

some

monitor and

This is necessary in order to allow people
credit for development. And this is

access to

We have put

have

only in the drug supply situation, but even
people who work in hospitals today; doctors
who were neglected have something they
can talk about as a
wage; unlike the position
in 1991, when junior medical doctors were
getting a paltry K50 000 (US$50) a month.
They have gone many times over this now.
The hospitals which were neglected and
produced such a stench that people could
not enter them, today are very clean and
very pleasant to enter. The schools most of

obtain title deeds.

one

will

we

being determined in thp

looking good. We have many primary and
secondary schools, but most of them were
like shells; nothing in them. We have done
everything possible to attend to such
situation.

Before 1991, the stark

reality of the
it
subjected to a lot of manipulation

worthlessness of
had been

our

currency was that

The achievements

are

are

quite numerous but
even

greater. The

Recently, you held talks with leaders of
the opposition, regarding the forthcoming
general elections. How successful

were

these talks?
In the process

dialogue is

an

of democratic politics,
essential component. It is a

way
of diffusing tensions and
misunderstandings, a way to promote
understanding and lessen areas of tension
and

disagreements. We do not enter into
dialogue in order to dislodge other people or
give in every point. And we do not enter
dialogue believing that everything will be
agreed upon. That would mean no need for
dialogue. Democracy is about persuasion, it
is not about killing. It is about
exchanging
ideas and views and see how possibly —
even if you disagree to
agree or agree to
disagree — you can move together.

place. We have freed the exchange rate and

The opposition had condemned the
Nikuv-voters’ registration compiled
process, and have instead demanded the

the value of the Kwacha is the bucket of

use

its value was not determined in the market

as

goods and services. Now
interest rates and the
been

rate

we

have freed

of inflation has

national registration cards for voting.
The electoral system we have in Zambia
to

not been an easy passage. We
people everything because they did
not panic. Instead, they answered the call to
stand up to that economic decay and change

the

it. Prices shot up initially, but they eventually
and

gradually

down, because of the
goods which were not
available before. That has inspired our
people to continue to believe that the future
is brighter and better.
came

abundance of

The social

infrastructure

was

a

complete shambles when the MMD took
over.

How is the situation

now across

the

country?
People have seen the road network we
have started building; very different from
the situation

we

found. We have broader

and better roads and in the cities, the potholes
are

not as common as

they

We have introduced

people

pay
construction
ensure

for

that

when

system where

we run out

expenditure

Sapem October. 1996

or

to
of money

on

Zambia is

road

on

the verge

a

major

breakthrough. We have
everything that is required to allow a country
to develop with a
very vigorous approach.
'There is

a

the informal

growing number of people in
sector.

It has to be understood

and

accepted by a lot of us that in the formal
economic activities of our countries in Africa
and the Third

World,

our

formal economic

may not be able to absorb the great
armies of the unemployed youths who are
sectors

roaming the streets because of lack of job
opportunities. The informal sector provides
the opportunity to get people working on
their own and perhaps in a few years be able
to employ their friends when
they begin to
The informal

sector

has been

expanding pretty well in Zambia. All
have to do is find

the informal

we

money and organise
as to make those who

some

sector so

use

produces

of

economic

grow.

before.

were

for road maintenance
through the price of fuel,

even

capital

a

registration cards during

proposal

following this trend.

This has

owe

of national

the elections. How do you react?
We disagree with the opposition

participate in it feel wanted, respected,
appreciated and therefore obliged to pay

outright winner with the
always being there. If a
petition was presented to the courts by
anyone who felt aggrieved, it would be
extremely difficult to determine the winner
one

chances of petition

when in fact you
of voters in

do not have a fixed number

given area. Only when you
produce a voters register you will be sure
that the number that voted cannot be
beyond
that which registered.
Also, the issuing of national registration
cards in Zambia docs not start with
people
at the voting age. which is 18. It starts at the
age of 16. If we used for voting national
registration cards, what could stop some
shrewd 16 year-olds from going to vote
using the national registration cards?
Opposition parties have claimed that
a

Nikuv, the Israeli firm which compiled
the voters register is connected to Mossad,
Israel’s intelligence agency and that the
deal

was

not above board...

Nikuv is

not

connected to Mossad. Their
13
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work is excellent. The

quality of their cards

is good. The cards we used to have in
Zambia before could be folded in your hand,

completely. The one we
class, high quality plastic.
When we were trying to get the registration
exercise going, we were advised by some
donor governments that we had to get a
private company. There were companies

thrown and torn
have

now

is top

cheaply low to try and tarnish the image and
names of our friends just in order to get
them out of office. That is not good politics.
Your critics have accused you of selling
council houses to sitting tenants as a
mere political gimmick to win the
elections...

councils

provoked an outcry. Democracy is
about talking. Sometimes talking well, other
times talking unwell. But it’s about that free

has not

government.

was

slow

or zero.

1 had to take the

bull

by its horns and go into that myself. And
today our ordinary men and women have
benefited. That is what politics is all about.

expression. There is nothing sinister, wrong,
bad about it.

or

descend that

deserve to be in

done above board.

any

we can

majority of the people tell you to do
something and you fail, then you do not

sampling after which Nikuv won the
was

think

about? It is about numbers. And if the

offered to tender and the tender board did

never seen

of people who
opposed the Constitution, they may not
cooperate with your government?
Those pressures must be managed. If we
had anything against any person or group of
persons, we could feel guilty. But having
done what the people petitioned us to do,
what they suggested must be done, if you
begin to feel afraid, of whom are you going
to be afraid? I thought you could be afraid of
the majority of people who gave evidence,
who petitioned. What is democracy all

not

I have

applied. Other companies from other
applied as well. But this was

tender. It

from

individuals and groups

that. I do

government decision that

which

countries
the

ahead

Then I am a very good politician, because
politics is about sharing of resources. If we
have been able to empower the ordinary
people to buy a bouse which they would
never have thought about, then we are very
good politicians. Then I call politics good
business. It is no political gimmick. It is real
business. Wc introduced this policy way
back in 1992, but its implementation by the

from South Africa, Britain and the US
had

retained to power, to forge
since with much pressure
are

about the continued
the new Constitution?

The councils which built those houses, some

manner, government having appointed a
commission of inquiry, comprising of

they have just been exploiting the people;
increasing rent every month or every year. It
is better they only pay rates either quarterly
or yearly but they remain free to do business

What

can

you say

of them many years ago, have already
recovered the money they spent on them and

controversy over
This has been done in the most democratic

members of the

opposition who were in the
majority, eight of them in number and only
one from the ruling party, two from the

but

You

churches, two from the chiefs and others
from the NGOs. These commissioners went
How has the withdrawal of aid in protest

our people as to what they
wanted to be done to the new Constitution.

against the new Constitution, affected
the country?
We have continued to plead with the
donors because they are punishing the
ordinary people, the same people who asked
us to do what we have done. We can only
appeal to them that even countries that are
poor and are not able to stand on their own,

opinions from

All what parliament did was to
common

translate that

language into some technical

language to enact a law based on the
expressed will of the Zambian people as
petitioned through the Mwanakatwe
Constitution Review Commission.
So
move

on

the Constitution, we could not

and we believe some, not all opposition

parties, find it very difficult to accept that.
There are reports that government may
not have the funds to hold

will

ready to hold the elections. And
when we say we are ready it means we have
the

are

means to

hold the elections.

Former president Kenneth Kaunda is
insisting that he will contest the elections
despite the fact that he is barred by the
Constitution. What is your comment?

Democratic government is about the rule
of law, and once the law is properly carried
out, no

individual

can

beat it.

Will it not be counter
14

must be allowed to make

productive if you

their own decisions.

of he who pays the
piper calls the tune. We should be allowed
So it cannot be

to

decide

on

a

matter

the affairs of our country.

There have been charges of corruption,

elections; what

happen if that is the case?

We

will

are

drug trafficking and other vices against
your government, leading to resignation
of

some

senior members of the MMD.

These

allegations have persisted. What
are you doing about this?
Those charges have persisted. We now
have evidence that two of our opposition
leaders said it in Germany, that I keep
around me drug traffickers because, I too,
take part in this. That is not real politics.
That is

a case

of defamation and character

assassination and only the courts can resolve

made the

ever

evict them.

also

blind eye to

and collected views and

round the country

none

alleged to have turned a
the street vendors who have

capital city, Lusaka, branded the

dirtiest town in Southern Africa, for fear of

jeopardising your re-election chances.
Lusaka is an eye-.sore?
Everything will be done to clean up the
city. When we embarked on the economic
reform programme, we needed breathing
space. If the people were denied the
opportunity to sell their merchandise on the
streets, we would have been sitting on a
volcano. By letting them on the streets we
have avoided violence. The vending problem
is an issue which needs organisation. It needs
proper management so that those who are
causing Lusaka to look dirty are re-diiected to
go and sell where facilities are. We could not
have used sjcuriboks to clear them from the
streets without first creating a place for them.
We ai'e building a new market which will
accommodate close to 2 000 people. The new
not

Do you agree

market will have facilities which will make
vendors leave thecity centre voluntarily. When

the market is completed, with some
persuasion we shall ask those who will remain
on the streets why they cannot go to a place
which is suitable for business.®
Sapem OCTonER, 1996

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

THE MALAN VERDICT AND THE

UNDOING OF JUSTICE
Tammie Mbengo

T

HE ACQUITTAL of former South

African defence minister General

Magnus Malan together with his

co-accused

has

sent

shockwaves

throughout South Africa, with critics
saying that all trials involving past
apartheid atrocities must be cancelled.
The exoneration of Malan and his gang of
alleged murderers raises the question of
whether the Attorney General of KwaZulu
Natal Tim McNally was the right person to
prosecute and whether the judicial system
can successfully try
apartheid atrocities.
Cries of foul went up after Malan and the
remaining 15 of the original 20 accused
were found “not
guilty” of murdering 13
people in Amanzimtoti Kwamakhutha
township on January 27,1989. Only Inkatha
Freedom Party, the National Party and the
right wing Freedom Party welcomed the
judgement as a triumph for justice. Critics of
the acquittals and particularly the state’s
handling of the trial including the ANC,

the accused.

Among the more contentious
points he noted against McNally, were the
failure to charge Buthelezi as a coconspirator. But McNally said the opinion of

activities of a death

all the topmilitary men

eliminate

who had contact with
Buthelezi in those years was that he was a
man of non-violence, a man who favoured a
“peaceful option”.
In the same breath, McNally said Buthelezi,
whose Inkatha was under attack by the ANC,
saw part of the solution as the creation of a
paramilitary wing which would include an
offensive wing or a protection clement
through which the UDF and the ANC-S AGP
alliance could be prevented from disrupting
Inkatha rallies.

Buthelezi

was

therefore exonerated from

the accusations of

forming a hit-squad.
McNally explained his failure to call certain
witnesses such

as

Colonel Mike

van

den

Berg of the S ADF to explain the activities of
the former hit squads, saying that after having
interviewed them, he found them lacking

been satisfied there

court.

against the accused and a reasonable chance
day and night in

of convictions. “I worked

order to succeed in this trial; the desire to win
was

most

certainly there in

any

case,” he

said.

But throughout the seven-month
proceedings and in his judgement. Judge Jan
Hugo frequently referred to inadequacies in
McNally’s prosecution and short comings
by the In vestigating Task Unit which arrested
Sapem October, 1996

questions about

ANC in KwaZulu Natal. “The failure of

Buthelezi

sufficient evidence that could be used in

case

change of mind had come only after numerous
meetings and heated exchanges of verbal
arguments. Even after deciding to prosecute,
McNally and the Unit had differed on the
approach to the case, particularly on the
charges of conspiracy against the generals,
which McNally added to the original charges
less than two weeks before the trial
began in

paramilitary Justice Committee
grilled McNally for more than six hours in
September last year, on allegations that he was
complacent when it came to acting against
state-sponsored hitsquads. Among the most
vocal critics of McNally’s judgement was the

However, shortly after the acquittals,
McNally told a news conference that he had

prima facie

An erstwhile member of the unit
said they spent several weeks trying in vain to
convince McNally to prosecute the case. His
movement.

And the

The state’s case revolved around a defence

was a

squad that was meant to
key members of the liberation

prosecute.

force

United Democratic Front (UDF) activist’s
home which left 13 people dead.

document that outlines the

McNally’sprevious stance on state-sponsored
hit-squads and his perceived reluctance to

Lawyers and the Human
Rights Commission and survivors of the
slaughter were chagrined.

a

a

March. Even before it started, KwaZulu Natal

of Democratic

plan to train Inkatha recruits to kill
plan is alleged to have
originated from the Inkatha leader
Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s request for a
paramilitary force with an offensive capacity.
This coincided with early morning attack on

“Duty Sheet”,

ANC officials raised

Cosatu, the PAC, the National Association

ANC members. The

thehitsquad which was trained in theCaprivi,
was not called to
verify or explain the

but

Another

key witness not called

McNally would have led to any country in the
world to acquit the Irialists,” says KwaZulu
Natal’s ANC spokesman, Dumisa Makhaye.
“McNally did not come up with sufficient
evidence. We hope the legal community;
advocates, lawyers, judges and magistrates
will do .something about this,” added
Makhaye.
But President Nelson Mandela irked families

of the victims

by calling on South Africans to

Daluxolo Luthuli, the self-confessed Inkatha

respect the acquittals.
Mbuzi Ntuli, theyoungerbrotherof Victor,

hitman who blew the whistle

the victim and target

was

on the Caprivi
Strip trainees and their involvement in the
massacre. He was also the trainees’
political
commissar. The judge said the Investigating

of the January 1989

attack, said his family was bitterly
disappointed with President Mandela’s
acceptance. “I do not think he meant what he

Task Unit commander, suj)erintendent Frank

said. It is the blood of the

Dutton’s evidence

which set him free from Pollsmoor prison, he
is now defending those people who

was

probably deliberately

misleading and

so, and criticised the
unit’s apparent coaching of witnesses.
Col. van den Berg was the commander of

people who died
jailed

him,” said Ntuli.

Ntuli, who

was

12 years old at the time the
15
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crime

was

committed, lost two elder sisters, a

three year old sister

and his father, Willie Ntuli.
hiding at the time

He and his brother were in

oi'lhe attack which lasted for about one and half
hours. But Victor was killed in 1990,

this whole thing as justice. If the courts cannot
find them guilty, even in the face ofsuch ample

evidence, then there is something wrong," he
said.
Hesaid he was not surprised by thejudgement:

allegedly

they had pereonally approved several cross
including the cold blooded
assassination of ANC representatives in France.
Dulcie September i n 1987, and Joe Gqabi, who
border raids,

was

killed in Zimbabwe in 1982.

He also made

startling revelations about
apartheid’s involvement in the assassination of

Democratic Lawyers said while it is understood

“McNally has a history of not supporting the
theory of state involvement in hit-squad
activities, and the government is afraid to
take the bull by its horns and punish apartheid

that the President had to uphold the i ndependence

offenders,” said Thusini.

of the courts and the judicial process, “justice
was not done in the eyes of the people".

It is widely believed that even the ongoing
trial of Eugene de Kok would simply be written

masterspy and former
intelligence officer Craig Williams who was
recently amested in Angola in connection with
alleged diamond smuggling, to have also been

acquitted, the
proved that the former state assisted
and abetted political violence aimed at totally
eradicating the ANC and other liberation

off, and that he will also walk away a free man,

involved in the assassination, which is said to

by Inkatha supporters, altliough no one has so
far been brought to lx)ok, as no investigations
were ever

carried out. The Association of

While the accused had been

courts

had

movements.

However, the trials involving the

apartheid generals had substantially hampered
and discredited the work of the

even

after having confessed that, in

Eastern

1985, in the

Cape, together with top policemen, he

had killed UDF activists

Matthew Goniwe,

Sparo Mkhonto and Siphiwe

Fort Calata,

He mentioned

planned on a fann netu' Pretoria.
Liberal and conservative white newspapers

have been

ran

editorial comments of satisfaction, praising

the final outcome of the

judgement. One
editorial read: “This
country (SA) is the most and first democratic
country in a corrupt and poverty riddled
Afrikaans newspaper

Mhlawuli.
De Kok was the commanderofthe Vlakplaas.

Truth and

Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme in 1986.

special unit charged with the job of plotting

Reconciliation Commission.

a

in the
merciless massacre, could not bear to be in
court on judgement day, saying that he was
exp)ecting an appalling injustice. “I do not see

and carrying out the assassination of prominent

Africa". And if the entire trial

leaders of liberation movements in exile, and

corruption of justice itself, then definitely
the word has a different meaning.■

Ernest Thusini, who lost five children

cross

border raids. De Kok has

implicated

was not a

former President P.W. Botha and Malan, saying

THE “BENEVOLENT” NATION
MOOLETSI MBEKI*

T

HE HEALTHY crop

of articles

published in your magazine is
certainly welcome.
But in many articles that have appeared
on South Africa, a counter productive hostile
theme seems to run through them. Two
articles on regional economic cooperation
were especially strident in their message
about the alleged malicious intent of the
South African government
Southern African region.

towards the
These were

“Maputo Corridor: To Whose Benefit?”
(Vol. 9, No. 9, June 1996), and “South
Africa: The Bully on the Bloc” (Vol. 9, No.
11, August 1996).
The first article categorically states: “For
the South Africans, the (Maputo) corridor

political and economic
purposes. President Mandela may openly
use the project as a gesture of solidarity with
will

one

serve

both

of the countries which suffered

against

apartheid. What the South Africans may fail
to admit is that they also perceive investment
in Mozambique not only as a way of finding
a convenient ‘dumping ground’ for their
technology as their industries modernise.
16

of creating a buffer zone
item in Pretoria’s list of
headaches: the influx of economic refugees”.
In case your readers did not quite get the
message about the ANC government’s
‘hidden agenda’ against the region, they

but also

as a

against the

were

way

new

treated in other two articles to stories

of the ANC top

leadership’s machinations
againstCyril Ramaphosa, see “Ramaphosa:
Bowing Out?” (Vol. 9, No. 8, May 1996)
and in “The Mandela Personality Cult” (Vol.
9, No. 11, August 1996) to suggestions that
President Mandela is using his status as “a
demigod, a saint, a legend” to manipulate
world opinion as to hide pervasive poverty
and widening social inequalities in South

Speculation is rife then that the Xhosa
only
to maintain, but also strengthen their
predominance in the organisation”.
A hostile posture towards South Africa
elements of the ANC would want not

Zimbabwe is not altogether
unexpected. At various times during the last
two hundred years, Zimbabwe suffered from
incursions led by several South African
military adventurers. Most notable among

from

them

was

Mzilikazi, who in the mid-19th

Ndebele state at the
of the indigenous people in what is
today western Zimbabwe, and Cecil Rhodes,
former prime minister of the Cape and

century established a
expense

founderof theBritish South AfricaCompany

Africa.

which colonised Zimbabwe at the end of the

According to the author of the article on
Ramaphosa, his downfall was engineered
by a Xhosa clique which allegedly calls the
shots in the ANC. “One thing Ramaphosa
supporters seem to have failed to take into
account is that although his political
credentials may be excellent, the core of the
ANC leadership centres around the Eastern
Cape region which is predominantly Xhosa.

19th century. Prior to South Africa’s
liberation, Zimbabwe saw itself as the

“superpower” of Southern Africa, aposition
from which it feels it has been rather

ignominiously pushed by democratic South
Africa.
For these and other reasons,

the elite in Zimbabwe

sections of

understandably feel

aggrieved against South Africa. Whether
Sapem October, 1996
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these

are

sufficient

reasons to

propagate

allegations about the South
African government and its policies under
the guise of objective reporting is another
unsubstantiated

matter.

South African

government’s
benevolent policy towards Southern Africa
speaks for itself South Africa has granted
all the foreign mineworkers who have been
in the country for over five years permanent
residence. Secondly, itpardoned thousands,
if not millions, of illegal immigrants from
the region and also gave them permanent
residence in South Africa. Thirdly, it
The

new

However, anyone who cares to read South

countries.

African newspapers

will know of the
ferocity of criticism made in the editorial
pages by South African journalists of all
races and in the letter pages by the general
public of Mandela and the government he

To fully grasp the depth of this African
leadership’s malaise, I will compare Africa's
decade of opportunities— 1956/7 to 1966/
7
with Asia’s decade of opportunities —

heads. He has been attacked for

comparison that the Asian decade ended in
triumph especially for East Asia, thereby
setting that part of the world on an upward
path of development. The African decade
on the other hand ended in disasters, thereby
setting Africa along the path of declining
living standards, political instability and
eventually, management of African
economies by the International Monetary

the Minister of Health

the Sararma-2

affair. He has been attacked for not

disclosing th^t the ANC received election
campaign funds from casino magnate Sol
Kerzner.

He has

been attacked

for

maintaining diplomatic relations with
Taiwan and not China. He has been attacked

being too soft on the whites. Hardly the
personality cults are made

cancelled the debt that Namibia owed South

for

Africa.

stuff of which

from Zimbabwe to extend the

of!

Fourthly, it recently agreed to pleas
preferential
trade agreement between the two countries

over

protecting

—

They are the National
splinter groups that
have broken away from it over the years and
the Inkatha Freedom Party which has been

Party and the

many

in close alliance with the NP at least since

the late 1970s. Parties of the centre and the
left

—

ANC, PAC, SACP, AZAPO, DP,

WOSA, Unity Movement, the list is long —
have

never

had

and do not have

a

specifically ethnic base

one now.

Lastly, the charge that South Africa
adulates Mandela and is therefore blinded
to

the

true,

shortcomings of his government; It is
of course, that virtually all South

Africans admire Nelson Mandela and

so

do

many people the world over. What Mandela
did for the liberation of South Africa is a
matter

of

public record and is admirable.
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arose as a

result of the

Army which
had occupied most of East Asia and had
therefore kicked out European colonialists.
The defeat of Japan presented a golden
opportunity to East Asian leaders from
Malaya and Indonesia in the south, to Korea
and China in the north, to grab back their
countries from foreign powers and more
importantly, rebuild new societies in the place
of the colonial societies designed in London,
Amsterdam, Paris and Washington that were
then in existence. The Asian leaders did just
that and in the process, created communist

Could these actions be

defence of apartheid.

from this

Fund.

The Asian decade

of rampant
towards the

have been associated with the creation and

see

defeat of the Japanese Imperial

that had been in existence since the 1960s.

interpreted as signs
South African imperialism
region? All these facts are too
factual for the editors of S/\ PEM who prefer
to believe in their fertile imaginations.
The notion of a Xhosa clique running the
ANC really is a joke. There is a far simpler
explanation for Ramaphosa giving up his
promising pol itical career to join the private
.sector
money. Ramaphosa became an
instant millionaire by joining New Africa
Investments Ltd, a Black company that is
closely associated with, and some say
supported, by South Africa’s leading
conglomerates,
Anglo
American
Corporation and Sanlam.
This is not to say there are no tribal parties
in South Africa. Tribal, or ethnic parties in
South Africa arc right-wing parties that

—

1955/5 to 1954/5. You will

Mandela

China, North Korea, North Vietnam and

Having said all the above, one must agree
with

some

of the contributors to SAPEM

that not all is well in South Africa. It is

nearly three years since the ANC won a
victory in the April 1994 election
and yet, there are no signs that the new
government is taking deliberate measures
to transform our society. If anything, one
has to agree here with Ama B iney, author of
“The Mandela Personality Cult” article,
that the economic theories being touted by
the SA government — Thatcherism is
gymslips according to some observers —
are more likely to leave the socio-economic
status quo as intact.
What is going wrong?
landslide

The affliction that besets

the SA

leadership is the same that has plagued
African leadership throughout the continent
during the past 40 years. The affliction
derives from lack of vision which translates
into lack of direction and

culminates in

ultimately

inability to grasp
opportunities — “tides in the affairs of
men” as Shakespeare described them — as
and when they pre.sent them.selves to their
an

established several

liberated enclaves

throughout Southeast Asia — in Laos,
Malaya, South Vietnam, Indonesia, etc.
Communists were only one side of the
post-war East Asian equation. Capitalists in
East Asia—.lapan, Malaya, South Vietnam,
South Korea,

Taiwan, etc.

—

also decided

establish and entrench the creation of

to

capitalist societies. To achieve this, they
realised that they needed to place themselves
firmly under the wing/rf the United States.
This meant that they had to fight alongside
the Americans against their own people
other Asians, and at worst, they had to
expose their own countries to destruction in
the

event

of

a

nuclear showdown between

the Americans and the Soviet Union.
What

was

the outcome of this great

East

Asian drama?
The close of the

Asian decade of

opportunities ended in triumph for both
capitalists East Asia and communists. The
communist armies had triumphed over the
French at Bien Dien Phu in Vietnam and had
checked American

peninsula and

even

designs

on the Korean
China. Capitalist East
17
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that had been established

Asia

structures

known

colonialism still

especially .lapan and what came to be
as the Asian Tigers, had wrestled
their autonomy from the Americans and
were free to pursue as they saw fit their road
to capitalism.
The African decade also opened with
great achievements. The cornerstones were
the independence of Ghana and the return of
the Suez Canal to full Egyptian conu-ol in
1956/7. African liberation

wars

had been

rekindled about this time, in Algeria, Kenya,
South Africa.

Angola, etc.

The African decade however

was to

end

by
relatively intact. They

rehamessed them and assisted the African
leaders to

preside

over

This
made

Antonio Gumende in

collaborators. Another African liberator,

business sector

by proofficers. And illustrating more

some

of his comments

S ADC: that South Africa is

seen by many
people in Africa and elsewhere as the last
hope for the continent. The reason South
Africa is seen in this light is not because of its
mineral riches; the truth is that many African

on

countries have these

West military

neo-

brings me to my last point, a point
grudgingly by Ama Biney and by

disastrously. During the decade, the great
African patriot, Patrice Lumumba, was killed
by Africa’s enemies and their local
Kwame Nkrumah, was overthrown

the birth of

colonialism.

as

well. It is not

even

because of its

alleged presence of white
settlers and their dominance of the country ’ s
The real

as

reason

Biney claims.
is because of tbe

strength

were

the

reasons

for these two

not

bit of

a

bit of socialism,

capitalism all spiced with

a

bit of

traditional forms of African communal ism
for

good measure.
This was not a recipe for rebuilding societies

that had been shattered and distorted

by the

slave trade, cash crops, settler colonialism
and foreign invasions. When African leaders

called upon to “seize the time”, they
climbed on the fence. When they had the
were

opportunity to change their societies and put
them on a firm foundation that would facilitate

future development, they dithered,
pontificated about the past and scoured the
globe searching for models they could copy.
And above all, they looked up to foreigners
to come and help them understand these
difficult choices.
This

the foreign powers
time to recover their pose and when they
counterattacked, they found the same
18

dithering

gave

from

help strengthen this

democratic

in South Africa and

in the

rest

movement

of Africa.®

It should be underlined from the outset

regional magazine whose

contributions straddle

across

the whole

of Africa and the

diaspora. Its being
published in Zimbabwe must not be
reduced, as Mbeki implies, that the
opinions expressed in it are Zimbabwean.

Ramaphosa

The articles cited in this article
from

of its liberation struggle with a very
developed mass movement. It has a
powerful private sector which boasts some
of the largest corporations in the world. It has
a dynamic middle-sized business sector where
companies are fiercely independent of the
conglomerates. It has one of the fastest
growing trade union movements in the world
that, despite its alliance with the ANC and the
SACP, is not controlled politically by either.
The South African non-governmental
organisation sector is large, outspoken and
independent.
What all this signifies is that South Africa,
despite the shortcomings of the present
government which, as I have argued above,
it shares with other African governments, is
unlikely to go down the slippery slope of
one-party-to-one-per.son rule, kow-towing
to foreign powers, corruption and nepotism,
whimsical economic policies designed by a

the best of both worlds —
a

—

their skills available to

that SAPEM is a

really know what they wanted, let alone
it. They thought they could have

how to get

trickle down effects

Editor’s Note

of its democratic movement. South Africa

on

—

anyone. Lastly, African intellectuals such as
those who write for SAPEM, could make

variously in such countries as Tanzania,
co-founder and
director ofaproperty development company
in Johannesburg.

the other hand did

The African leaders

handouts

Zambia and Zimbabwe is

Soviet Union.
What

Is there

*The author, who has lived and worked

graphically Africa’s condition, the mighty
Egyptian army was saved from Israeli
annihilation by the timely intervention of the

opposite outcomes in East Asia and Africa?
The answer is not as complicated as many
people might think. The East Asians knew
what they wanted. The Asian communists
wanted communism. They worked round the
clock trying to define what that was and how
it could be achieved under their specific
conditions. Similarly, the capitalists wanted
capitalism.

it is in

today.
anything that gifted African
intellectuals can do to help South Africa
build on what it has? Plenty. In.stead of
writing invective, they could explain to their
peoples the fact that Africans can and did
develop democratic institutions of theirown
in South Africa and they work. That these
institutions are not intimidated by a larger
than life figure such as Nelson Mandela. And
that these institutions fight for the welfare of
the mass of the people and are not waiting for
state

came out

well

handful of insiders, maladies that have

far afield

came

the United

Kingdom,
from our networks in Mozambique and,
ironically, from South Africa itself. While
Mbeki subjectively thinks that the socalled South Africa bashing is a result of
our fertile imagination, what would stop
us from asking why he is coming out so
authoritatively to defend the South
African government? Readers might wish
to surmise, given that Mbeki is himself
not only a member of the nouveau riche
as

as

in South Africa but also
one

a

descendant of

of the

family dynasties that have
central to the history of the ANC.

been

However, he should be reminded that
even

with such credentials of the

it is not

insider,
impossible to see and appreciate

the views and concerns of those outside.

More than
some

that, it is a sad indictment on
members of the African petit

bourgeoisie

—

particularly the former

exiles of South

Africa

—

that their

commitment to pan

Africanism is so
quickly exposed as having been so skin
deep.
We hope that our readers will join this
debate and illuminate the realities and

challenges ahead of

a

South Africa in

transition.

combined to get the rest of Africa to the sorry
Sapem October. 1996
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BURUNDI

THREE DECADES OF VIOLENCE
Absalom Mutere

NTERNATIONAL and

I

regional efforts to try to find a solution to the ethnic
Major Pierre Buyoya took over power in

conflict in Burundi have intensified since
a military coup in July.
The Burundi affair has become

a

nightmare not only for the victims of mass
killings, but also for those who try to
influence developments there in the name
of peace and security. Lasting solutions to
the 100 people per day death toll are elusive.
In ensuing waves of confusion, the crisis
seems to make nonsense of every initiative.
Stories about former Burundi President

Syl vestre Ntibantunganya (Hutu) having to
take refuge at the
US embassy in
Bujumbura after
fleeing from a
mob of minority
Tutsi, present in
an almost tragicomical way, the
hopelessness of
the

situation.

Ntibantunganya
sought US
protection a day
after

he

was

pelted with rocks,
grass

and

cow-

dung

at
the
funeral ceremony
of 340 Tutsi
massacred

in

central Burundi

resulted in 150 000 deaths.

According to the US Committee for
Refugees (USCR), some three quarters of
a

million Burundians have fled their homes,

20

Nelson Mandela’s election two years ago.
USAID also funded the Major’s

including 350 000 who have become
refugees in neighbouring countries, and an
estimated 400 000 persons who are
displaced within Burundi itself.
It was the same Buyoya who in 1987 had

participation in

over-thrownmilitarydictatorJean-Baptiste

who had been forced to flee their homes

Bagaza. Such
credentials

nevertheless
did not deter

sponsors

of

'democratic
reform

in

Africa from

pursuing the
under

same

his patronage.

Subsequently, it was
reported that
the

US

paid

had
over

US$150 000
to

Buyoya’s

Foundation
for

Unity,

Peace

and

Burundi’s deposed Ntibantunganya: cover did not last
July. Shielded
Democracy
to organize an international conference
by his personal long
included
such
notable
guards while Tutsi soldiers looked on which
inactively, a whole leader beat a hasty peacemakers as Archbishop Desmond
Tutu. The meeting, scheduled to have
retreat in nothing less than the presidential
taken place more than a year ago, was
helicopter.
repeatedly postponed, supposedly
Events leading up to that incident made
because of the spiraling violence between
talk about democracy, peace and security
Hutus and Tutsis which was claiming
look cheap and inconsequential. Major
about 2 000 lives every month.
Buyoya was said to have been the instigator
Madeline Albright, the US ambassador
of a coup attempt which led to the
to
the UN, had visited Bujumbura earlier
assassination of the country’s first
in the year in an attempt to forestall a coup
democratically elected president, Melchior
Ndadaye in 1993. This was an election he by saying Washington would not
recognize any government that came to
had organized. A civil war ensued which
in

power by force.
Meanwhile, her US
Agency for International Development
(USAID) was well underway with plans to
support the same. Buyoya was paid to
travel to South Africa as an observer during

a

conference in Benin

on

“democratization and the role of the

military’’. More than US$30 000 was given
for his foundation to study assistance to
Tutsi refugees, when the majority of people
where Hutus

escaping attacks by the
overwhelmingly Tutsi army.
Buyoya’s foundation continued to
receive grants after USAID announced that
all but emergency humanitarian aid to
Burundi was suspended because of the
government’s failure to reform. The
European Union did likewise, cutting off
budget support which had helped the
Burundian government pay its soldiers and
civil

servants.

There are reports

that the US has attempted
persuade regional leaders who have
imposed sanctions on Burundi’s military
junta to make concessions. In that effort,
Washington is believed to have received
the support of some of Burundi’s
neighbours such as Rwanda and Ethiopia.
In September, Buyoya talked about
restoring parliament and political parties.
His statements contrasted markedly from
earlier ones that he had made vowing to
overcome economic sanctions
imposed
by Eastern and Central African leaders
aimed at bringing his military junta down.
The change in tone strongly suggested
that sanctions were biting.
Anxious
foreigners and Burundians have been
scrambling for tickets on the last scheduled
commercial flights. Money changers in
Bujumbura have been scrambling to buy
US dollars and the prices of imported
goods are rising steeply. The sanctions
ban all raw materials including oil
shipments to Burundi; they block coffee
exports; Burundi bank accounts in East
to
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Africa have been frozen; and

attaining the balance between coercing
the Buyoya regime to do right by its people
and ensuring that such action does not
exacerbate the already appalling

neighbours

have refused to allow Burundi-bound

planes to land or refuel.
Such

regional action could pay off. Not

humanitarian conditions remains

only has it brought home the degree to
which Burundi depends on the goodwill
of its neighbors; if successful in the long
run, such action could offer new
possibilities for realizing peace and
security in a region that has seen the worst
of everything not only in Burundi but in
Rwanda, Uganda, Somalia,
Sudan, too.
The process
In

significance of the initiative may go way
beyond Buyoya to establish the
significance and potential viability of
new approaches to realizing peace and
security in the region. Such approaches
are being debated under the auspices of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU)
which feels that it can only contribute
meaningfully to peacekeeping by
enhancing its own capability and that of

Ethiopia and

continues to play itself out.

sanctions

humanitarian aid

and allow
on

in

some

condition that it did

undermine the embargo.

In particular,
Regional- Sanctions Coordinating
committee allowed UN agencies to import
baby food and other essential requirements
for infants and hospital patients. It also
agreed to allow them to import emergency
medical and laboratory supplies and
paraffin to keep vaccines cold. Indeed,
not

a balance is attained
embargo realizes its goals, the

However, if such
and the

September, African countries agreed to

ease

a

challenge.

The main challenge, observes

tbe UN.

the

Leslie Gumbi, a Rearcber at the Institute
for Defense

Policy in South Africa, lies in
strengthening sub-regional frameworks to
facilitate their successful engagement in
peace support operations as has been
shown by OAU involvement in tbe

Liberian civil

war

in 1993.

Such frameworks will have

to

address

the

complexities of the international
security environment which keep
transforming the nature of conflict.
Looking back, that task represents one big
challenge. At the helm of the Burundi
peace initiative is former Tanzanian
President, Julius Nyerere. If the succes.ses
of former US President Jimmy Carter in
brokering peace in problem areas like
Haiti are anything to go by, Nyerere will
need to exercise varying skills in the areas
of negotiations and confidence building.
He seems to have the respect of most
Africans in this regard.
He originally
favoured military intervention. Presidents
Daniel Arap Moi of Kenya and Uganda’s
Yoweri Museveni were on board originally
but later changed their minds.
Between
maintaining concensus amongst fellow
leaders and ensuring that the UN with all the
other relief agencies work through the
regional initiative, Nyerere has his hands
fulI.B
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USEFUL OVERTURES
Fernando
OLITICAL analysts

Africa, and, perhaps less successfully, asked

elsewhere may

them not to endorse Boutros Boutros Ghali ’ s

in Africa and
have been caught
by surprise when the state
department in Washington announced
at the end of September, the visit by the
US Secretary of State, Warren
Christopher, to five African states.
The immediate comment, particularly
among critics of American policy towards
Africa, was that the visit had very little
significance for Africa, but that given the
forthcoming elections in the United States,
the Democrats in an attempt to win the
Black vote, needed to prove that they were

p

Gonsalves

bid for re-election to the post

of secretarygeneral of the United Nations.
With violent conflicts in Africa spreading
like bush fire, resulting not only in the
deaths of many people, hut also in escalating
the refugee problem, it was predictable that
Christopher would find it easy to secure an
agreement, albeit just in principle, for the
crisis force. But there

the other

circles, when
ordered

commander-in-chief, he

as

series of missile attacks

Iraq,
Washington’s enemy No. 1. By taking such
a

on

was no consensus on

proposals. Afficaitself remains
highly divided when it comes to supporting
sanctions on Nigeria, and there have been
indications of

official of that rank has been to Sub-Saharan

Ghali’s re-election.

Africa in the last

Through their outspoken ambassador at
Albright —
some say she sees herself as future
secretary

years.

gives Clinton some leverage over his
Republican rival, former senator Bob Dole,
who is trailing behind in the polls. Clinton
scored higherpoints within the conservative

two

concerned about Africa. No American

eight

It

a

firm stand behind Boutros

the United Nations, Madeleine

of state

—

the US has made it clear that it

will veto the re-election of Boutros Ghali,
whom it accuses of resisting the

critics that he is

US behaviour has been likened to that of “a

of

member of a local sports club who is years
behind with his subscriptions”, but who

at a meeting and demand, not just
the club’s next secretary, but also

turns up

Warren

Christopher
Christopher said he had chosen Mali,
where he began his tour, “in recognition of
the tremendous progress” the West African
state has made both politically and
economically. Observers, however, noted
that the real reason why the secretary went
Mali

to vote

A closer look at

Christopher’s African

gives the image of a hastily gathered
expedition, perhaps deliberately intended
to achieve not even a single tangible result
tour

that

would

commit

the

Americans

financially. According to the London weekly

been the only leader in the region
the American condemnation of
the Abacha regime in Nigeria, following the
hanging of Ken Saro-Wiwa, in November

magazine. The Economist, American
assistance figures to Africa have gone down
significantly in recent years.
However, showing keen interest in subSaharan Africa, just weeks before the
November presidential elections, Clinton
hopes to touch on the emotions of AfricanAmericans, the majority of whom have an

was to

for having

who joined

last year.
Three issues featured

prominently in the
secretary’s diplomatic bag. To his hosts,
and others he met along the way, he asked
for a greater cooperation in the US proposed
punitive policies on Nigeria, sought Africa’s

inclination

who

to vote

have

in

for the Democrats, but

endorsement of the American version of an

years become
disillusioned by Washington’s apparent lack

initiative

of commitment for Africa.

22

to set

up a

crisis reaction force in

a

decisive action, Clinton could prove to
not

that the American

weak

on

his

defence, and

‘patriotic duty’ of dealing

with Saddam Hussein is notjust the preserve

Republican presidents.
To the Jewish community,

which is highly
Party,
Clinton scored
other points when he
successfully brought together in Washington
infiuential within the Democratic

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli

veto.

“reward” President Konare

to

Boutros Boutros Ghali

organisation’s transformations. Observers
are puzzled at what they regard as America’s
arrogant behaviour, manifested in its attempt
to rule an organisation it owes more than
US$1 billion in unpaid contributions. The

recent

prime-minister Benjamin Netanyahu, for
talks that lessened the potential for another
Intifada in the Middle East, in which Israel
would be the main victim.

This

of

foreign issues

campaign
from the 1992
Clinton, who fought his campaign then on
domestic issues, accusing his predecessor,
George Bush, of devoting much attention to
foreign affairs to the detrimentof the declining
tool is

use

a

as a

remarkable departure

domestic economy.
Of course, Clinton was

basking in the
glory the Gulf war, despite the fact that it had
raised many questions within the American
society on whether the country needed to
.spend such large sums of money and sacrifice
American lives for the 1 iberation of Kuwait.
But

soon

after

assumption of office.
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Clinton was to discover the realities of being

during the period he had stayed out of
politics after handing over power to an
elected civilian government, and a strong
suspicion persists that the US may have
engineered Buyoya’s July 25 coup, perhaps
fearing that, just as in Rwanda two years
ago, the continued presence of a Hutu
President could encourage Hutu extremists
to seek to wipe out Burundi’s minority

leader of the world’s

only superpower. War
broke out in Somalia, endangering US
strategic interests in the region. Public outcry
in America forced Clinton to intervene,

only to withdraw after the humil iation caused
by the dragging of bodies of American
soldiers on the streets of Mogadishu.
Then the powder keg that Rwanda had
been for many years, fi nally exploded, whilst
the US watched the carnage and the entire
Western world failed to act to prevent the
killings. Africans squarefy blamed
Washington for failing to provide the
necessary leadership.
The secretary can
success

Christopher’s last stop was Angola, where
recognition of the MPLA,
diplomatic relations were established in
after years of non

1994. Since then, America’s interest in
Yasser Arafat

Angola’s wealth has grown bigger, in what
appears to be Washington’s efforts to

his job.

“I think it is time for Africa to come
some strong candidates,” said
Christopher, when briefing reporters aboard
his plane on October 7, en route to Africa.
And in what seemed to be a re-assuring

weaken

forward with

companies in the country.
US oil compan ies have over US$3 billion
in investments in Angola, and Angola
provides 7 percent of America’s imported

statement, he said; “African candidates

oil.

hardly claim

any
in his first African tour for four

years.
The OAU,

Tutsi.

with whose secretary-general

Salim Ahmed Salim,

Christopher met in
be weary of military
regimes in Africa, but also knows it is Nigeria,
with its petro-dollars, that in part keeps the
OAU’s finances relatively in order, in a
situation where a great number of club
members are unable to pay their assessments.
OAU’s position on Boutros Ghali has not
Addis Ababa, may

deserve

special consideration, but unless
are offered, we are going to be left

the influence of French oil

From the American

by the South African foreign

perspective, a
peaceful Angola becomes a strategic
supplier of oil from Sub-Saharan Africa,
particularly in view of the fact that, having
ostracised the Nigerians, and with another
oil rich country, Gabon, falling under the
French sphere of inlluence, Washington
would be prepared to relinquish those
valuable sources of energy if it can guarantee
its hold on Angola.
To guarantee its smooth access to Angolan
oil, the US needs peace and stability in the
country, and offering the Angolans (both
the government and Unita) a stake in the
proposed African crisis reaction force could
be one way of diverging their top brass
from the domestic scene, thus lessening the
potential for renewed conflict.
Additionally, with Unita’s behaviour
pointing to the possibility of a return to
war, Washington fears that that may provide
a breeding ground for Zairean dissidents
who may try their luck to dethrone the
regime of President Mobutu, Africa’s
longest serving dictator, whom the
government in Angola regards with great
suspicion, but whom the Americans regard
as a useful tool in the pursuance of their
policies in the region.
With the elections just weeks away, it has
no relevance whether Christopher
got what

minister Alfred Nzo when he addressed the

he wanted in Africa. What matters is that if

UN General

the emotions of the African American voters

some

without

some to

There

was

consider”.
no

enthusiasm

over

Christopher’s proposal for a 10 OOO-strong

shifted from that of 1991, when the

all Africa crisis reaction force to be

organisation endorsed his candidature, and
even if Boutros Ghali may have disappointed
Africans as he did in the cases of Angola,

bankrolled

Liberia, Rwanda and Somalia, the continent

of the United Nations and the OAU.

does not appear to be
alternative candidate

ready to present an
acceptable to the

Christopher was equally unfortunate in
his attempt to persuade East African leaders

Then there is the French factor. France,

military regime of Pierre Buyoya in
was in sharp contrast with
Washington’s harsh attitude towards an
equally illegitimate regime Nigeria.
The United States is credited with having
provided financial assistance to Buyoya

such

at

Americans.

which commands

a

great deal of

influence

among the African French speaking nations,
has openly been on a collision course with

Washington, unequivocally declaring its
support for Boutros Ghali, and making it
clear that it will also

use

by the US and its Nato allies.
told Christopher that

Mandela for example,

on

an

initiative needed*the endorsement

the Arusha summit to soften their stand

the

Burundi. This

its veto power to

block any

‘alternative’ candidate the US may
come up with. In October, the French invited
Boutros Ghali for a high profile visit to Paris,
in what appears to have been carefully staged
to

let the Americans get the message.
President Nelson Mandela, from whom

Washington would have hoped to win support
declared after meeting with Christopher that
he stood by the OAU’s resolve to support
Boutros Ghali. The
delivered

same

message was

Assembly in October.

The US

however, seems to be firm in
ensuring that Boutros Ghali does not retain
Sapem October. 1996

count, Clinton is already holding the
higher ground, cruising towards victory.®
are to

Salim Ahmed Salim
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THE MIXED EFFECTS OF AID
Antonio Gumende
HE IMPACT of aid

T

depends on
careful planning and management

by both the recipients and donors.
The counselor of the German embassy in
Harare, Christoph Muller, finished his

speech, grabbed the 15-kilogramme bag of
freshly thrashed wheat, threw it over his
shoulder and, among the cheers of the small
group of women of the Fuve irrigation
scheme who had presented him with the
gift, said proudly: “lam taking my ‘harvest’
with me.” As the diplomat walked towards
his

car

with his “loot”,

a

member of the

(IRDEP) in Gutu district, in the

same

province. After ten years of implementation
and with an investment eight times greater
than the money poured into the Fuve, local
politicians stop short of calling the
programme a complete failure. The problem
is not only that 40 per cent of the
programme’s 60 mil 1 ion German marks went
towards administrative costs like paying
foreign experts and finance the purchasing
of vehicles, but that, for outsiders, there is a
mismatch between the money spent on the

project and its achievements.

group askedjokingly how it felt to ‘graduate’
from donor to recipient of food aid.

the

the officials
accompanied him, the symbolic gift by
women from the irrigation project

a

US$500 000), illustrate what members of

impoverished community can achieve
provided with the right infrastructure
and the necessary resources to improve their
an

when

lot.
On

piece of land of 1 hectare, a quarter
they used to labour on the marginal
lands, the farmers have managed to increase
production dramatically. Theirrotated crops
the

a

area

include maize, cotton and wheat

which is

—

a crop

the preserve of rich
farmers. Their incomes, resulting from the
sale of surplus produce, has increased five
fold from Z$5 700 to Z$25 600 a year, and
government officials believe the group will
soon

regarded

as

be able to .set aside funds for the

maintenance of the scheme.
In sharp contrast with the Fuve is the
Integrated Rural Development Programme
24

as

local administration

and Mahofa. The rest of the

province is

under the control of the faction led

by the

influential minister without portfolio Edison

Zvobgo. The assumption of local politicians
is that Gutu’s slow pace of development
may be partly due to a deliberate ploy by the
political rivals to create discontent and arm

Diplomat Muller: the graduate

twist them into submission. The Germans

the 300 or so small scale farmers in the 288-

irrigation scheme, built at

arguing that it had been already well served
by the IRDEP project.
What seems to complicate matters is the

Masvingo. It is considered to be
political faction in the
ruling Zanu-PFparty led by Vice-President
Simon Muzenda, who currently represents
Gutu North in parliament, and which include
the provincial governor, Josiah Hungwe,

without the

of 5 million Zimbabwe dollars (about

claims that other donors shunned Gutu,

the last enclave of the

province of Masvingo, was a
pleasant departure from the pattern that had
characterised his previous points of call in
the three-day tour of projects funded by the
German government in Zimbabwe, in
September. For the first time, the visit ended

cost

leave

district in

southern

hectare Fuve

to

further their
careers. Shuvai Mahofa, a parliamentarian
representing the Gutu South constituency,
confesses that when the project was
establ ished, “there was a misconception that
it was going to develop the district. We did
not know that it was a capacity building
programme only for self-reliance”. She
use to

officerputit,“themostpolitically sensitive”

situated in Zaka district, in Zimbabwe’s

politically-inspired pleas for
sewing machines or donations in some other
form by the peasants.
By any standards, the achievements of

who would have liked IRDEP

something they could

fact that Gutu is,

For the German diplomat and
who

escaped the attention of local politicians

Under the

project villagers were helped
to design 31 land use plans and demarcate
46 grazing schemes, of which 12 are fully
fenced. There are also 225 (very) small
scale nutritional agricultural projects, which
consist of the cramming together groups of
20 or so people in a quarter of a hectare
where they grow vegetables using water
from shallow wells. Under the project 26

unfortunately found themselves in the
political squabbling.
Political disputes notwithstanding, there
is evidence that the “capacity” imparted on
the peasants of Gutu is yet to take them out
of poverty. An evaluation project carried
out in 1992 stated that the approach taken
initially when the ^iroject was known as

763 units of latrines at

Development (CARD) had created “a
dependence syndrome” in the communities.
Little has changed since then. Local officials
say villagers still trek to project’s offices to
ask for materials for a fence for the grazing
schemes when the fence installed by the
project wears out. Members of the local
rural council also complain about the
requirement of a 10 percent local
contribution towards the cost of the project,
arguing that the peasants cannot afford the
charge and also that it is not clear where the

a cost

each and 1 252 shallow wells

of Z$ 1 000

were

built and

fully equipped water sampling and testing
laboratory established in the town. Other
components included the introduction of
a

small animals such

poultry and rabbits
rejected by the
communities but also begged the question
of whether the villagers needed foreign
expertise and money to carry them out in the
first place.
The limited impact of the project has not
some

as

of which were not only

have

cross-fire of

Coordinated

Agric^ultural and Rural
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the District

money goes. The contribution was meant to
the commitment of the villagers but

ensure

the strategy
well.

does not

seem to

have worked

The dependence syndrome does not affect
the peasants

alone. The government is also
showing signs of the same dependence on
donor funding. For example, since 1984 the
German government has been footing the
bill for the construction and maintenance of

the rural road network. The agreement
between the German and the Zimbabwean

governments stipulates that the former meets
three quarters

of costs of the construction

and maintenance of the networks, including

all

foreign exchange costs. The Zimbabwean

government pays for tbe other quarter. The
cost of the road project is estimated at 121
million Marks

(US$80 million) and

covers

the construction of 21 500 kilometres and

the maintenance of 24 000 kilometres.
Due

to

budgetary constraints, the

fulfill its
part of the deal and this is impairing the
ability of implementing agencies such as
government has been unable to

Development Fund (DDF) to

carry out their work. For example, while the
Mas vingo office of DDF submitted a plan to

community, it has become apparent that
without productive components such as
access to land, water and other inputs to the

maintain 404 kilometres of roads in the

communities, the beneficiaries

province in the 1995/96 fiscal year, the
funds allocated by treasury for the year
could only cover 126 kilometres, despite
the surprisingly low unit cost of about
Z$ 1300 per kilometre in the province. When
asked what will happen when the programme
eventually comes to an end in 1998-99, the
officer responsible for the rural roads
programme in Masvingo said, “this would
be like abandoning us”.
Admittedly the donors find themselves in
adilemma when trying to tailor aid packages
to suit the priorities of a particular country.
In a project like a road network the diffieult
choice for which there is no easy answer is
whether to support it now or wait for the
capacity to sustain the infrastructure locally

advantage of their newly acquired
knowledge to lift themselves out of the

to

emerge.
The case of the IRDEP

project in Gutu
Although
the local

poses adifferent set ofchallenges.
certain skills were imparted to

cannot take

poverty trap.
One of the many lessons from German
sponsored development projects in
Masvingo is perhaps that, although capacity
building programmes may be important,
without strategies that help the communities
to apply the skills to become self-sufficient,
the knowledge may be of little use. The
Fuve irrigation scheme shows that, given
the necessary assistance, rural communities
can manage to overcome the dependence
syndrome. However, this requires a clearly
defined frame work of intervention designed
with the participation of the communities,
in which donor assistance can be integrated
and used more effectively to improve the
living conditions of the rural poor. This

aspect appears to have been overlooked in
some

of the rural

projects.®
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THE BIRTH OF THE MOTHERLAND FUND
Dennis Kapata

A

N

INITIATIVE

aimed

at

empowering African women to
attain higher heights in business
will be inaugurated soon.
Behind the project is a group of African
women

will be
of businesswomen
between emerging
women entrepreneurs on the

entrepreneurs. Their mission

has been placed on the African woman
“The African woman
entrepreneur has been copsistently

from

overlooked and is sometimes even invisible,

and economic realities of Africa and who

thereby creating the perception that women’s
businesses can only operate at acertain level,”

have

Mwanamwambwa.

try and create a group
in order to close the gap

says

and successful

agribusiness, floriculture, oleoresin
production and commodity trading, says tbe

to

continent.

Mwanamwambwa, whose operations are
in

the

entrepreneurs can
world.

envisages the establishment
provide credit for group
lending to emerging African women

the

Mwanamwambwa said the CCWA will be

professional, goal directed and spiritually
guided by the principle of “One for all and all

provide credit for
lending to emerging African women

for one”.

entrepreneurs as well as the coiporate women.
One of the women involved in the venture,

immemorial, African

women

have been

instrumental in sustaining the economies of
their societies or countries by engaging in
business activities.
These activities have been varied and have

The CCWA

Mwanamwambwa:

one

of those behind

motherland fund
of this

perception is that there are
of African women in business.
One, of those who are emerging, and the
outcome
two

groups

other of those who

are

successful. “There is

middle group with the two having separate

no

and distinct issues”. The other

woman

from

transcended both the informal and formal

Southern Africa is Kubi Indi, aZimbabwean,

it has been widely
conceded that, ifgiven the right technical and

who

sectors.

Over the years,

owns

a

cosmetics

manufacturing

financial assistance, it is these activities that

company.
This alliance of successful African

provide the solution for

corporate women has established an

women

do that will

development in Africa.
“The emphasis by both national and
international organisations has been placed
on the emerging women entrepreneurs, who
are either just starting business or who are

economic

operating their businesses on a marginal
level”, says Mwanamwambwa.
The programme also has its roots in the
realisation that though credit and technical
training programmes have been established
all over the continent, very little support if
26

inaugural meeting of the organisation this

month in Douala, Camerexm.

Motherland Fund.” It will

prominent

women

CeWA’s first executive committee will host

entrepreneurs as well as corporate women.
The proposed fund will be called “ the

a

from

agreed to set up the CCWA in
during the International Conference
on “ Reviving Private Investment in Africa”
held in Accra last June. It is planned that the
The

The scheme

Zambian businesswoman, says the mission
is a result of the realisation that from time

women

Ghana

achieve in the business

Catherine Mwanamwambwa,

by the CCWA accepting associate
membership from women who are working

Cameroon, Kenya, Benin and Ghana.

women

of a fund which will

group

lessened

The CCWA also includes

creating an enabling environment and prove
limit to what

It is expected that the gap between emerging
and successful businesswomen will be further

executives of financial institutions.

certain level. Their efforts will be directed at
no

in

specifically, women managing credit delivery
programmes/institutions and women chief

break

myth that a woman can only succeed at a

that there is

spiritual integrity to maintain a focus
order to realise the ideals of the concept.

within the field of credit and finance,

pioneers of the scheme, already
successful corporate businesswomen, two of
The

them from Southern Africa, want to

Membership will be solicited continuously
women of substance and maturity, who
can cope and have coped with the political

entrepreneur.

any,

organisation known as Corporate Council of
Women

for Africa (CCWA), whose

objectives would be to provide financial
services and network in Africa to promote

private sector growth.
Members of the CCWA would be chosen

the basis of tbeir

professional business
performance. Each member will have to
possess a minimum equity of 50 percent in a
on

business with

US$1 million.

a turnover

of not less than

through the membership of
working within the field of credit and
finance will be empowered to create trade
links, partnerships and joint-ventureinitiatives
between the successful corporate women and
the emerging entrepreneurs.
In addition, the council will provide
suppliers credit to each other for marketing
their products.
It is projxised that the Motherland Fund
women

will be established when US$1 million in

capital is realised. At all times 20 percent of
the Fund will be for the portfolio of the
members and 80 percent will be utilised for
lending to African women entrepreneurs. The
target will be to raise the Fund to US$1 billion
in capital.
The fund will emphasise preference for
projects which add value to raw materials and
which develop industries. It will promote
projects which provide mass employment,
particularly in the rural and deprived areas of
Africa, and those which promote food

security.
The fund will bccapitalised by each member
Sapem October, 1996
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initially depositing of US$40 000. A |
proportion of the profits realised from the i
marketing of members products will be i

GLOBALISATION OR

contributed to the fund.

RE-COLONISATION?

Although the primary funding will be from
the members’
be

own

contributions, there will

need to augment

their efforts with low- i
capital investments from '
organisations interested in promoting African i
a

Antonio Gumende

interest

women

entrepreneurs.

HE EUROPEAN Commission

T

The fund will be

deposited in a country !
(EC) sponsored Multilateral
which will provide the most favourable i
Investment Agreement (MIA) is
financial environment. The proceeds raised ] headingfortroubledwatersas developing
as interest will be u.scd as collateral to raise
countries spearheaded by Malaysia and
more capital.
India sign up to resist its introduction in
.

the World Trade

Organisation (WTO).
principle, African countries should
celebrate any proposals aimed at boosting
the inflows of foreign investment into their
In

economies. Most of them have gone out of
their way to institute incentive packages

such

as

liberal

profit repatriation schemes,

by utilising

each
then
borrow again - thus perpetuating the cycle and
sustaining the growth of the fund in keeping
with the concept of group lending and sharing.
Apart from the provision of financial
services, the CCWA will seek to bridge the
gap by highlighting the achievements, views
and strategies for success of individual
successful African corporate women, thereby
providing role models for the emerging
African entrepreneur, by means of a highlypublicised Awards Forum that will be held
yearly and will be known as “ The Corporate
The CCWA secretariat will be established
in

African country

and will have two
regional offices to be based in Douala,
an

Cameroon

to cater

for West Africa, and

Lusaka, for Southern Africa.■
Sapem October, 1996

same treatment as

national

concerns

in

far as domestic regulations are concerned,

but would still be treated

“foreign” when
profits repatriation.
The EC paper on the MIA argues that the
new regime would remove “a host of barriers
that prevent foreign investors to enter the
host country freely.” The EC is planning to
table the proposal in the forthcoming WTO
it

as

comes to

countries

African continent. Of the US$207 billion

Singapore in December, but developing
arc drumming up support to have
the discussions on the proposed investment
pact blocked.
Fordevelopingcountries, the treaty would
have the effect of removing the right of

investment that flowed into the

governments to determine the form and tlie

developing

billion worth of investments
extractive industries such
which

arc not

FDI

on a

Council of Women for Africa Award Forum.”

as

attractive to

the concept of credit delivery that is based on
the African indigenous principle of lending
rotational basis, which encourages
subscriber to invest - draw-pay-back-

the

ministerial conference scheduled for

world in 1995, Africa’s share was a meagre
2 percent. Worse still, the bulk of the US$5

The fund will be administered

the removal of any
discriminatory legislation against foreign
firms and full guaranteeof profit repatriation.
In other words, foreign firms would have

generous fiscal regimes, and fiexible labour
laws in the hopeof making theirenvironment

foreign investors.
However, the reality is that, as shown by
statistics, despite all these efforts, foreign
capital inllows have continued to elude the

Kuhi Indi: also in the motherland fund

of the host country,

went

type of investment that fits into the

development priorities of any given country,
a requirement that would have far
reaching

to

mining and oil
only capital intensive but
as

Some call it “colonialism
through globalization”.

consequences.

flows, Asian developing economies: 1995 sees record inflows
(Billions of dollars; 1994 in brackets)

Largest recipients
China

1995 inflows
37.5

(33.8)

Largest investors

1995 outflows

Hong Kong

25,0(21.4)

Malaysia

5.8

(4.3)

Taiwan Province of China

3.8

(2.5)

Singapore

5,3

(5.6)

China

3.5

(2.0)

Indonesia

4.5

(2.1)

Republic of Korea

3.0

(2.5)

Thailand

2.3

(0.6)

Singapore

2.8

(2.2)

Hong Kong

2.1

(2.0)

Malaysia

2.6

(1.8)

only last as long as there are viable reserves

underground.
So

why should Africa resist

an

arrangement which on paper seeks to pave
the way for greater inflows of capital? The
answer

lies in the

Countries such

Malaysia, for example,
gains
made in the process of indigenising the
economy, which saw the stake of native
Malays in the economy rise from 2 per cent
at independence to about 20 per cent
today.
“The investment treaty is designed to break
the rights of southern governments to
regulate foreign investment, and to build up
as

fear that the MIA would eliminate the

nature

of the

MIA,

as

proposed by the European Commission
(EC). The agreement calls for free access by
foreign companies to any economic sector
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enterprises which will not be able to
compete with the bigger foreign firms,”
says the Third World Network, which is
spearheading the campaign against the MIA.
But it is not on political considerations
alone that developing countries find the
proposed investment pact unpalatable.
Critics argue, and rightly so, that there is no
guarantee that the harmonisation of
investment rules on a global scale will lead
to a surge in private capital inflows to Africa.
“Many African countries have already
liberalised investment laws to allow foreign
companies to come in and yet there is little
investment coming,” says Martin Khor,
director of the Malaysian based Third World
Network. He argues the rationale behind the
EC’s push is that a global and more liberal
local

most

of them do

not

know

FINANCgU,
enough about the

day have to find destination for their capital,

issue”.

skills and

One way
would be to

of overcoming the problem
lobby governments to deploy
resources and experts in the WTO in order
to study the operations of the organisation.
This could be done through the strengthening

candidate if

of national missions in the WTO and clear

as

mechanisms of communication with

policy
keep
them abreast of developments. Khor says
that African governments have to come to
grips with the reality that “in a world of

makers at the national level in order to

globalization,

many

national policies

are

technology and Africa is an ideal
not the only one left. In this
context, resisting the MIA is a way of
preserving this important market for the
future.
While the

opposition to a global regime
proposed by the EC is understandable,
present trends indicate that any attempt to
keep the issue of investment out of the
global agenda will, in the long run, prove
futile. The debate
investment

Africa, by sub-region, 1980-1995
(Millions of dollars and percentage)

FDI stocks and inflows to

Stocks

Flows

they have hitherto been “shut out” by
regulations, particularly in big Asian

1980-1964

Regrorv
Sub-

which

the liberalisation of

global scale has already
begun. In its 1996 World Investment Report,

investment framework would allow the

multinationals to venture into sectors from

on

on a

Value

Share

1965-1990

Value

Share

Value

Share

Value

Share

Value

IMS

1990

1965

1960

1991-1995

Share

Value

Share

Value

Share

region
North
Africa •

415

30.1

255

16.5

711

51.4

1.278

46.4

1.584

41.7

4.429

11.9

8,966

23.7

16,109

30.7

20,557

30.3

1.9

23,831

63.6

16.423

43.4

16.367

31.2

16,524

24.4

56.4

9.074

24.3

12.481

32.9

20.029

36.1

30.714

45.3

too

37,892

100

52,505

67.795

100

markets.
Southern

The

quarrel between the proponents and

critics of the MIA also stem from the

Africa •

Rest of
Africa

differences on the choice of the

appropriate

forum for the discussions. The EC wants the

1.485

53.6

2.138

Total

Africa

1.38t

100

2.766

100

3.793

100

37.33*

100

issue to fall under the WTO because trade

and investment

are

inter-related. As WTO

a global institutions”.
The fact that Africa’s views do not count

being taken at

the United Nations Conference

on

Trade

and

developed countries decide to forge
ahead with the treaty, they could resort to

Asian and African countries. The Asian

Development (UNCTAD) says that
are suggestions
that “current
international arrangements (on investment)
have been overtaken by global economic
reality” and that the “intertwining of trade
and investment requires a more integrated
approach”. UNCTAD convened a “global
investment forum” in October, to lay the
ground for the Singapore meeting.
The Organisation
for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) will
next yearformalise a Multilateral Agreement
on Investment (MAI) for its members which
was launched in May 1995. UNCTAD says
the arrangement will “provide a broad

nations, who take the biggest share offoreign

framework for international investment,

weaker countries into

investment and have reached admirable

with

joining the arrangement under the threat of
sanctions. Developing countries want it to
stay within the auspices of UNCTAD
because the UN agency is seen as being a

levels of development, can afford to be choosy

investment

decisions

are

made by consensus, in theory
no harm in negotiating under

there could be

auspices. Developing countries could
objections to the agreement
collectively during the negotiations and this
would be enough to throw out the EC
proposal. But Khor insists that letting the
WTO handle the issue could be dangerous.
He argues that the WTO “is a contractual
body”, and that due to weak bargaining
power on the part of developing countries,
"pressure may be. put on them to sign an
agreement which in the end may be
its

raise their

detrimental to their interests”. Moreover, if
the

WTO rules

more

to coerce

democratic institution than the WTO.

But the lack of interest shown by the
developing world, particularly by African
countries, w hen it comes to the negotiation
of global arrangements poses a daunting
challenge. Khor admits that although many
countries “are not happy about the MIA,
28

for much

global matters as well as the
continent’s heavy dependence on aid from
the West, will not help the developing
world’s case. Many African governments
may feel forced to sign on the dotted line for
fear of economic reprisals.
The biggest challenge, therefore, is
whether the developing world will manage
to build a quorum around the issue and
influence the course of events in Singapore.
This is likely to prove difficult. Differences
are likely to emerge within the group of
developing countries, particularly between
on

about types of investment. Unfortunately
this is not the case with the vast majority of
African states, who are

desperate to attract
investment, at any cost.
The Asian leadership on the crusade
against the MIA may also be misconstrued
as a product of the future strategic interests
of that region in poorer regions such as
Africa. As economic prosperity erodes their
competitive advantage, the Asians will one
any

there

high standards for the liberalisation of
regimes and protection of
investment and an effective dispute
settlement procedures”.
The biggest
challenge for the developing world is to
ensure that any framework that iseventually
agreed on takes into account the particular
interest of the group. The developed nations,
on the other hand, have to allay the fears of
the developing countries that the investment
treaty is another form ofdomination through
globalisation.■
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, OUR SURVIVAL
Dennis Kapata

A

FTER THOUSANDS of fish

perished this

in Harare’s
Lake Chivero due to pollution,
experts say some cattle on farms which
use irrigation of sewage effluent may not
year

be that safe too.
In

April this year, thousands of fish died
because of heavy pollution in Lake Chivero,
the major source of water for the Zimbabwean

Dr. Ngonidzashe Moyo of the University of

encouraged
being reviewed and
penalties are going to be made stiffer.
Because of the ever increasing population
in Harare and Chitungwiza, the satellite town
built to decongest Harare, the experts said
there is a definite need to expand the sewage

of industries has increased

the years.

drinking water
supplied to Harare residents is ofhigh quality
at the moment. However, the cost of
treating
the water has been increasing over the years,
because of the pollution lc\ cls. The costs of
treating water would drop if only high quality
sewage effluent was discharged. They called
upon the councils to channel more funds
towards sewage treatment.

use

Dr

Moyo

Informed

implications of such hazardous cattle
have not however been given. MCD was
caused by the use of animal feed containing
recycled remains of other animals, such as
sheep brains.
Experts who recently met to map out a
multi-sectoral strategy for the rehabilitation
and monitoring of Lake Chivero’s water
resources and the surrounding environment,
have recommended that irrigation of sewage
effluent on fanns should be stopped because
of the high heavy metals detected in the
seepage from the farms.

over

The experts noted that

making world headlines, what must be of

The

The experts were, however,

that the Water Act is

urgency. There is also a need to increase the
numberofptdlution monitors since the number

immediate concern to authorities in Zimbabwe

hazard.

quality and is largely not

treatment works in the two areas as a matter of

However, with the Mad Cow Disease
(MCD) which has hit some parts of Britain

is the revelation that cattle on farms which

is

workshop recommendations are implemented,
that there is need for a public awareness
campaign to highlight the disastrous effects of
pollution. The workshop was held to assist in
alleviating theenvironmental problems of Lake
Chivero and its surrounding feeder streams.
says

health.

iirigation of sewage effluent could be a health

water drains

of very poor
monitored.

capital, with a population of about 2.5 million
people.
Luckily, human life was not endangered
since all water drawn from the lake is purified
and chlorinated by the Harare municipal
department of works with the water
independently tested by the department of

still

industrial effluent in the stonii

Zimbabwe (UZ) and head of a 10-member
committee which was set up to ensure

say the workshop was
prompted by reports that thousands of fish
sources

have also died

at

the

city’s largest water

reservoir. Lake Manyame in August.
Dr. Moyo said experts who met in Harare in
September at a workshop organised by the UZ
in collaboration with the World Conservation
Union (lUCN) regional office for Southern
Africa, noted with concern the low penalties
that polluters pay and the long time
the

it takes for

culprits to be brought to book.
They identified sewage treatment plants
and the stormwater drainage canals as the
major sources of pollution in the Lake. The

Government

was urged to give incentives
companies that are taking measures to
reduce pollution.

to those

The massive fish death that occurred in

April

were

were

taken to

likely to recur unless measures
rectify the situation. The
underlying cause of the deaths of the fish was
poor water quality, it was observed.
In ordertoavoid another ecological disaster
there is need for continuous

monitoring of

various water qual ity parameters and research

efforts

focus on the ilevclopment of
predictive mtxlels to enable experts to predict
must

such disasters.
Dr. Moyo, a fish biologist at tiie UZ, said the

workshop noted with
coordination

concern

between

the

the lack of
different

departments. There was a
multiplicity of funds and at the end of the day
nobody was overally accountable. A central
body must be set up to coordinate the control
of pollution.
On the weed, the water hyacinth, which
has afflicted not only Lake Chivero, but
other sources of water in the region, it was
government

observed that its mechanical control will not
work and is too expensive. The long term
solution is
Dead fish from

Lake Chivero
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be

biologieal control which should
integrated with chemical control.®
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ZIMBABWE PRIVATISES FILM
INDUSTRY
Olley Maruma

F

OR ZIMBABWE’S film makers,
1996 will go down as the year in
which the country’s film industry

reached
With

major turning point.
funding in place and the future of
a

with 30 ptercent of one’s budget in
will give a major boost to producers’

the bag,
chances
of securing the rest whether locally or from
external sources, such as foreign television
networks.

This incentive alone should

the Southern African Film Festival now

firmly assured, Zimbabwe only needs a self
sustaining film financing scheme, to become
Africa’s El Dorado of cinema.
For the first time this year,

three locally

produced feature films, Ingrid and Simon
Bright’s Flame, Media For Development
Trust’s Every One’s Child, and Kubi Indi
and Godwin Mawuru’s I

am

The Future,

competed against each other for the Southern

film makers to make

more

inspire local
artistic and

challenging films besides the pedagogic
“message” films such as More Time (Aids),
Neria (inheritance). Every One’s Child (Aids)
which are funded by the donor community.
So far, only Michael Raeburn’s comedy J/f is
the only feature film made locally which
does not try to ram some social message
down

facilities at Production Services.
Production Services’ main studio has been

refurbished with its

lighting system now
computerised.
The film production centre, which both
government and UNESCO intend to turn
into a film institute catering for the entire
Southern Africa region, now boasts of two
film editing suites, video editing facilities, a
cinema, a sound mixing studio and several
video and film

where independent and freelance film makers

will be able to hire the

equipment and use it,
Just using it for training,” said
Jesper Jojberg, the Danish
coordinator of the UNESCO training
project.
Hojberg said before the end of his
tenure, he would draw plans for the
creation of aTrust to facilitate the hiring
of the equipment at reasonable rates.
Hojberg has been running a trainers
training scheme for film makers
which will provide on going training

instead of

anyone’s throat.

African Film Festival awards.
The Harare Festival took

the

place at a
Zimbabwean

government, as part

of its economic

time

when

liberalisation

policy, has decided to
sell off 75 percent of its shares in the
wholly government owned Central
Film Laboratories (CFT.).

Ten percent of the shares are being
offered

to

local film makers

so as to

in the future.

give them a stake in a facility which
normally gobbles up about 30 percent
of their film budgets. Five percent is
being reserved for a strategic partner in
South Africa, and the rest will be sold on the
open

CFL’s

new

general

manager,

Claude

equipment and technology, which he
hopes will be acquired through off loading
some of its share holding to investors.
To kick start production, the laboratory is
now prepared to enter into co-production
new

agreements with local producers whereby they
will be given lines of credit to enable them to
use the lab’s facilities in lieu of payment.

Raising money for a film is a complex
usually requires convoluted
negotiations with a plethora of parties. Many
of these parties are often only prepared to
pledge their share ofthe finance in anticipation
of a major investor putting his loot on the
business which

table.

Being able to approach potential investors
30

“We want to establish a (Southern
Africa) regional MediaCentre which

will be self

A

scene

from “Everyone’s child”

market.

Maredza, reckons that the laboratory needs

cameras.

“Our main task now is to establish asystem

Jit, of

course, was

financed by private

investors.
In the last five years,

the Zimbabwean

sustaining,” Hojberg
explained. “The money the Centre
makes from renting out its facilities will be
ploughed back into repairing or buying new
equipment and further training.”
But it is not Just the initiatives of

government, in cooperation with UNESCO,
has been training potential film makers at its

government which arc bringing smiles to the

production facilities inHarare. The first phase
of the training scheme, which started in 1990,
was completed in 1994. Scores of potential
young film makers were trained under the
scheme. Many of them have not been given
the chance or the resources to put their hard

makers.

won

skills to test.

faces of the

country’s long frustrated film
Indigenous business people are
entering into the fray as well.
Local businessman, Richard Mashave has

invested in state- of-the-art equipment for his

production house. Media Associates. Two
other Black business representatives who do
not want

their identities disclosed yet, are

government, will be spent on further training

working on plans to build new studios and
production facilities.
In a few years, tbe country will begin to
see the dividends, with the film industry
becoming a selfsustaining provider of much

and

needed

In the second phase of the UNESCO
training programme, which will run until
1999, Z$23 million Zimbabwe dollars
(US$2,3 million), provided by the Danish

upgrading tbe studio, equipment and

employment.®
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LAND CLAIMS COURT
attorneys.
South Africa has introduced

a

Land Claims I

What is

Commission and Court whose main duties
are to

that

investigate land claims and make sure
they satisfy all the legal requirements

before the claims

can

delaying the whole process?
a statutory duty to

The Commission has

investigate the claims before they come to
even if an attorney is involved.
Unfortunately, the Commission is under
resourced, both in terms of personnel
particularly legally trained people and
us,

be heard in court.

Margaret Lee speaks to Justice Moloto,
chairman of Land Claims Court.

funds.
What

Lee: How successful have you

been in
returning the land?
Moloto: We have hardly started. So we can
not actually measure our success yet, but
there are hopes that we are going to be
successful and that in fact in the end
be in

we

will

position to empower the people
economically through the land. But I am
a

mindful also of the fact that land alone is not

Just going to be the magic wand. You need
literacy and people need to be able to know
how to

the land. We know that there are
vast tracks of land in South Africa which are
use

lying fallow with people having access to
really using those land
simply because of ignorance. So giving the
people the land per ser is not the ultimate
solution. It is the beginning. People need to
be educated and made aware of possible
those lands and not

accesses

to

other resources, like financial

resources, to

How does

work the land.
one

begin the

of

reclaiming land?
In terms of the Act, the prospective
claimants have three years from

land
the
promulgation of the Act to lodge their
claims. There are lots of people who are
of the existence of this Act,
let alone the fact that they have the right to
not even aware

claim. You need educational

propaganda
machinery that tells the people what to do
We can’t do it as the judiciary.
What was the rationale for giving three
years?
1 don’t know,

but I think that Parliament

inlluenced

by the general common
law prescriptive period of three years. I see
no reason why there should be
prescription,
because I think people are going to be
unfai rly discriminated against and excluded
from claiming, simply because of
ignorance.
was

What is the role of the Land Claims
Commission?
It is the

duty of the Commission to

investigate land claims make sure that they
satisfy all the requirements of the Act before
Sapi;m October. 1996

I don’t

bringing it

over to us. Notwithstanding
what I have said so far, the Commission
itself has just over seven thousand claims
on

their books. The latest

number sixteen. I

must

of the 16 cases

case we

have, is

be quick to

add that

have, do not relate
the land claims, but fall under the Labor

some

we

Tenants Act. They do not come via the
Commission. Tho.se that have come so far
have nothing to do with buying the land
yet, because upon that Act being passed,
white farmers are now evicting
labor
tenants whom they are now calling farm
workers there is a legal distinction between
the two. It’s very difficult for these people
who

are

illiterate

to come

and prove

that

they are labor tenants and not farm workers.
And

process

are we

talking about in terms of

numbers?

once

they

are

land, they loose the
Is it the

dismissed from the

have

a

What is the

problem?
it more as a lack of
indepth studies. For the short time I’ve
But I would put

been with the Land Claims Court,

a

number

of acts have been

passed, all of which have
financial implications, but there is no
money voted for tho.se implementations.

We haven’t heard how much has been
al located to the establishment of our Court,
let alone the running of the Commission.
In light of those otherwise serious
constraints, do you think that the
government is committed to land

That becomes
to

a

very

difficult question

answer.

Is there

a

time frame under which you

operating?
Five years. And I can tell you that all
jurisdictions that have had land claims to
my knowledge have also'gi ven them.sel ves
a five year period and fifty
years later, they
are

Yes. From the time Parliament mooted
this Land Tenants Act and the time the Act

implemented,

unruffled

to

Land Claim Commissioner himself down
to the sweeper.

that five years

in 1994?

was

.seem

restitution?

right to buy it.

from now,
indigenous Africans could be in a far
worse position in terms of the land than
case

know, but I

suspicion that the entire Commission
doesn’t have more than fifty people by way
of staff. I’m talking about from the Chief

and

a

a lot of feathers were
lot of farmers started

chasing people off their land. And the Act
noticed that this was happening, then gave
retrospective jurisdiction back to that time

haven’t started.
Do you

(1994).

have the option of an extension?
Yes, the President has the power to extend
the period if we haven’t finished.

Weren’t

What

assistance when the Act

individuals

provisions made for legal
was passed?
Provision is made for legal assistance in
the Act. We have what is called a Legal
Aid Board (LAB), a government institution
that is supposed to to mobilise funds for
attorneys and advocates to help indigent
litigants. But again, there is a limit to what
the LAB can do because it has limited
funds. But they do have a sizable amount
which can get us started. We need to have
the 7,000 cases that are with the Land

Claims Commission distributed

to

our

are

the
or

ways

groups are

in

which
allowed to

prove their claims to certain land?
Can they just say, for example, my

father lived here?

They can say that this is one departure
from normal court procedures. You are
perfectly entitled

to come here and say my
grandfather owned this land and my father
lived on this land, and I remember we were
removed from here when I w as seven. And
here is my uncle who can back me
up. It’s
a very unique Court. ■
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They are not a luxury in so far as
the development process is underpinned by human
thought, visions, planning, and organization, all of
which require material and intellectual resources.
The culture of reading is, of course, central to our
contemporary world, to the information age in
which we apparently live, an age that imprisons and
impoverishes illiteracy and ignorance. This is an
era when the open intimacies and prejudices of the
village are possible as the boundaries of national
isolation and intellectual provincialism witheraway.
Africa’s position in the global village of book
publishing is weak: whereas nearly 800 book titles
are published per million inhabitants in Europe, in
Africa the figure is a miserable one: less than 20'.
The case for developing the book i ndustry, devi sing
policies that promote areadingcultureis, therefore,
imperative. The risks of not doing so are greater
intellectual and economic marginalization for the
conti nent: we wi II be reduced to exposed pedestrians
on the information highway as others, driving on
the backs of powerful and prestigious publishing
systems and academic enterprises of the
industrialized North, who already chum out the
bulk of the world's books, journals, databases,
computers and software and other information
technologies, and dictate international copyright
and intellectual property laws, wheeze past us,
arrogantly splashing mud at our vulnerable cultures.
Where does Africa fit in the international political

economy ofknowledgeproduction.dissemination.
and consumption? How can our various countries
and communitiesensure that they arenotcondemned
to eternal

information

dependency, always
importing their knowledge of the world, and
sometimesof themselves, from others, knowledges
of history and humanity, society and science,
nature and culture, and the paradigms and
prescriptions of development and modernity,
governance and democracy, which are often
distorted and even destructive, for they arc almost
solely derived from western experiences and
fantasies, instead of producing and sharing and,
indeed, exporting our own? To answer these
questions, we need to assess the development and
state of the

continent’s basic infrastructures of

knowledge development and dissemination,
namely, the availability of publishing houses,
technical expertise, printing facilities, electronic
technologies, libraries, and bodies of capable
writers. Knowledge and infoimation, whether in
the form of books and newspapers, television and
cinema are, of course, not created in a vacuum, but

in concrete contexts conditioned

by economics
politics and the traditions of intellectual and
cultural production. And each medium has its
specific structures of production and distribution,
its modeof organizing and articulatingtheintere.sts
and

of the stakeholders.
1 n this essay, 1 am only too aware that conditions
in Africa vary enormously, that the levels of book

development and underdevelopment are quite
uneven, that the space between prescription and
implementation is filled with complex and protracted
33
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social

models ftom the

domination and dependency between Africa and the

suffered

often

West, and the fact that the intellectual structures of
reference, attitude, and legitimation internationally

struggles, and that, in fact, Africa has perhaps
more than most from cheap and careless
prescriptive advice, most glaringly in recent years in
the form of ill-conceived structural adjustment
programs, which have wreaked havoc on African
productive economies, enterprises, and energies,
including the book industry.
The Cultural

Economy of African
Books

Books constitute cmcial

repositories of social
memories and imaginations, containing the
accumulated cultural capital of society, of its
accomplishments, agonies, and aspirations. Books,
therefore, are not and cannot bealuxury, a di spensable
dessert on the menu of development, nationhood, or
human progress. They are an essential component of
these processes, indeed, their intellectual salt, spice,
and starch. Through books, the past is remembered,
the present understood, and the future created;
knowledge is codified, contested, and consumed;
andcommunitiesseparatedby the yawningdivisions
of time, sp.ace, and status can, and often, converse
with each other, in the process of which ideas,
images, and inspirations are sometimes exchanged.
Thus, reading offers a singular opportunity not only
to acquire the formal knowledge of the academic
disciplines and the practical skills of technical
knowhow. 11 is also a means of sharing and sampling
theculturalsensibilitiesofothertimes and traditions,

places and peoples, countries and classes. To read is
in a large sense to paitake in collective intellectual
conversation crystallized over many generations, to
claim, and pcitiaps to contribute to, the immense
heritagcol human social thought.Thatiswhyilliteracy
is so debilitating, so destructive, so dehumanizing:
the illiterate, whatever their abilities and ambitions,
wiles and wisdom

are

cut-off from the written

dialogues and endowment of humanity.
The written word has a complex and varied
history in Africa It has ancient roots in some of
continent’searly civi lizations, especially thoseof the
Nile Valley, including Egypt,Ethiopiaandthe Sudan,
and the later

ones

of western and coastal eastern

Africa. In these civilizations,

literacy was often
confined to the state, commercial, and religious elite,
whether Christian

or

Islamic. This was, of course,

peculiar to Africa. Almost everywhere in the
mass literacy is a relatively recent historical
phenomenon, a product of the industrialization and
democratization of social life. In many parts of
Africa, the written word arrived with European
colonialism, although in most cases, mass literacy
only came with independence. In 1960, the putative
year of African independence, only 9 per cent of the
African popu lation was literate. Thirty years later the
figure hadjumped to almost SOpercent. This suggests
that it isonly in the period afterindependence that the
basis for a viable book industry was established in
not

world,

most

African countries.

B ut the infrastructures of the industry continued to

heavy colonial imprint either because of
benign neglect or the promiscuous borrowing of

carry a

34

developed countries which were
imposed without domesticating them to the
local cultural and demographic realities. Consumed
as they were by the economics of development and
the politics ofnation-bui Iding, cultural development
in general and book development in particular,
remained low on the policy totem pole of many
African governments. Legislation affecting the book

industry

was either inadequate, inappropriate, or
outdated. Further, undermining book development

permissive or unimaginative tariffand taxation
policies which either unnecessarily raised the local
costs of book production or made it difficult for local
publishers to compete with large, foreign,
multinational publishing companies. Most
importantly, perhaps, state authoritarianism bred the
silences of censorship, in which critical voices were
stifled, and the performances of ostentatious power,
whereby ‘traditional dances’ and other forms of
public culture, were turned into vulgar celebrations
were

of undemocratic power.
Also unhelpful in some

countries was the
monopolization ofcritical segments of the publishing
market by state-owned publishing houses for whom
propaganda mattered more than probity, conformity
more than creativity, the exaltation of banal power
more than the efficiency ofbook production. In some
cases, the state publishing firms were established to
‘indigenize’ the publishing industry, to supplant the
foreign-owned publishing companies whose
institutional loyalties, editorial networks, and reinvestment outlets lay overseas, and whose
commitment to local publishing often swung with
the foreign exchange rates and regulations. For
example, whenTanzania enteredaperiodoffinancial
crisis in the 1980s, the multinational publishing
companies left, only for some of them to return later
when they learned that there would be an allocation

and withinAfrican universities themselves continued
to

be determined

by western standards and

epistemologies-. I remember in 1989 being denied
appoi ntment as Senior Lecturer both at the Universi ty
of Zimbabwe and the University of Botswana, a
position 1 already held at Kenyatta University in
Nairobi, because most of my publications were in
African rather than the so-called ‘international’

journals. The tragic irony is that the same publications
earned me an appointment i n Canada at the beginning
of 1990.

Universities and schools constitute the fourth
group
to

of stakeholders in the book trade. Book sales

schools, colleges, and universities most likely

provide the largest market for books in most African
countries. Therefore, the content of curricula and
canon,

the composition of syllabuses and

examinations mattera great deal, for they determine
the books that will be sought out by schools and

students, the titles that will rake in the profits to
subsidize the less

commercially viable, but equally
important, publications. There seem to be three main
methods in which textbooks are prepared, published,
and prescribed i n African schools’. 1 n some countries
the books are specifically prepared and published by
the government itself. In such cases, the writers are
selected by the ministry of education from within or
outside the ministry. In other countries, while the
authors are not officially chosen, the ministry selects
and recommends certain texts that meet the

established

publishers and well-resourced multinational
publishing houses, found themselves further
handicapped by shortages of monetary and material
capital, editorial, production, promotion and
marketing skills, and limited maricets. They also
proved less attract! ve to writers who could access the
major publishers because they were less able, or
willing, to pay royalties and stroke their authors’

pedagogical criteria. Finally, there ate
published by private and
state-owned companies, commissioned and noncommissioned books, compete for the hearts and
minds ofteachers and students. In general, ministries
of education wield enormous power and dictate the
shape of the playing field. Since they can literally
make or break the fortunes of publishers, especially
the smaller ones, the way that power is constituted
and exercised is of utmost importance.
Libraries constitute another identifiable ‘captive’
market for books. School and university libraries are
obviously critical. Certainly they constitute the
backbone of scholarly publishing. Even in the
industrialized countries, where personal incomes are
relatively high, libraries provide the major market
for scholarly products, especially journals, which

egos.

deri ve as much as 90 percent or more oftheir income

of US$60 million from the World Bank for
educational

supplies (Mcharazo, 1995: 245). For

their part, private indigenous publishers, usually
buffeted between the heavily-subsidized parastatal

Many African authors, brought up on a diet of
colonial and Eurocentric education, displayed a
marked

preference for overseas publishing or
local subsidiaries of multinational firms, not

because of the

with
only

pecuniary attractions of foreign
exchange royalties, but also the reputational rewards
of international renown; speaking tours, conference
invitations, visiting appointments abroad, and soon.
Therelativedevaluationoflocal publishing, certainly
among academics, with whom I am most familiar,
reflected the historical and prevailing relations of

countries where books

from library subscriptions. Library systems in Africa
expanded rapidly on the heels of the explosive
growth in education after independence, but since
the onset of the economic crisis and structural

maladjustment in the 1980s in many countries,
funding for education in general and libraries in
particular, has declined sharply, necessitatingsevere
cuts in the acquisitions of books, journals, and other
materials for libraries. For example, all but three out
of 31 African university and research libraries
surveyed in 1993, reported a drastic and depressing
Sapem October. 1996
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drop in their journal subscriptions from the mid1980s. with some cancelling all their subscriptions
(Levey, 1993). That is intellectual suicide. One
response to

the library crisis has been growing

reliance on gifts and donations ofbooks andjournals
from charitable institutions and individuals,

mostly
developed countries. But much of this ‘book
aid’ is episodic and library aid, like all aid, has strings
attached, and it reinforces Africa’s dependency on
western intellectual paradigms, problems, and
preoccupations. It has been suggested, a little
cheeki ly, that ‘many of the donations that do arrive
would be far better if they were pulped. This might
at least provide some new paper, a basic resource
which Africa needs more urgently than other
countries’ cast-off books’ (Sturges and Neil,
1990:79).
The last, but by no means least important,
group of stakeholders for the book industry
consists of the general reading public, or rather
publics, for readers are quite diverse in their
tastes and tendencies. The potential general
reading public is, of course, made up of products
of the educational system. Whether or not they
become regular readers depends on many factors,
including their incomes and interests, occupations
in the

and orientations. Much has been said that few
read for pleasure, a view based more on anecdotal
evidence than extensive research. A recent

research

study on Kenya revealed that a majority
39 per cent of consumers bought books because
of a love of reading (Nyariki and Makotsi, 1995:
11). The distinction between readingforpleasure
reading for a purpose is, in fact, quite

and

problematic. In a sense, all reading is utilitarian:
it can be for immediate aesthetic pleasure or the
delayed practical satisfaction of job training. In
short, people read for different reasons, none of
which is intrinsically superior to the others. The
question that African writers and publishers
should be asking themselves is how to make their
books more attractive and competitive, how they
can meet the diverse interests of African reading
publics, from creative fiction to computer
manuals. Why, for example, is western pulp
fiction so popular among many readers in African
cities? Clearly, there is a need that is not being
met by our writers, for some of whom rural life
is the only subject worthy of focus for they
believe it represents African cultural authenticity.
That is writing out the experiences of a third of
the African people who live in cities.
Towards a Social Contract for

Reading
Each of the stakeholders identified

-

the state,

publishers, writers, educational institutions,
libraries, and the reading public - has a critical role
to play in the development of vibrant reading
cultures and dynamic book industries. The
challenges are daunting, made more so since the
198()s by the harsh economic conditions confronting
many African countries, and compounded by
Sapem October. 1996

reactionary structural adjustment programs imposed
by the Bretton Woods twins, the World Bank and
the IMF. These programs, which call for massive
cuts in government expenditures, trade
liberalization, eurrency devaluation, and
indiscriminate privatization, all in the almighty
name

of the market, have wreaked havoc on

education and

employment, among many other
the literacy levels and

sectors, that generate

power essential for an expanding and
sustainable book trade. Currency devaluations have

purchasing

raised the domestic

and

prices of imported machinery

inputs, such

as paper, and
costs of local book production.
But

as

thus increased the

with all difficult historical moments, the

presentconjuncture is pregnant with contradictions
and the possibilities of positive change. The winds
of democratization which have been sweeping
throughout Africa, from Algeria to South Africa,
Djibouti to Senegal, partly spawned by the struggles
of rural and urban eivil societies against the
frustrations and failures of postcolonial
developmentalism and the diseontents of structural
maladjustment programs, are generating more

As for libraries, they must aggressively and
systematically col lect books and materialspublished
within their countries and the continent at large,
instead of concentrating on acquiring them from
Europe or North America. Research libraries need
to procure the latest information technologies, such
as CD-ROM capability and electronic networking,
for not to do

would be

need to

activities

primary
responsibilities. First, increased state investment in
education, which includes promotion of adult
literacy programmes and the expansion or
establishment of extensive publie library systems
in both the urban and rural areas, is essential.

Second, reading needs to be made less eostly by

lowering taxation on books and materials needed
publishing. Third, civil liberties and freedoms,
including freedom ofexpression, need to be upheld.

for

These freedoms

are not

commodities whose value

shifts according to the

fluctuations of cultural
fundamental human rights.
For their part, educational institutions, at all
levels, from primary school to university, need to
devise pedagogieal practices that encourage and
reward extensive reading rather than empty
regurgitation, critieal inquiry not conformist inertia
and intellectual curiosity not indolence. All too
often, school education and its regulated culture of
reading are regarded as terminal, rather than as
stages in a continuous process of learning and
living, of personal and social development,
individual and collective enlightenment. As a part
of this agenda, local publishing by school and
university teachers should be sanctioned not
currency:

censured.

they

are

no

books and other materials to read.

Publishers, especially the small indigenous ones,

liberating the written word from silence. As the
state monopolies of politics and production are
curtailed, and as the censorship boards lose their
omniscient powers and the parastatal publishers
their privileges, the playing field is levelled so that
the pens of committed writers and the presses of
independent publishers can roll with new energies.
Thesocial contract forbooks, forthedevelopment
of a vigorous reading culture, requires specific
stakeholders. African states have three

would be to reinforce Africa’s

marginalization. These technologies,
of course, do not come cheap. Besides the high
costs of equipment and training, there are the
recurrent costs of subscription to databases. Also,
in so far as most of the existing databases contain
Northern scholarship, not scholarship from the
South, let alone Africa, the challenge is not simply
one of importing electronic technologies, but of
producing national, regional and continental
databases in electronic format. This requires
extensive scholarly, marketing, and technical
support networks which can only be bui It by forging
inter-regional and international library linkages.
Without publishers and writers, of course, there

favorable conditions for discursive freedoms, for

commitments and contributions from each of the

so

intellectual

improve their promotional and marketing
by employing trained staff, and to
professionalize iheirdealings with authors by paying
them royalties at agreed to regular intervals, for
example, and involving them in the publicity
campaigns of their books, for without that they will
be unable to attract or retain the best and brightest
writers. All too often, publishers concentrate their
energies on the captive school textbook market to
the detriment of other areas of publishing, such as
scholarly and popular books. This excessively
narrow ba.se does little to promote the book industry;
in fact, it reinforces dependency on foreign
publications in the under-published areas. In short,
African publishers need to spread their eggs into
several publishing baskets. And foreign publishers
operating in African countries have a responsibi lity
to reinvest their profits locally and can assist in
building local publishing infrastructures and
intellectual traditions by usingdomestic resources
for editing and reviewing manuscripts. Reliance
on external reviewers based in Europe or North
America, often justified in the dubious name of
international standards, holds African authors

hostage to conventions, conceptions, and concerns
that may have little relevance or that encourage
shallow analyses and stereotypical images of
African societies, cultures and realities.
The heavy devaluation of many African
currencies in the last decade has made imports of
books from abroad very expensive,
those published by African authors.

including
Recently
while attending Malawi’s first literary festival to
celebrate the demise of Banda’s dictatorship and
the dawn of a more democratic order, it was quite
saddening to find that the books published abroad
by Malawian writers exiled during the Banda
years, such as Jack Mapanje, Frank Chipasula,
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and myself, were simply unaffordable. My novel.
Smouldering Charcoal, published by Heinemann
sells for MK350, well above the minimum wage.
‘At that price,’ commented one literary critic

them.
brings us to the role of writers. Besides
writing, what else can they do to promote the
book industry in their respective countries and
among
This

(Chirambo, 1996:9) in a paper given at the festival,

the continent

‘that book is

responsibility to be subversive, that is, to
prick the public conscience, not to pacify it, to
say so when the emperors are naked not to cover
them with the flowery verbiage of lies, to
denounce the tyranny of state power as well as
the terrors of civil society, not to give succour

well banned.’

Locally produced
books are not necessarily cheaper, indeed, they
may be more expensive in situations where most
of the inputs are imported and economies of
scale do not apply. However, the ‘famine’ of
imported books offers local publishers reduced
competition and an opportunity to forge creative
and mutually beneficial co-publishing and
marketing arrangements with multinational or
foreign publishers. There is a need to market
African bcxiks aggressively not only within Africa
as

itself, but also abroad, for what is
Africa’s

at stake

is

capacity to define and describe itself to

itself and to the rest of the world, and to see that
world

through its own eyes, not the warped
lenses and fantasies of others. This is why the

clforts
to

by the African Books Collective (ABC)

undertake the joint promotion and distribution

of African books outside the continent, and the
African Publishers Network

(APNET) to
encourage intra-African publishing and trade in
books. mu.st be applauded and supported.
Book reviewing is an important component of
the publishi ng enterprise and the reading culture.
Reviews,

bad ones, advertise books, and
mediate the critical consumption of texts by the
even

reading public. The publishing industry,
therefore, working together with the mass media,
needs to promote reviews in newspapers, and
book discussion programmes on

radio and

television. Also

as a

to

the violations and violence of the intolerant

human. Outside the often

intensely lonely
in the public market of ideas
and subsistence, writers need the protection of
collective
organization against state
authoritarianism and sometimes exploitation
by, publishers.
As cultural artifacts, books play an important
role in the development of the cultural identities
and expressive capacities of peoples, societies,
and groups. In this context, the question of the
language in which books are written is obviously
critical, especially in Africa, where with the
exception of Arab North Africa and to a smaller
extent Ethiopia and Tanzania, the European
languages introduced through colonialism
remain the languages of national culture,
government, business and intellectual
production. It is, of course, simplistic to assume
that writing in the indigenous languages is
intrinsically progressive: tyranny can be
articulated in a native tongue, oppression can
wear the expressions of tradition. And it
may be
historically too late to wish the colonial
languages away. That does not mean they cannot
be domesticated, given local accents, which, in
fact, has already been happening and will

writing

process,

to

of Illinois, where I

in collaboration with the Dakar-based Council
for the Development of Social

Science Research
(CODESRIA), The African Review of
Books, in tabloid format, to be published jointly
and simultaneously in Urbana-Champaign and
in Africa

Dakar for the

overseas

and African markets,

respectively. Through the review, we hope to
give African books greater exposure to the
North American market, one of the largest in
the world for African materials, and to facilitate
the review of books written

by western
by African scholars based in the
in order to promote serious trans-

Africanists

continent

Atlantic intellectual conversation between
Africanist and African scholars and break the

tendency towards self-referential solitude
36

nationality, ethnicity,

gender, class, religion, and sexuality, but to
imagine more generous conditions of being

Record. There is

University
teach, is planing to launch,

whole? Serious writers have

chauvinisms of race,

continue to be the

the Center for African Studies at the

reading public has an interest in all these
responsibility to patronize and
promote African books. Without readers, books,
however profound their contents and impressive
theircovers, gather dust on library orbooksellers’
shelves. Only a voracious and discriminating
reading public can ensure that Africa produces
not only more books, but good books, those that
enlighten and enrich our lives, not debase our
sensibilities. The privileged few can, and ought, to
do more than simply buy and read books. Africa’s
wealthy capitalists could support cultural
production as a whole, and the book industry in
particular, by sponsoring literary prizes and arts
grants. It is shameful that there is no Africansponsored equivalent of the Noma Award or the

a

deserving support are review
publications for the scholarly and general public.
In this region, one can mention The Southern
African Review of Books and The Zimbabwe
Review of Books, and on the continental level
there APNET’s A/n'can Publishing Review and
the British-based The African Book Publishing
room for many more of such
review outlets aimed at different segments of
the reading public of African books. Currently,

The

matters, and

promote

case.

But neither

can

the need

writing in indigenous languages be

swept aside. Can people really enjoy their
democratic rights in countries where official

languages are spoken by a small educated
minority and the vast majority of the population
are excluded from effective
participation in any
official business and communication, when they
cannot read, write or speak the language in
which laws are inscribed and political discourse
is conducted? What is the cost in

terms

of the

development of education and a reading culture
when formal education is offered in

a language
foreign to the child? African governments,
publishers, educators, and writers need to take
the question of language seriously for linguistic
rights and development are an essential part of
human rights and development. As argued by
Nguessan (1996:12) there is not a single country
in the world that has developed ‘with a language
that is foreign to the land and is unknown to the
vast majority of its citizens’. ■*

Commonwealth Prize. Culture and books
serious to be left to

are too

sympathetic foreigners

or

governments. All of us have a stake in them, for

they embody our practices and possibi lities, dreams
and destiny, pasts and futures, our investment in a
reflective, critical, and tolerant humanity. ■
NOTES
'

For the indu.strialized countries as a whole, the figure
is about .“520 and for the Third World it is about 40.
See Jessica

-

’

Chapter 3 and 4 of niy Manufacturing African
Studies and Crises (forthcoming),
See Chapter 8 of Manufacturing African Studies ami
Crises

*

Barry (1996:4).

See

(forthcoming).

The OAU Heads of State and Government

adopted the
Language Plan of Action in 1987. but as with mo.st

OAU resolutions, not much has been done

implement it.

see

to

Mateene (1996).
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICTS*
Meena Singh

T

HE COLD WAR obscured the older and

those affected

by dangers inherent in society. In
would be allowing a connection to
be made between risks people face and the reasons
for their vulnerability to hazards. A second
distinction needs to be highlighted between
natural hazards and environmental problems.

wider

meaning of security by
concentrating narrowly on military
concerns and often assuming the threat to be
from outside the borders. In this post-Cold War
period, problems which once seemed distant,

this way, we

Civil Strife
48.6%

like environmental degradation, unsustainable
population densities and mass movement of
refugees, have come to the fore. Threats today
are more likely to arise from unarmed, hungry,
unemployed and frequently divided people. The
solution cannot be

Whilst for the former,
consequences,
Earthquake 4.7%

Famine

Volcano 2.1%

latter,

Cyclone 1.75%
Epidemic 1.65%

human action.

Flood 1.6%

39.1%

Other* 0.5%

j

/

military one. but demands a
different approaeh, which can only be effective
if we have accurate data coupled by a thorough
understanding of the causes which generate
a

doubt that old-notion

security
structures and the intelligence agencies have no
lack of data. What we must call to question is
no

what information is needed. This I believe is

a

Disasters and Natural Hazards

are

many

not the

lives in

a

relatively short

greatest threats facing

humankind. Much

more

lethal in terms of

shortening lives of

many

millions

on a

degradation, diminished forest and

boundaries. This has very serious consequences
as for instance in the case of shared water courses.

Figure I

Disasters connected with natural hazards,

claiming

land

reserves, and shared water resources.
Environmental resources do not obey political

Mechanism.

time,

resolve the

fishery

profoundquestion which mustunderlieourefforts
to develop an effective Early Warning

whilst

can

Among the most common causes of
environmental conflict in developing countries
are

conflict.
1 have

we can

we

but not the root cause, for the
alter it by informed policies and

daily

basis, are unnoticed malnutrition, common illness
and

low-profiled events.
In an understandably human way, outsiders
are quick to respond to headlines following

disasters such
kill

a

as

floods

or

earthquakes which

great number of people. The following

Rivers are by nature a shared resource, as they
often define boundaries between countries.

figure (1) of reported deaths from disasters for
this century shows that infact natural hazards are
responsible for a relatively small percentage of
deaths. Yet we complacently accept the daily
tragedy and ignore the millions not killed by

Approximately 200 first order rivers are
international, with 150 being shared by two
nations, and SOcountries havi ng more than threequarters of thei r land in internat iona 1 ri ver basins.

freak disasters and who under different economic

so

Access to water has

generated conflict amongst

and political circumstances would be

many nations — that without even touching
the African continent, the list is full: Israel and

more

Jordan; Israel and Syria; India and Pakistan;

living many
healthy years. One reason the public
responds more to a single catastrophic event than
to an overall degradation in safety, is because it
is much more difficult to recognise a slowly
evolving threat.
One should make a distinction between people
at

risk of natural hazards

on

the

one

hand, and

India and Bangladesh; Turkey and Syria, etc.
During periods of water scarcity, aggravated by

droughts, hundreds of thousands are forced to
migrate, not only from country to country, but
within countries.

Evidence from many parts of the world has
also shown that unless land reform is seriously

addressed, violent conflict will follow.

Types of Information required for Vulnerability Analysis
Potentially
vulnerable

Natural

Physiological

Financial

Hazardousness

group

and social

resources

of home and

workplace

1 find it very useful to demonstrate resource
relationships using a piegraphic. Ifourcollective
natural resource is a pie, then resource degradation
causes the pie to shrink (on the
supply side); on
the demand side, increased populations means

Poorest 33%

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

there is greater demand for the same resource
base — or we could say that the pie gets divided

Middle 33%

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

into smaller

Richest 33%

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

-tO-

Women

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

pieces; and unequal access means
small elite may have a big share of the pie.
whilst the majority compete for miniscule pieces

Children

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

of the remainder.

Elderly

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

that

a

Resource scarcities on the

supply and demand
lead to powerful groups in society
altering the distribution in their favour, even
using violent means to do so. Resource scarcities
al so have the effect of reduci ng the state’s capacity
to meet growing demands caused by economic
depravation, thereby increasing the chances for
side may

Minority Group A
Minority Group B
Minority Group n

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

+

0-

Notes: In each cell of the table, the symbols indicate the trend in the data for each group and type of data: +
indicates increase, 0 indicates no change, and - means a decline. For each group of people, their trend of

vulnerability (up, unchanged,

or

down) will be the amalgamation of the data in that particular

row.

the state to either become

authoritarian.

Figure 2
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fragmented or more
Alternatively, rapid resource

scarcities combined with

rapid population
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growth,

may

lands

lead to migration onto marginal

which

itself leads

environmental conflict

to

opposing

as

DROUGHT TYPES

further
groups

I
I
^METEOROGICAL^ ( HYDROLOGICAL') ( AGRICULTURAL:) c
Ic IRRIGATION )l

rise to a

phenomenon of environmental refugees
people who fear that for environmental
reasons, they may not remain alive unless they
migrate. There are an estimated 18 million crossborder environmental refugees and another 20
million internally displaced, living in temporary
refugee-like conditions.
Searching for Root Causes

—

Increased scarcities in

a

world that is

I

I

compete for fewer resources. The latter gives

(

I

SOIL MOISTURE

F(X)D

DEHCrr

DEFICIT

DEFICIT

1

1

c

MAIN DROUGHT IMPACTS
(KAD)

ecologically
place. There
is an increasing body ofevidence which illustrates
that environmental degradation and resource
scarcities can trigger, exacerbate, or stmeture
beyond anecdotal evidence, to formulating
a more systematic way of predicting that conflict
will occur if a particular situation of resource
scarcities and degradation continues to escalate.
For every example given of how scarce and
degraded resources helped trigger a violent
conflict, we could think of a part of the world
where similar physical parameters (i.e. degraded
environments) did not contribute to a situation of

URBAN
WATER SUPPLY

A ctassification of

social institutions, and the local arrangements
which relate to the question of entitlement.

in

into unsafe conditions for
the

specific subgroups in

population by social and economic

mechanisms.

Droughts, Famines and Conflict

Droughts manifest themselves in different
and Figure 3 shows the different types of
drought and its consequences. A meteorological
drought refers mainly to rainfall deficits, and
long-term data is required before we can start
seeing patterns of climate change. An
hydrological drought manifests itself in reduced
surface runoff, seen in lake levels and rivers, and
lower ground water levels. This has a direct
ways

effect

on water

means

that there is less water for

a

of

the ecological cause of conflict. It would be
instructive to incorporate into our models things
like property rights and entitlement, rules and

monitoring change in root causes and
changes are channeled

understand how these

the literature

environmental conflicts stress

supply. Agricultural drought
irrigation, and

lower soil moisture content: this has the effect

lowering crop yields, and giving rise to food
availability decline (FAD). Food entitlement

decline,

on

the other hand results in

situation, and is

more

a

famine

complex. It refers to

institutional arrangements. Asa natural scientist,
I urge others in the field to connect with local

access to food being reduced due to a
social and political process that deny or lessen

knowledge, and incorporate this into our thusfar technical models of Early Warning.
Earlier on I noted the question of
“vulnerability" — and we can gather from the
above that some groups suffer more from natural
disasters than others
that reducing
vulnerability of the poorest in society is the key
to preventing disasters and conflict. This we all
surely know — so how do we incorporate a
vuincrubi lity framework i nto our Early Warning
.System?Thefollowingtable(Figure 2) illustrates
the type of information needed to detect
vulnerability, and monitor and analyse it over
time. Vulnerability analysis could complement
physical mapping of hazards — since haz.ard
mapping in itself is only an assessment of the

their entitlement to food.

—
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STARVATION

YIELDS

AND DEATH

drought typK based on defirurfg components and the main hazard inpacts. Disaster
potential increases from Mt to right across the diagram.
Rainfall deficit alone does not always produce visible
impacts.

biological and physical triggers. The
incorporation of such information would assist

Essentially, what wc are addressing is the
provision of access to natural resources. Most of
on

CROP

Figure 3

violent conflict. This urges us to

question, as
scholars, policy makers and activists, what are
the factors which promote conflict in one situation
and prevent conflict in another. It is a crucially
important question to ask ourselves, especially if
we arc to develop Early Warning Systems aimed
at conflict prevention.
The answer must surely lie with the nature of

T

STREAM FLOW

DERCrr

resource scarce, and
stressed will be a more conllictual

forms of violent conflict. We need, however, to

T

RAINFALL

populous,

move

I

DROUGHT DEFINING COMPONENTS

I

more

1
FAMINE

people’s

It is

important to note that people are made
to the impact of a natural
environmental hazard by their place in the
economic, political and social processes that
affect their exchange entitlements. Some have
actually argued that social not natural or
technological obstacles stand in the way of
modern famine prevention. This powerful
statement should not be taken lightly if we are to
develop an Early Warning System.
vulnerable

For river basin utilisation, it is necessary to
have long term flow records, analysis of rating

monitoring of wetlands by long term
measurements supplemented by satellite
monitoring. Optimal development of water

curves,

resources
on

of

a common

river basin will

depend

agreement and cooperation between individual

countries; the exchange of hydrological data and

improved understanding of the behaviour of the
complex system are a necessary preliminary to
planning. No negotiations on international water
rights are possible without an agreed data base,
which must be fonnufated on the maximum time
scale.

The vulnerability analysis will inform us on
several aspects of access to natural resources as
well as the hazardousness of the locations they

frequent. I can hardly overstress that we cannot
make the environment safer by technical means
alone. Whilst it is welcoming to improve our

Early Warning Mechanism, we should not let it
overshadow the equally important work of
understanding vulnerability from the bottom.
As far as addressing the growing problem of
environmental refugees, 1 would suggest using a
time scries of satellite imagery and the use of
geographic information systems to trace
movement and migration of people from areas of
scarcities to other neighbouring areas. This
should be enhanced and informed by grassroot
organisations on grievances with regard to
resource scarcities. The ideal Early
Warning
Mechanism would be a balance between satellite

warning networks and local preparedness — the
knowledge and efforts at
neighbourhood and village level.
Finally, whi 1st we should endeavour to improve
our predictive capabilities in
Early Warning, wc
must continue the equally important work of
understanding vulnerability and rootcau.ses from
below, and seeking low-cost preventative
mobilization of

measures.*

*This is an edited version of a paper presented at a Semi nar oit
the Establishment, within the OAU, of an Early Warning

Sy.siem

on

Conflict Situations in Africa (15

—

18 January

1996).
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DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS

THE NEW SOCIETY AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE
Jonathan N Moyo

T

political intrigue
surrounding the selection of Professor

distribution

united by a common purpose
shared vision. Also, the

political opposition to the government, to the
detriment of UZ-State relations, as if the

Gordon Chavunduka’s successoras vice-

government and the UZ management have not

government is not aware of its own contribution

understood the content. But the very

to the mess.

he confusion and

University of Zimbabwe (UZ)
growing crisis of
higher education in Zimbabwe. UZ is at the
crossroads, facing a make or break situation.
Since 1980, the UZ has been under the grip of
a momentous process of transformation whose
full impact is only beginning to reveal itself. But
it would appear that some key UZ stakeholders,
especially the chancellor. President Mugabe and
his successive ministers of higher education,
have grasped neither the logic and nature of this
transformation nor its intermediate and longterm consequences. Without this understanding,

chancellor at the

is the latest evidence of the

and the benefit of

a

wider vision to inform and

shape the future as opposed to correcting the
past, the dominant views on and approaches to
explainingdevelop?nents at UZ have been blurred
and even limited by the ephemeral symptoms of
the transformation. Yet, we all know that tackling
symptoms is not a solution to any problem.
Indeed, solving a symptom tends to compound
the problem.
Against this background, 1 believe we need
to move away from the shadows of tinkering
with symptoms of problems at UZ. We must
begin to deal squarely and resolutely with the
problems them.selves using all the professional
determination and moral courage we can muster
without fear or favour. But to do that well, we
must have a

meaningful vision of the kind of

UZ Zimbabweans need and
have

clear

can

afford. Also,

and viable strategy

of
realizing that vision. And, in the interim,
Zimbabweans must be prepared to pay the costs
of implementing that strategy in order to harvest
the expected benefits in the long-run.
we must

a

nor

borne out of

a

fact that
the UZ is sufficiently diversified is an important
expression of the success of its transformation
which

now

stands

as an

all-inclusive institution

microcosm of diversity at the
national level with a great potential to providing

that has become

a

resources and leadership in
generating useable knowledge in key fields of

skilled human

Factionalism at the UZ

The fact that the content of
a

diversity at UZ

balanced distribution, and is not united

by acommon purpose driven by ashared vision,
is precisely the reason why factionalism is
increasingly defining relationships between
various UZ networks (the so-called constituent

groups) and between them and others in and
outside the government as well as the donor
community. Of great concern about
factionalism at UZ is the fact that it has become

politicised in the negative

of the term.
prospective
vice-chancellors
and applicants — wrote
their CVs in the language of political patronage
as their prayer of having a chance to be
considered. The entire University Council is
now a political hotbed and is run by what
appears to be primitive cliques who have no
clue about university business. Even the Senate
representatives on Council are, save for one or
two exeeptions, rather spineless academics
So bad is the situation that

sense

some

—

who

are

bad teachers and have contributed

nothing to their professions save for attracting
scheming politicians.

the attention of

All this does not bode well for UZ. When

all-inclusive national institution with all the

university groupings which are supposed to be
professional turn into primitive factions, and
when the factions seek political refuge with
staff and students forming expedient ranks to
gain political advantage, then the university
loses its mission and distinctive purpose and
becomes like any political or other non
academic groupings in society, with no

contradictions which

sustainable elaim to academic freedom and the

Transformation
It is

exaggeration that the UZ has, over the
last 16 years, become a microcosm ofthecountry
as a

no

whole. In effect, UZ has moved from a

sectional institution
a

a

white

catering for the interests of
minority before independence into an
typically result from such

social transformation. Thus, unlike before

independenee, the UZ today is characterised,
and even overwhelmed, by the weight of class,
political, ethnic, race, gender and professional
diversity. While the reality of this diversity is
deeply pronounced among ali staff and student
ranks,

its content is neither balanced in
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pursuit of knowledge. Consequently, the most
be the most powerful in
political terms or the most irresponsible, but
certainly not the most rational or competent
vis a vis the mission and purpose of the
university. This is how UZ has, rather
unfortunately, come to be seen as a bastion of
vocal groups may

opportunity is still there for UZ to be
a leading knowledgegenerating institution, distinguished by
professional excellence of the highest
international standard, coupled with exemplary
contribution to national development. Of
it would be a gross simplification of
dynamics at play to suggest that the ball is
only in UZ’s court. Others in and outside the
government, including the donor community,
are equally responsible and have decisive roles
which are yet to be positively exploited.
While the foregoing scenario is bad, it
becomes worse in the absence of intellectually
imaginative, technically competent and
morally courageous leadership capable of
making and convincingly defending the right,
but unpopular decisions, to promote the
University and advance national objectives.
Everything goes wrong, and some things
irretrievably so, when the leadership at
institutions of higher education becomes part
and parcel of political factions with neither a
professional nor national agenda. This is true
of the pool of candidates for the ViceChancellorship recommended by the
incompetent Council to President Mugabe,
namely. Professors Nyagura, Dzinotyi weyi and
Hill. They have no agenda or mission beyond
course,

the

human endeavour.

lacks

But the

what it should be;

the confines of either business

politics

as

usual

or

usual. None of them has made a
notable and readily recognized contribution
anywhere. But even more to the point, none of
these scholars and gentlemen have a history of
independence of mind. Nyagura stands accused
of primitive corruption. Hill is politically naive,
cannot take good advice and is incapable of
making and defending a decision. As Acting
as

vice-chancellor. Hill put many important issues
that needed to be decided upon in the freezer,
out of fear of spoiling his chances of

appointment. Dzinotyiweyi’s claim to fame is
serving on parastatal boards. He and his
supporters do not seem to realise that serving
on
such boards is not a professional
recommendation, but is

an

about the extent to which

eloquent statement

Dzinotyivveyi has

entrenched himself in the world of

political

patronage. In Zimbabwe, serving on parastatal
boards is

more

often than not

a

reward for
39
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loyalty and docility, and not always
professional recognition.

revealed in the conduct and character

a

society in this period? And,
what is the meaning of “human nature" of
each and every feature of this society?

Therefore, the alleviation of factionalism at
UZ .and the encouragement

of academic and
professional networks is a clear and present
leadership task beckoning for solutions with
urgency. To be honest without prejudice, this
task cannot be done and done well by anybody
who is either

a

member

or

leader of

a

faction

or

is

directly or int^irectly viewed as such. The time
has come for UZ to have independent minded,
but responsible leadership. It is good that UZ has
become a fully diversified national institution
within a relatively short period. That was
necessary to correct past imbalances. Now, the
task is to improve the present by shaping the
future. In order to do that, there is

a

need for

a

dynamic and energetic leadership which will
give the content of diversity at UZ a balanced
distribution, united by a common purpose
consistent with the kind of university
Zimbabweans need and

can

afford. That

leadership must have a clear vision that can be
shared by the diverse groups in and outside UZ.
For the vision to be clear, it must be grounded on
a sound philosophical footing to enable an
interpretation and understanding of the process
of social transformation in Zimbabwe, and to be
able to
to

use

that interpretation

and understanding

articulate the role of UZ to advance national

interests and human achievement.

a

whole?

What

are

its

essential

components, and how are they related to
one another? How does it differ from other
varieties of social order? Within it. what is
the

meaning of any particular feature for its
survival, continuance and for its change?
2. Where does this

society stand in human
history? What are the mechanics by which
it is managing itself and changing its
structures? What is its place within and its
meaning for the development of humanity
as a whole? How does any particular feature
in the society affect, the historical period in
which it moves? And this period, what are

new

millennium, it is not possible for a

chief executive of

university to do the job
understanding of the kind
arising from questions related to

well without

of issues

a

some

those above.

Consequences of the UZ Transformation
When the context of the social transformation

UZ and its

at

general consequences

are

understood, then the following specific
consequences emerge as problems which must
be solved by the leadership at UZ working with
others in and outside government
donor community:
•

The UZ transformati on has

including the

seen

increasi ng

growth in student enrollments, at a pace faster
than the University’s administrative capacity
to plan for and respond to the needs and
opportunities occasioned by the growth. The
physical space, structures and implements at
UZ are in some cases inadequate, and in other
cases, they are decaying at an alarming rate.
Maintenance and improvement of requisite
facilities is becoming elusive. The sorry state
of the library, a key lifeline of the University,
is but one case that attests to the point.
UZ expenditures are inequitable,
inefficiently managed and not sustainable. Real
and potential sources of income from the public
and private sectors and the international donor
community are either poorly explored,
squandered or not contemplated at all. This has
been made worse by the self-evidently
incompetent financial management system at
UZ and the managerial incompetence of the
Registrar’s office. There is an urgent need to
overhaul the University’s financial management
processes in order to modernize it to ensure that
budgets are determined through rational and
transparent processes based on strategic plans
forfmancial diversification, staff development,
staff retention, student enrollments, student

welfare

its essential features? How does it differ

campus, curriculum development,
community service to the public and private
sectors and rigorous research to advance
knowledge and provide solutions to pressing
problems in society. There is also a need to
overhaul the Registrar’s office, starting with
making the Registrar a contractual appointment
with Fixed tenure based on performance and

from

results.

other periods? What are its
characteristic ways of making history?
3. What varieties of men and women now

prevail in this society and in this period?
are coming to prevail?
In what ways are they selected and formed,
liberated and repressed, made sensitive and
And what varieties

blunted? What kinds of “human nature’’

40

1 submit that, as we move to a new century
and

•

In my view, UZ needs a leader with a
philosophical imagination to enable him/her to
understand his own experience and that of others
around him/her. That kind of imagination
requires that the leader consistently asks him/
herself three categories of questions whose
answers can give life and purpose to auniversity:
1. What is the structure of this particular society
as

we

observe in this

are

on

The quality of higher education at UZ has
dramatically declined. Students have become
idle and thus politically restive, which is partly
why most of what they say is often nonsensical
or down right stupid at their level of education.
•

Academic staff with

a

commitment to their

vocations have left for greener pastures

outside

the country.

Those who remain conti nue to look
opportunities outside the
University, while general and executive
management (especially the Vice-chancellor’s
and Registrar’s offices) muddles through
without any scientific reflection for strategic
purposes. The result of all this is that research,
which is the only activity that distinguishes
universities from other higher educational
institutions, is increasingly becoming either of
poor quality or non existent at UZ. In turn, this
is affecting the quality of classroom teaching
and inevitably, the quality of UZ graduates.
The present University council appears to
be the worst UZ has ever had. It is led by people
who must have been surprised by their
appointment and is composed of the ruling
Zanu-PF mouthpieces who think that theirchief
role is to bring law and order at UZ. The current
composition of the council is a telling example
of the extent to which incompetence and
patronage have been institutionalised in
for income generating

•

Zimbabwe. Most of what needs
UZ will not be

to

be done at

possible with the present council

in command.
•

Becauseofall the above, the relevance ofUZ

to national needs

is in serious

question, not least

becauseof the failure to provide competent advice
and usable knowledge to government, commerce,

industry and civil society at large. This has been
worse by growing unemployment among
UZ graduates and their poor job performance
coupled with emerging concerns in some
international circles about the suitability of UZ
graduates into post-graduate programmes at
reputable universities outside Zimbabwe.
made

Conclusion

The above

problems at UZ stand out. Unless
the problems are tackled at leadership level, the
UZ will not be able
national institution

to

survive

as a

credible

will it be able to

play its
unique role to complement the efforts of other
key national institutions in the broader process
of national development. 1 strongly believe that
it should be an important part of the mission of
UZ to equip increasing proportions of diverse
populations in Zimbabwe to live and work
successfully in a rapidly changing national,
regional and international world and to do so
at a reasonable cost with public support. In
the new world, mass culture and political
mobilization will not be the only sources of
identity and imagination stimulating policy
action. Quite clearly, academic and free
standing research and scholarly institutions
will need to find new ways to stimulate and
support new scholarship, preserve scholarship
in key scientific fields and convey knowledge
to diverse audiences in the public and private
sectors and civil society for informed reflection
and action. That is the challenge ahead of
nor

UZ.B
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FISHERIES IN AFRICA
Fishing for Development: Small Scale Fisheries in Africa. Edited by Inge Tvedten & Bjorn Hersoug,
Nordiska Africainstitutet (The Scandinavian Institute of African Studies), (1992)

Uppsala,

Reviewed BY Mwelwa Musambachime

of
droughts which have affected food
provision and security, the attention
of governments in Africa and the donors has
been focussed on ways and means of increasing

F

OLLOWING repeated occurrences

access to

food and of achieving food

security.

Unfortunately in most debates, food security
is relagated to the supply of cereals —
especially maize. This emphasis on agriculture,
has sidelined the discussion of other sources

particularly fishing in marine and
inland waters and from aquaculture.
It is generally believed by the Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) that the
potential of African fisheries has not been
fully tapped. Where efforts are being made to
increase productivity, fish and other fishery
products are contributing handsomely to
poverty alleviation, access to food and creation
of food security. This is why the appearance of
this study by Bjorn Hersoug and Inge Tvedten

of food

—

is

important.
Fishing for Development: Small-Scale
Fisheries in Africa is a book that came out of
the proceedings of a conference organised by
the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies

Uppsala, Sweden in collaboration with
Norwegian College of Fishery Science. The
dale of the conference is not given, but it was
in

probably held in late 1991 or early 1992.
The conference was attended by thirteen
participants, eleven from nordiccountries, one
Belgian and one Senegalese. Apart from four
doctoral students who carried out research

in

Guinea-Bissau, Gambia, Mozambique,

Senegal and Zambia, the remaining nine had
extensive fisheries research experience in
various parts of Africa. T wo of the participants
edited the papers for publication.
Fishing for Development is the first serious
study on artisanal (or small scale) fisheries in
Africa. It therefore fills a gap which has
been ignored by social scientists and fish
economists. It is a welcome bridge between
anthropological,
social and rural
development studies of fishing communities
in Africa. It is therefore a good sequel to
Lars Sunderstroms’ study. Ecology and
42

Artisanal fisheries

provide an opportunity
accelerating development in the fishery
areas. To realise its full potential, a number of

Symbiosis: Niger Water Folk, 1992.
Artisanal fishing is an important economic
activity in Africa. It is a source of subsistence
and income for a large number of people.
Apart from creating employment opportunities
in processing distribution and marketing, it is
also providing a valuable export for a number

constraints will have to be eliminated.

of African countries. Based on statistics

attitudes towards modernisation of artisanal

provided by the FAO for 1989, the editors
show that Africa produced about 7.4 million

fisheries to limits of aid in

metric tonnes of fish from marine and inland

to ensure

fisheries which account for

there

eight percent of

the world’s total

production.
produced 2.8 million metric
tonnes with artisanal fishing accounting for 42
percent of the catch. Inland production was
put at 1.6 million metric tonnes — practically
all of it coming from artisanal catches. For
Africa, artisanal fishing contributes about 57
percent of the catch, which, on the world basis,
accounts for 25 percent. Artisanal fishing is
therefore an important field of study.
Marine fisheries

Out of the artisanal catches, 40 percent go to

for

The

topics covered range from the history of

West African

canoe

fishing, the differences

between industrial and artisanal fisheries,

developing artisanal

fisheries and the management of these fisheries
are

sustainable

development. In addition

country studies on Guinea-Bissau,

Zambia and

Mozambique.
chapter, the editors identify
a number of future research priorities which
will contribute to a better understanding of the
In

an

overview

artisanal fisheries sector. One of the issues
raised is

why certain ethnic groups have been
developing fishing enterprises

successful in
while others
the

are not.

The issue in itself reflects

general mix of anthropological and

technical (and

entrepreneurial) approaches.

This is also facilitated

by investment patterns

direct food consumption,

and the

be sold in the local,

infrastructure to transport

much lower in countries such as Lesotho,

good road or rail
the latter to the
markets to avoid undue delays.
Thepapersin Fishing for Development focus
on artisanal fishing both from anthropological
and technological perspectives. They consider
the present and future prospects of Africa’s

Somalia and

small-scale and full-time fishermen estimated

leavi ng 60 percent to
regional and international
markets. The average consumption of fish per
capita is about 9 kilogrammes of fish. This of
course, varies from country to country, being
higher in West African coastal countries and
Ethiopia and other cattle keeping

availability of

a

1.9 million, the

advantage of artisanal fishing are given
as being labour intensive, low level investment
and technology, not dependent on highly
developed infrastructure, less destructive to

majority being engaged in
They also show that
artisanal fishing gives employment to a further
10 million, confirming the fishing industry as
a significant source of employment and income
in some parts of Africa.
The book is a well-balanced study. The
authors of various chapters make very good
use of statistics, tables and diagrams. They
blend very well French and English sources.
Except for small lapses like failing to number
the chapters and to provide an index, I find
Fishingfor Development a very useful book to
both general readers and experts in the subject
matter. It is my hope that the appearance of

marine environment and leave little or no

this book will stimulate further interest in

pollution.

artisanal and other fisheries in Africa.®

countries.

at

Catches of fish also vary

from country to
country. Five countries namely South Africa,
Namibia, Angola, Mauritania and Morocco with
a well-developed industrialised (and highly
capitalised) fisheries account for about 57
percent of Africa’s marine potential. Zambia,
Tanzania, Malawi and Uganda account for about
60 percent of inland catches in Africa. These
and other countries rely on artisanal fishermen
to

sustain the

fishing industry.

The

the artisanal sector.
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INFORMATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
The Political

Economy of Information

Development, Democracy & Security in Southern Africa Edited In'

on

Maurice Lundu, SAFES Books, Harare,

Zimbabwe, 1996.

Reviewed by Bright Nkhatha

T

HE POUTICAL Economy ofInfonnation

Development, Democracy cfi Security
in Southern Africa is a welcome piece of
work both in terms of informing the public about
on

the crucial role of infonnation in

a

democratic

society, and as a basis for further research in the
area. It is quite a unique book in the sense that it
attempts to investigate the issues from various
perspectives. This kind of work required experts
in the various fields, as such it not only presents
the views and observations of the ‘Traditional

Information Workers’, but also those of

professional experts in the fields.
In the first chapter Abate presents the
conceptual framework of the problem. He
starts by giving an overview of what he calls
the three most important challenges facing
the Southern African region, namely,
development, democracy and governance, and
security. Next, he looks at what he refers to
as the
‘information problematique’ and
identifies various subdivisions such
definition of information;

as;

ideological

dimensions; institutional-cum-infrustructural

dimensions;

the

political economy of
information in the context of underdevelopment;
and the need for extensive research into the

area.

As

a

background to what was to be done,
presented. It should be pointed

it was fairly well
out,

however, that with the attainment of

majority rule in South Africa,
issues need to be examined in

.some

a new

of the

setting,

hence the need for further research.

Zwizwai’s

study examines the process of
information generation, dissemination and
consumption related to economic reform and
structural adjustment programme in Zimbabwe.
The study assesses the adequacy and quality of
information generated by and disseminated to

Manufacturing and ForeignTradein Zimbabwe,

political dispensation; and

and the

of technical, economic and social issues.

study had four objectives, namely:
identifying and discussing the information
requirements and outputs of key players
analysing the requirements and outputs in
order to determine the exsistence of obligations,
choices and rights to information; consider the
methods and mechanisms used to generate and
disseminate information and discuss their

shortcomings in the fulfilment of other key
players rights; and highlight key problems on
the flow of information and to recommend
areas

needing further examination. Chawira

people

informed enough about the
merits and demerits of structural adjustment
programme. As is the case with many other
government projects, the validity of these
findings would not be doubted.
The next chapter was on Information for
were not
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Industry; with
six

a

systematic presentation of the
of the information

parameters

problematique outlined in the research
methodology. The findings of the study
indicated that the government did not conform
to all the six

parameters in their handling of
privatization.
Mugwara discussed information for food
security in Southern Africa and his. The

findings show that there is inadequate

is

a

need for further research into how best the

manufacturing and foreign trade sector can be
provided with appropriate information.
Deve and Derges have looked at the
information for economic, social equity and
cultural equity in Southern Africa respectively.
They both contend that there is no economic,
social and cultural equity among the peoples of
Southern Africa. Deve, for example, argues
that, these economic and social inequalities are
based on racial lines whereby the minority
peoples of European descent are better off than
the majority, who are of African descent.
This is explained in terms of access to and
control

over

information. The author believes

that to attain

a

rea.sonanie

peoples’ strategic

to clean water,

as access
care

degree of equity,

concerns, classified basically

decent food, health

and education, should be

states

infrastructure between the

proceeded to discuss the information
scenario with regard to the Copper
Mining

information

information

government and the donor community. Among
its findings, the study established that the

then

its intended audiences, and believes that there

parties in society. It also examines
through
legislation protects the information rights of
society both on paper and in practice; and the

the extent to which the government,

general analysis
They

concludes that the information does not reach

placed on the
agenda. Derges points out that the
state seems not to see
the importance of
information to the promotion of cultural equity
among the peoples of Southern Africa. This is
evidenced by the absence of well articulated
information polic(ies); and the lack of adequate
investment of resources to develop information
sector for the promotion of culture. She further

the various

a

information

before

that

SADC existed for fifteen years
the establishment of culture and

information sector.
Lundu and

privatisation of the copper mining industry
They start by presenting the history
of the mining industry in Zambia; the
change
in policy direction at the beginning of the new
in Zambia.

indeginous knowledge. He recomended the
ofaregional information system
on food security. The
chapter, however, did
not touch much on the
subject of information
in the context of the i nformation problematique.
establishment

In the conclusion, Lundu

contends that

policy-makers, political functionaries, business
executives and leaders of academic and
research institutions must endeavour to make
use

of information

generated/produced and

disseminated within the region; and he views
this

as

the cardinal

information

across

point upon which
borders in the Southern

African region beyond the year 2000should be
conceptualised and developed.
As mentioned in the introduction, the book

bas

generally set the stage for further research

in the field of political economy of information
and how it affects development,
democracy and

security in Southern Africa. One serious
weakness, though, is the lack of consistency in
the way the research was carried out as reflected
in the way the results have been presented.
Infact, the observation made in the preface that
only two researchers pursued the investigation
in a consistent and systematic manner is
very
correct. Some papers went so much
away the
focus of the study that they ended up saying
very little about the problem that they were set
to address.

Likubangwa looked at the concept

of ‘Information is Power’ and how this affected
the

on water resources and needs,
household food security and the use of

Of
may

importance also are some errors that
have originated from either the editing

process or the
as

wrong

printing

process — such

things

citations and wrong titles for

articles. Otherwise this is

a

some

book worth

reading.®
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BATTLE FOR THE BLACK MIND
African Intellectual Heritage edited by Molefi Kete Asante and Abu S. Abarry. (Temple
1996. 807 pages). $59.95US (hardcover). $24.95US (paper)

University Press:

Reviewed BY Sam E Anderson

R

AGISM, white supremacy, capitalism
and
are

all dirty words that
any profanity!
The

imperialism
worse

are

than

analysis and critique of these concepts are. by
far, tolerated by those who rule much less than
pornography or religious blasphemy. In this age
of the soundbite-driven global anti-intellectual
society, merely having the ability to think critically
is a seditious act. So, we have witnessed and
experienced a more than five-century long
suppression of the African intellect- and
.especially, the African woman’s intellect. We
have been cut off from a complex and wonderful
inlellectual and social development that was in

supremacists have been
on this relentless press for the control of people’s
minds for over five hundred years. The dominance
of seeing the world through European eyes that
denigrate peoples and cultures of colour was and
i.vessentialforthe European rulers’global political
dominance. We call it
Today, it is the norm. This means

economic

thi s planet and not
by Eurocentric ideas and practices.

that you cannot go anywhere on
be affected

This sick twist of history

and present-day reality,

deforms every human being’s soul renderi ng many
of

us

into intellectual zombies

rationalizing,

defending and internalizing these racist myths.
No where is this mental onslaught played out with
more ferocity and cunning schemes than in the
universities of the world and Africa. With a global
shift to a right-wing white supremacist unipolar
world, the hard-line, extreme Eurocentrists and
their African surrogates are

gleefully on the

They were on the retreat in all academia during

precisely because of the highlevel of organized Africanamerican and Latino
militancy demanding fundamental curricula
changes in North American uni versities that would
the late 60s and 70s

—

as

it

was

called then

—

“the Black

Experience.” Many of us who were engaged in
44

and/or absorb and redefine our demands and

Thus, many of us were sucked into
high sounding titles and high
salaries, and began to assist the Eurocentrists in
their struggle to either destroy the Black and

programmes.

their structures with

African Studies Movements or to absorb them

politically, intellectually, and
spiritually impotent in relation to assisting our
struggle for Black Liberation and Pan Africanism.
and render them

All

we

Blackfolk have to do is look at

our

and tactics are

cultural w'orks, any of J. A. Rogers' or Chancellor
Williams’ work, and the work of many others

including Samir Amin, Dr. Cheikh Anta Diop, Dr.
John Henrik Clarke, Dr. Yosef Ben-Jochanon as
well as Dr. Molefi Asante’s own seminal works in

diasporic history and Afrocentricism.
African Inlellectual Heritageis firmly enmeshed

African

within the African intellectual tradition of
resistance and struggle against the racist forces of
thought control. The work amassed in this book is
encyclopedic and offers vital ammunition for our
fight to raise the revolutionary consciousness of
our people. What Brothers Asante and Abarry
have done is to document not only the intellectual

public with her
colleagues’ misconceptions and racist
fallacies concerning the African and Asian roots
of European civilization. (For the latest on racist
revisionist history, go to the library and check out
her books: Not Out ofAfrica: HarperCollins, New
saturate

academia and the general

York and Black Athetw RevwiW-edited with G.

Rogers: The University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC). White and Negro (as in
NEverGROw) alleged intellectuals wi II be trotted
out to give soundbite babble and fluff books about
universalisms and the need to keep history rigorous
and “objective” rather than a diluted “ethnic
cheerleading” therapy.
One of the purposes of African Intellectual
Heritage is to verify the wide range of intellectual
endeavours African peoples were and are engaged
in. It is the first in our efforts to massively and
globally document our intellectual heritage and,
M.

Press,

thus, has

some

flaws. However, these flaws in no

take away from the power of, and political
necessity for, this kind of Black encyclopedic

way

work at this time of racist

denial and white

supremacist attacks upon the reality of the global
significance of African Intelligence. Brothers
Asante and Abarry have clearly pulled together a
powerful weapon to be used in attaining mental
and physical liberation.
Our imperative, as peoples of African descent
in the Age of Mounting Racism, is to make sure
that we have a copy of this major work in our
homes, libraries, community centers to read and
reference. Then we must become organized enough
to guarantee that whatever school our children are
in, it will have andut^African Intellectual Heritage
in the humanities courses. African Intellectual
Heritage will have a significantly positive impact
on

Africa’s curriculum debates and programmes

Diop’s Civilization or
Barbarism. Brothers Asante and Abarry have

foundation of the African and their descendants,

similar to Cheik Anta

they have also indirectly revealed evidence
chronicling the African intellectual roots of
European civilizations. This sourcebook includes
great African thinkers from Pharaoh Unas and
Horemhab of Africa’s antiquity through Martin
Delany and Frantz Fanon of the recent past up to

clearly pulled together an essential weapon in our
struggle for mental and physical liberation and
were, in part, obviously limited by the sheer size
of the book (and hence, its ability to be reasonably

but

Amiri Baraka, AngelaDavisandMaulana Karenga

offensive.

include

supremacists in power would work to undermine

Trinidadian CLR James’s seminal historical and

The racists, the white

Eurocentricism.

and her

African stubbornness on

global scale.

and

naive about the extent to which the white

is a testament to this creative

resistance; this powerful
a

Euro-Classical professor Mary Letkowitz to try to

history and see that present-day racist strategies
nothing new. Martin R. Delany’s
pioneer research on the glories and struggles of
African civilizations were either ignored or
trivialized by 19th Century white intellectuals. In
the 20th Century, we .see the same for most of
W.E.B DuBois’ work—especially his book, T/ie
World and Africa — Zora Neal Hurston’s
pioneering anthropology work in the US and the
Caribbean, Ida B. Wells’s militant journalism,

the European onslaught of slavery
But, in spite of this allencompassing effort by the white imperialist power
structure to create a non-thinking passively loyal
Black, we have intellectually blossomed forth like
stubborn weeds pushing up through concrete and
consistently asserted our human right to be free.
Temple University’s Dr. Molefi K. Asante’s and
Dr. Abu S. Abarry’s source book, African
process before

and colonialism.

Intellectual Heritage,

struggle for recognition and power in the
universities and colleges were, for the most part,
this

— over 125 sources from out of Africa
Diaspora.
The white supremacists will either trivialize or
ignore thismajorcompilation, as they do with any
work that threatens their white supremacist and
capitalist statusquo.Theywillstepup,forexample,
the publicity campaign of Wellesly University’s

of today
and the

priced).
African Intellectual Heritage covers a lot of
ground. It starts with early humanity’s perceptions
of the creation of the universe and, the subsequent
evolution of various complex religious, cultural,
philosophical, social, and political beliefs. The
book ends with a section entitled, “Resistance and
our tradition of
struggle against all forms of oppression. The

Renewal,” which is dedicated to
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documents in this section

cover

thousands of

years. Brothers and sisters, do not feel obligated to
sit down and read this book from cover to cover in
one

sitting! You

meant to be

may choose to do that, but it was

savoured, looked

over,

discussed,

study-grouped, referenced for clarification

or

verification.
Much of my

criticism of the book

can

be

resolved

by the creation of either an expanded
second cd i tion or the put 1 i ng togetlier of an frican

Intellectual Heritage, Volume II.
Brothers Asante and Abarry have overlooked
certain vital information regarding the African

Diaspora. It is es.sential that we document,
geographically and intellectually — i.e.,
ideologically — the broad nature of the African
and thcirdescendants. For example, missing from
this seminal text is an acknowledgment of the
African naturcof Australia’s “Aboriginal” people
and their creation/dreamtime narrative within the

chapter, “Creatioti of the Universe.” We also
should acknowledge the African nature of the
peoples of the South Pacific- the so-called
Polynesians. After all, it is the marauding racistblinded by the self-absorption of his whiteness
and desire to dominate for profits-that has created
the artificial demarcations among African peoples
throughout the Diaspora.
Within the “Religious Ideas” section, we cannot
appreciate, totally, the preservation and evolution
of African religiosity without the inclusion of
Voudoo, Candomblé, Santen'a, Rastafarianism,
and the Nation of Islam. Nor can we leave out the

explicit reinterpretations of Western Christianity
itself an African originated religion — that
gave rise to Black Liberation Theology as practiced
and preached by such notables as George
Washington Woodbey-a turn-of-the-century
African-amcrican^ocw/ii/preacher/activist. The
omission of George Cone and his works on Black
Liberation
Theology, the successful
—

institutionalizingeffortsofReverendJamesCleage
and his Pan-African Orthodox Christian Church

(The Shrine of the Black Madonna) and Southern
African

spiritual beliefs leaves a void in what is
a comprehensive rendering of our
cosmological history.
Another weak point in this collection is the lack
of a section covering scientific and technological
thinking. Africans are primary or foundational in
the evolution of science and technology and even
developed scientific and technological
achievements during the enslavement process!
From river navigational skills to transoceanic
navigation; from iron smelting to plating
technology; from the invention of writing to
architecture; to heavier than air flight; from
mathematics to astronomy, it was the African who
laid a phenomenal scientific-intellectual
foundation for others to build upon. We should
resist the Western trap of separating scientific and
technological thinking from the rest of thinking
otherwise
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and the development of ideas. We must always
keep in mind that the African Genius is its quest

craft, but also studies and

and

Roach is

ability to be holistic.

Within the chapter,
inclusion of

Black

“Culture and Identity,” the

woman

Africanist Drusilla

Dunjee Houston who in 1926 published her
pioneering work Wonderful Ethiopians of the
Cushite Empire (Republished in 1985 by Black
Classic Press) would have been essential. And
how can we forget Langston Hughes’s classic
pathbreaking essay on the dilemma of Black
writers. The Negro Writer and the Racial
Mountain: and Richard Wright’s work. Black
Power, whichdiscusses,inpart.the independence
of Ghana would have been important additions to
the already existing contributions of, among others,
Aime Cesairc and Amilcar Cabral. Zora Neale
Hurston’s standing as our first Afrocentric
anthropologist, and the importance of her work
that shows a major and influential point of departure
from the use of anthropology as a tool for racial
oppression and colonialization, should have been
included. People like Hoyt Fuller — editor of
Black World/Negro Digest— Addison Gayle —
pioneer in the New Black Aesthetic — and Paul
Gilroy, who broadens the Black Aesthetic to
embrace the Africanameican/Africancarribcan/

Africanbritish cultural connection
forced Black

migration within

brought on by
an

imperialist

cultural and economic context should have been

included to further expose
cultural

the complexity of our
reality. CuBa’s Afro-Cuban chroniclers

Fernando Ortiz and Tomds Fernandez Robaina
works would have made fine additions to Africa's

Intellectual

Heritage.
Of course, the thoughts of Maryse Conde —
Segu, Children of Segu, The Tree of Life — and
Toni Monison, particularly her Playing in the
Dark, on culture and identity, should be included
here. Theirdefini ti ve research and profound B lack
woman-centered analysis is essential for our 21 st
Century period of struggle.
Given the reality that 20th and 21st Century
African Diasporic culture has been and will be
significantly expressed through film and video,
people like Julie Dash {Daughters of the Dust),
Euzahn Palcy (Sugar Cane Alley and Dry White
Season), Raul Peck (Man By the Sea), Ousmane
Sembene (world-famous Senegalese filmmaker),
St. Clair Bourne f world-/a/noi(5 Africanamerican
filmmaker) and Cuba’s Black filmmakers should
be asked to contribute essays or interviews that
will help to define this most powerful medium.

develops its social and
political ramifications. Master Drummer Max
one

of those musician-thinkers. The

writings of musician Jimmy Stewart are also
essential. There are many South African musicians
who have blossomed into
very knowledgeable
thinkers on the relation of music and social
change
that also

can

be included in this collection.

It is essential to include Kenya’s

activist/writer
Ngugi Wa Thiong’o in on the discussion of the
English language and the African writer. His has
been the most consistent and active

voice

on

this need

Truth, the late Africanamerican socialist activist
James Boggs and, most recently, by Si ster Marimba
Ani

(Yurugu published by Africa World Press).

In

general, there are a number of other voices
missing. A compilation like this should include
Tanzania’s laterevolutionary Mohammed Babu
well as the intellectual voices from Southern
Africa like Steve Biko. Samora Machel, Sam

as

Njoma and Nelson Mandela. Ella Baker- the
founding mother of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Bell Hooks
and the antiCIarence Thomas statement signed
by over 1300 Black women under the coalition
called Black Women In Defense of Ourselves
should also be included within the Resistance
and Renewal section. The African Women’s

Movement is captured in all ofits critical vibrancy
1994 7th Pan African Conference

in their

statement. It should have been

Movement: PanAfricanisl

men can no longer
sisters’ struggle for revolutionary
equality on all fronts because our sisters arc

ignore

our

consciously self-organizing and therefore

Finally, the centuries long voices of our political
prisoners in the US, Africa and the Diaspora
should have their

own

section.

George Jackson,

Assata Shakur, Ken Saro-Wi wa or a Mumia Abu-

Jamal

are legitimate intellectuals
carrying on our
longstanding African revolutionary tradition of
facings the odds of a raci.st reality detennined to
make Revolution irresistible to the People.

After all is said and done, this is what brothers
Molefi Asante and Abu S. Abarry have presented
to us. Not

only essential healthy food forthought,
ammo for our daily battle
White Supremacy wherever we are.B

with

filmmakers,

are a

force to be reckoned with whether we like it or not.

and the presenters at the Burkina Faso Film
festival who also have a lot to offer.
have identified

included, because

it signalled a major turning point in the Pan African

but mental African

as we

progressive
strengthen the African

languages for the sake of cultural survival and
empowering the African masses. Also
philosophical and moral questions seen from a
B lack perspecti ve have been asserted by
Sojourner

There are, of course. Black filmmakers in Brazil

Just

to

we can

identify another group of intellectual workers
who play a crucial role in maintaining and
developing the African Intellectual tradition of
service to the people: musicians. A good Africancentered musician not only develops his or her

S. E. ANDI'.RSON i,s

an

activi,sl/wrilcr. nialhcmaiician and aniiruci.sl

educator ha,scd in New York

City. He i.s author of the ivcently published
Beginners and is co-i'diior with Tony Medina of
anthology: in IKTense of Mumia (botli published by Writers &

Black Holocaust For
the

Readers), He is al.so .senioreditor of NOBO; Journal orAi'ricanameriean

Dialogue (Africa World Ptx's.s).
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LETTER FROM THE DIASPORA

TENSION IN CUBA
Chris McIvor

at

slogans include the following : “Socialism Or
Death”, “Patriotism Is The Highest Good”,
“Together We Will Vanquish OufEnemies” and
“Che Guevara Your Example Lives, Your Ideas

constant stream

Endure”.

o

ne

of the

common

features of most

modern societies is the

phenomenon of
advertising. Whether presented in neon

night, in large billboards in our cities, in a
of images on television, radio or
in print, we are regaled with messages that are
designed to appeal to our acquisitive instincts.
The fuel that drives our economies is this ability
to sell the latest consumerproduct. to convince the
potential customer that if they don’t drive this
model of car, wear that kind of jacket and smoke
that kind of cigarette, that life is somehow
unfulfilled, that they are not realizing their full
potential as citizens of their countries.
Side by side with this phenomenon, we have
developed a league table of societies that are
judged by their capacity to offer more consumer
choices to their people. In this model, the success
of a country is not measured by its educational
provision, cultural identity, health care and welfare
systems, but by its ability to meet every variety
of taste, inclination and need in terms of material
products.
Advertising presents this phenomenon as a
cultural right, a social necessity. If you don’t have
a score of different varieties of chocolate, washing
powder and toothpaste for example, then your
country is considered to be underdeveloped and
backward. This religion of material consumption
is pursued by its adherents with all the means at
their di sposal. Ad verti sing penetrates the remotest
cornel's of our globe. In the desert regions of Chad,
for example, large billboards present a tropical
playground of Coca-Cola drinkers to villagers
who have no clean drinking water and little to eat.
One of the striking things about Cuba is an
absence of such advertising. Despite the fact that
it has a relatively well-developed economy and
infrastructure in comparison with many other
countries and islands in the region, there is nothing
like the same number of signs, billboards, neon
lights and television slots dedicated to presenting
the latest consumer items.
In Cuba’s case it has much more to do

alternative orientation in society, and

with

an

in particular

attempt by the state to replaee consumer values
with adifferent set of social and moral imperatives.

an

This is clear when driving around the capital
city of Havana, for example. There are hardly any

of the city from where signs and billboards
are not visible, but this time displaying a different
set of messages than the exhortation to purchase
coca-cola or cigarettes. Most of the,se have a
moralistic, semi-religious quality which appeals
to collective morality, national pride, the spirit of
parts

sacrifice and renunciation ratherthan consumerism
and individual taste. Some of the most
46

popular

-

there are other
mechanisms to reinforce this message. Large
murals on Havana’s walls depict the history of the
revolution and the need to defend Cuba’s

independence against its internal and external
enemies. In schools. Ministry offices and public
halls paintings and photographs depict the fathers
of the revolution reminding their citizens of the
triumph of moral values over material
considerations. The most popular figure is that of
Che Guevera, the Argentinean bom doctor who
helped the Cuban revolutionaries topple the regime
of General Batista in 1959. Guevara’s death in

Bolivia some 10 years later, seeking to promote
another revolution against an unjust and corrupt

military regime, has lent him the status of a martyr.
In schools throughout the country, children
recite his history and his ideas and in particular,
repeat his message that if the Cuban revolution is
succeed

who

a

“new man” must be created, a person

rejects the consumer orientated, materialistic

values of other societies for the sake of a greater

collective

solidarity.

Almost 40 years after the revolution, Cuba has
reached a water-shed in its history. In particular,

question of whether its population,
existedonthisdietofcollectivesolidarity

there is the

which has

and self-renunciation for so many years, can
continue in the

same

vein or whether they

will opt

for what most other societies have chosen: the
desire to seek individual

gain and to pursue wealth
equity.
Despite the fact that Cuba is an island that remains
isolated from many external trends and that it strongly
controls the consumer messages that regale
populations elsewhere, influences from outside do
penetrate Cuban society generating tensions and
desires for change. Music and culture from abroad,
television beamed from nearby countries, mass
tourism and the seasonal influx of rich foreign
vi si tors are prompti ng Cubans to compare their own
situation with that of people elsewhere. It does not
at

kind of context.

some

Rafael,

Besides these slogans,

to

period, their memories of life before 1959 have
allowed them to place the relative hardships of the
economy and the absence of consumer goods in

the cost of social

matter that

these external i nfluences are often biased

a

teacher in a small town near Havana,

remembers that in the 1950s before the revolution,

few of his peers had access to education. There
health fad lities in the area. Housing was poor.
Most of the jobs were in the sugar plantations which
paid derisory wages for long hours of back-breaking
work. Since 1959, he has seen dramatic changes to his
community. School enrolment is almost 100 percent
Local clinics and a nearby hospital provide health
coverage. Although wages arc low and there are
shortages ofbasic items, the extreme poverty of these
earlier years has been eliminated.
However, for the youth of Cuba, Rafael
acknowledged, it is a particularly difficult time.
Whereas older Cubans like himself can appreciate
the positi ve changes that have occurred since 1959,
young people have nothing to compare their current
relative economic hardships to. The influence of
Western music, fashion and culture has also given
them tastes that Cuban society can not afford. The
resultingtensions within its younger generation are
increasingly evident.
In the wake of tourism, for example, there has
been a return of prostitution, especially among
younger women, “This is a phenomenon that
largely disappeared after the revolution, when
Cuba had the dubious distinction of being the
Caribbean playground of wealthy Americans,”
claimed one Cuban historian. “The sight of so
very

was no

many

comparatively rich, well-fed tourists in

luxury cars and hotels has created a tension in our
society. Many young girls now dream of a foreign
marriage, not realizing that what they imagine is
often

an

illusion.”

He went on to point out that teenage pregnancy,
abortion and divorce rates among younger people
have also increased as has juvenile crime and drug
abuse. These

are an

indication that

needs and

aspirations within this
currently not being fulfilled.

a

range

of

age group are

For Cuba, the dilemma is how to open up its
society to individual opportunity and consumer
demand without losing what is most valuable

about its system

of social equity and welfare

and that the poverty and social problems of other
societies are not revealed. In some ways, Cuba’s

provision. Unemployment, reduction in quality

relative isolation has

increase in the number of people

prompted a kind of mythical

of education and health care, a rise in

crime,

an

living below the

malnutrition among

of the

poverty line and increased

further

poorersectionsof the society, etc, all indicate that
the transition has not been an easy one. With this

In Cuba, this issue has become something of an
inter-generational conflict. For older people, many
of whom lived through the pre and post revolutionary

evidenee before it, it will be instructive for the

among many local people
benefits to be had elsewhere, especially

exaggeration

north in the United States.

rest

of

us to see

how Cuba attempts to manage

this dilemma in the next few

years.■
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Faculty of Theology
Professor/Associate Professor/Senior Lecturer/Lecturer
Applications
•

are invited
Old Testament

from suitably qualified candidates for teaching positions in the following
•

New Testament

•

areas:
Pastoral Care and Counselling

General
•

•

•

•

Qualifications. Applications must:
a Ph.D or equivalent degree in one of the above fields.
Be able to each in English; the ability to read and speak either French or Portuguese would be useful.
Be competent to teach at undergraduate and graduate levels with particular attention to the African context.
Be able to work in the ecumenical spirit of the Faculty while respecting the history and tradition of the United Methodist
Hold

Church.

Be able to demonstrate achievement and/or potential in instruction, scholarship, research and publication.
Specific qualifications for Pastoral Care and Counselling position:
•

Each candidate must:
•

Be

•

Have

In

ordained minister in

an

a

special

good standing within one’s denomination.
experience as a full-time Pastor.

minimum of five years

cases, a

candidate with

a

Master’s degree who has

a

great

deal of experience will be considered.

Faculty of Management and Administration
Senior Lecturer/Lecturer
Applications are invited for teaching posts in the areas of Management/Marketing/Public Administration/Economics.
Qualifications. The applicant should:
Possess a higher degree, preferably a doctorate, with specialisation in
Management/Marketing/Public Administration/Economics.
Have at least one to three years post-qualification work experience in a university or
industry.
Have some good publications in referred journals or by reputable publishers.
Have experience in consultancy, preparing and delivering management development programmes as well as in
preparing projects
for external donor support (for senior lecturer appointment only).
Be willing to work in a pioneering spirit in a new but growing faculty committed to excellence in
teaching/research.
Be able to teach in at least two of the areas of specialisation listed above.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Conditions of Service for all posts

Salary and rank commensurate with qualifications and experience. Other
allowances. Contract, gratuity and home leave for international staff.

benefits include pension, medical aid, housing and transport

Applications (7 copies) with detailed curriculum vitae, certified copies of educational certificates and the

names

should be sent to:
The

Registrar
University

Africa

P O Box 1320

Mutare, Zimbabwe
Tel: 263 20 60026/75

on or

Fax: 263 20 61785

before 15 November, 1996.

E-Mail: african@harare.iafrica.com

Only short-listed candidates will be acknowledged.

of three referees

FROM OUR SCHOLARS

BABU: A MAN OF CONTINENTAL VISION
ISSA Shivji

S

ITTING hundreds of miles away from
on a short visit to Dakar, Senegal,

home

feeling

my spontaneous

that of

was

helplessness when I heard of Babu’s death. And
it made

me

wonder; “What would have Babu

thought and said

on

hearing of his death!’ A

a matter of

course on

African Studies at

Colegio de Mexico. Babu, in his usual relaxed
expounding on the seven great
relationships to explain his great passion — the
economic development of Africa. He charted out
on a broad canvass seven dialectical relationships:
manner, was

that

between town and country;

—

—

—

—

—

—

agriculture and industry;
heavy and light industry;
producer goods and consumer goods;
food crops and industrial raw materials;
mass goods and luxury goods; and

—internal and international markets,

in each couple what he
‘key link’. Threading together the key

he would then identify

called the

links, he would arrive at his favourite conclusion:

building of an autonomous, nationally integrated
economy. As my mind wandered off to that
presentation, I said to myself: ‘Babu. commenting
on his death, would have probably added an
eighth great relationship—that between life and
death’. And I have no doubt in my mind that we
would have identified LIFE meaning
STRUGGLE as the key link in that couple. That
was

‘What does it matter whether it is socialism or

Babu was a very charming personality, an
incorrigible youth who not only never accepted
to be, but could not be perceived as a Mzee.
When, during his brief ‘association’ with the

was so

long as it brings development?’
lecturing about the seven great
relationships to Mexican students, he had no
problem in expounding a similar thesis of
development to Rotarians at Motel Agip acouple
so

was

(by age). He was not only youthful in spirit, but
lived it. When he dedicated his book African
Socialism or Socialist Africa? to ‘The Youth of
Africa’, 1 never felt it was the second or third
person ‘youth’; it was probably the first person,
‘we, the youth of Africa’!
Babu was disarmingly humble, not humble in

Hill, used to devour it and like the young
Copperfield would “ask for more”. He wrote a

pieceontheFriendshipMill-type industrialisation
calculating to the last decimal point the numbers
employed, the boost to our cotton production,
creation of local market, passing of skills to our
‘proletariat’ and so on. It was not simply another
analysis. It was a vision, a vision of an alternative
development which would lift us from this stigma
of permanent poverty and beggary. Where is that
type of vision

today?

steadfast.

industrialised
and hopefully united — continent was his
guiding star. We as students, admired him for
that great passion. One did not always agree with
Babu’s political stances or ideological positions;
one probably would have even had differences
on strategies and his way of doing things. But —
and this is a great ‘but’ as I will explain in a
moment—young radicalsthencouldnotdi sagree
great, developed,

—

Babu
We

seem

to be drowned in narrow

nationalisms where

insular

development is identified

success or otherwise of our petty quests
commission agents, junior partners or showmen in the so-called joint-ventures or consultants

with the
as

(read unbashed imperialism) and liberalisation
(meaning global pillage), it is rare to come by

global plunderers called ‘investors’. Babu’s
was much broader and deeply
profound, beyond the pigment of the skin or the
shape of the nose. For him what was important
was the birth, production, development and
investment of capital, that is, the processes of

Babu-type continental vision of development,
autonomy and self-reliance.

production and accumulation rather than the
birth certificate of the producer or the accumulator

Marxist-Nationalist. As

(uzawa). He came from the Islands, but his

with his vision; were indeed

inspired by that

vision. I say ‘young radicals then’ because in
this day and age of ‘global village’ or globalisation

1 described Babu
48

as a

Reform (NCCR Mageuzi), there was a cartoon in

editorship of Ndugu
Benjamin Mkapa. We, young ‘firebrands’ at the

Nationalist then under the

witnessing the
passing away of the first generation of MarxistNationalists in our part of the world. Babu fought
prominently in the struggle for independence
from colonialism and for economic independence
a

National Convention for Construction and
the papers depicting Babu as a babu (grandfather),
it took a while to sink in me. It had never occurred

Babu’s life.

from neo-colonialism. In this, he stood

Africa; within Southern Africa it is East Africa
and within East Africa it is Zanzibari’

of years ago on his visit to Dar-es-Salaam. That
reminded me of Babu’s column (under a penname because he was then a Minister) in the

With the death of Babu, we are

The vision of

although he

the revolution in Africa, he would say, is Southern

Like he

short

continental, not insular

powered his Marxism. With Deng Tsiao Ping, he
probably believed that it did not matter whether
the cat was red or black, so long as it caught mice.
capitalism

on a

was

often used to tease his comrades; The centre of

My mind raced back to the days some 15 years
ago when Babu and I were lecturing to Mexican
El

vision

strong that it often over-

contradiction in terms. Indeed, that was Babu.

students

fact, his passion for de velopmentali sm

and nationalism

to

nationalism

to me

until then to think of Babu

as an

old

man

the servile sense, but humble in the human sen.se.

I remember as

a high school student as we would
the streets to wave flags welcoming
visiting dignitaries, there would be a big laughter
and applause when Babu’s car appeared in the
motorcade. Usually, he would be in his own
personal car; usually he would be driving it
himself and, more often than not, it would be full
of children all waving while Babu would be
making faces. And he was a Minister then during
those days of Wabenzil Pomp could not sit with
Babu and arrogance tied from him.
Difficult to picture the Minister Babu either in
a suit and tie or even ‘liaki-ya-nnwgu ’which was
then the official dress. Open neck shirt, most of
the time hanging out and sandals on his feet. One
of Babu’s pictures which appeared in a newspaper
has stuck in my mind. Disembarking from a
‘plane back from a foreign trip, ratherunusually,
he had a Jacket on — but the tie was loosely
hanging around his neck and the shirt was hanging
out of his trousers. Appearances did not matterto
him; life did and he lived it fully.
Seventy odd years of a passionate struggle; for
a vision; without pomp or sense of selfimportance and self-righteousness — that was
Babu the person. Babu was led by a grand
ideology, not petty prejudices. He was dipped in

line up

a

continent-wide nationalism, not insular

parochialism. His vision of a developed Africa,
an autonomous Africa, an Africa that can truly
‘stand up’ and refuse to be a pawn on the
imperialist chess-board, that is the vision that we
need

more

than

ever

before.

We have lost Babu, but ‘we the

youth of
responsibility to nourish his
bring it to fruition.®

Africa’, have
vision and

a
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Hot and Cold Cure retreads

Leap Ahead wiPh a QpaliPif Tread
Contact, Harare:

8

Telford Rd, Graniteside, P.O. Box 1211,

Tel:

Masvingo:
Chitungwiza:

791213, 751776, 751778. Fax: 751753

Tel: 64203
Tel:

23950, Stand No. 19667/1/, Makoni Centre
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BICC CAFCA specialise
in live performances
Especially when you need to put together a
competitive, yet viable, tender. The technical
expertise and dedication of the BICC CAFCA
team will ensure that you get the right cabling
for the job, at competitive prices. And, once your
tender has succeeded, BICC CAFCA will ensure

on-time deliveries of cables to exacting ISO 9000
and SABS quality standards. Through their
worldwide network, BICC CAFCA can also source
any additional

cable requirements.
—ianrior
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BICCCåKi
CABLES FOR AFRICA, CABLES FOR
LVTTON ROAD, WORKINGTON, P. 0. BOX 1651,
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